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TILE i~IRST ANNUAL STATE DEPARTMENT REPORT
ON
INTERNATIONAL
RELIGIOUS
FREEDOM
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1999
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL,
OPERATIONS AND HuMAN RIGHTS,

Committee on InternationalRelations,
WASHINGTON, D.C.

The Subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 2 p.m. In Room
2172, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Christopher H. Smith
(Chairman of the Subcommittee) Presiding.
Mr. SMITH. The Subcommittee will come to order.
Good afternoon. Today's hearing is the latest in a series of Subcommittee hearings focusing on religious persecution around the
world. Over the last 5 years, we have heard from numerous government officials, experts, eyewitnesses and victims at a dozen hearings focusing on various aspects of the problem including worldwide anti-Semitism, the persecution of Christians around the
world, the 1995 massacre of Bosnian Muslims in Srebrenica, the
enslavement of black Christians in the Sudan, and the use of torture against religious believers and other prisoners of conscience.
Last year, this Subcommittee marked up H.R. 2415, Congressman Frank Wolf's landmark legislation on the problem of international religious persecution. In November, an amended version of
the Wolf bill was enacted into law as the International Religious
Freedom Act of 1999. Among the most important provisions of that
act were an Annual Report on International Religious Freedom, a
Special Ambassador for Religious Freedom, and we are very happy
to have here today an independent bipartisan Commission on
International Religious Freedom.
Today we will hear testimony on the first annual report provided
to Congress pursuant to the Religious Freedom Act, and among our
witnesses are Ambassador Robert Seiple and Commissioner Nina
Shea, whose offices were created by the act. So today's hearing is
living proof that the United States has taken some important steps
toward helping millions of people around the world who are persecuted simply because they are people of faith.
Unfortunately, we still have a long way to go. The first Annual
Report exhibits some of the strengths but also some of the weaknesses of the State Department's- annual Country Reports on
Human Rights Practices, which address a broader range of human
rights violations. As we learn year after year in our hearings on

the Country Reports, the production of an honest and effective report on human rights violences entails a series of struggles.
First, it is necessary to get as many facts-as possible and to get
them right. Then it is important to state the facts clearly and honestly. It is important to avoid sensationalism, but it is at least as
important to avoid hiding the facts behind exculpatory introductions or obfuscatory conclusions.
Finally, and most difficult of all, it is necessary to translate a
clear understanding of the facts about religious persecution into a
coherent policy for ending it.
In general, I believe the first Annual Report on International Religious Freedom succeeds in getting the facts straight. There are
some important omissions, such as the Indonesia report's failure to
examine the evidence of anti-Catholicism that has played an important role in the repression of the people of East Timor by elements
of the Indonesian military.
I would note parenthetically we just spent all of last week working on a 1-day hearing looking at the problem there, and we were
very pleased to have Jose Ramos-Horta as well as Xanana Gusmao
as two of our lead witnesses, in addition to Julia Taft and Howard
Koh. So that is one thing that we had in here.
But I am impressed with the extent to which the report states
hard facts even about governments with which the United States
enjoys friendly relations. For instance, the reports on France, Austria, and Belgium detail the recent official harassment and/or discrimination by the governments of these countries against certain
minority religions such as Jehovah's Witnesses and some Evangelical and Pentecostal denominations.
Even more impressive is the first sentence of the report on Saudi
Arabia. It is a simple declarative sentence, and I quote, "Freedom
of religion does not exist."
Unfortunately, in some places, the report could not seem to resist
trying to mitigate the unpleasant appearances of the hard facts by
surrounding them with weasel words. In several reports on Communist countries, the government's failure to enforce anti-religion
laws uniformly-which is typically due to inefficiency, favoritism or
corruption-is reported in words that suggest the possibility of secret first amendment sympathies on the part of local or central
governments. We are told, for example, that the Cuban government's efforts to control religion, quote, "do not affect all denominations at all times."
The report on Laos even makes the remarkable assertion that
the central government was, and I quote, "was unable to control"
harsh measures taken against Christians by local and provincial
authorities, although these measures were fully consistent with
Communism party doctrine and previous actions by the central
government.
Ambassador Seiple, in calling attention to these transparent attempts to sugar-coat the facts with meaningless and/or misleading
editorial comment, I do not want to detract from the very good
work that your office and the Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights
and Labor have done on this report. On the contrary, these
nonsequiturs and disconnects are strong evidence that there was a
struggle within the administration between human rights workers

who tried to tell it exactly like it is and some of our embassies or
regional bureaus who were carrying water for their odious clients.In general, the good guys appear to have won.
Despite these important victories that have led to this strong,
honest, and thorough report, I am deeply concerned that it might
not result in the necessary changes in U.S. policy. This is particularly sad because the International Religious Freedom Act provided
an important mechanism for bringing about such changes. Specifically, the law provides that on or before September 1st of each
year, the same day the annual report is due, the President shall
review the status of religious freedom in each foreign country to determine which governments have "engaged in or tolerated particularly severe violations of religious freedom" during the proceeding
12 months.
These countries are to be designated as countries of particular
concern for religious freedom, and the President then must either
impose diplomatic, political or economic sanction against the governments of these countries or issue a waiver of such action. This
year, however, the President did not designate any countries of
particular concern until late last night, about 5 weeks beyond the
statutory deadline.
Ambassador Seiple, I want to congratulate you for prying that
list loose from wherever it was in the Federal bureaucracy in time
for today's hearing. Unfortunately, this designates only five countries along with two de facto authorities that are not recognized by
the U.S. as natural governments.
In choosing these seven regimes-Burma, China, Iran, Iraq,
Sudan, Serbia, and the Taliban-the President made only the easy
choices. Six of them are pariah regimes, already under severe sanctions for reasons other than religious persecution. The seventh,
China, must have generated a warm debate within the administration, not because the evidence is unclear about the atrocities the
Chinese government commits every day against Roman Catholics,
house church Protestants, Uighur Muslims, Tibetan Buddhists, and
other believers, but because a designation of China as a country of
particular concern might be bad for the relationship.
Ambassador Seiple, I am glad the forces of light prevailed when
it came to designating China. But where is Vietnam, which brutally suppresses Buddhists, Protestants and others who will not
join official churches run by the government itself and which attempts to control the Catholic Church through a Catholic Patriotic
Association modeled closely after the Chinese 'institution of the
same name? Where is North Korea, whose government imprisons
evangelists and then treats them as insane? Where are Laos and
Cuba, which engage in similar brutal practices? Where is Saudi
Arabia in which, and again I quote, "freedom of religion does not
exist?"
Does the administration really believe these governments have
not engaged in or tolerated particularly severe violations of religious freedom? Or were the President and his advisers more worried about injuring the relationship or interfering with ongoing efforts to improve the relationship than with giving the honest assessment required by the plain language of the statute?

Mr. Ambassador, as you know, the Executive Summary of the report contains a description of U.S. actions to promote religious freedom abroad. Among other things, it states, "the most productive
work often is done behind the scenes. It happens when an ambassador, after discussing with his senior official his country's important strategic relationship with the U.S., raises one more thing, access to the imprisoned mufti or information on a missionary who
has disappeared."
Unfortunately, this description tends to confirm rather than dispel some of the most frequent criticisms of this administration's
treatment of religious liberty issues in its conduct of U.S. foreign
policy: First, that the administration is squeamish about holding
governments publicly accountable for their repression; second, that
the administration focuses on specific high-profile cases rather than
pressing for*systemic improvements; and, third, that the administration too often treats religious liberty as "one more thing," an addendum to other policy discussions, rather than mainstreaming it
into other larger deliberations concerning economic, trade, aid, security policies and the like, those things that might provide concrete incentives for repressive regimes to change their actions.
Mr. Ambassador, we need to convince, I believe, repressive governments that religious freedom is not just "one more thing." Totalitarian regimes often come down harder on religious believers
than on anyone else. This is because nothing threatens such regimes more than faith. In the modern world, in which the rhetoric
of cultural relativism and moral equivalence is so often used to
make the difference between totalitarianism and freedom seem just
like just a matter of opinion, the strongest foundation for the absolute and indivisible nature of human rights is the belief that these
rights are not bestowed by governments or international organizations but by God. People who are secure in their relationship with
God do not intimidate easily.
So we must remind ourselves, and then we must remind our government, that human rights policy is not just a subset of trade policy, and refugee protection is not just an inconvenient branch of immigration policy. On the contrary, these policies are about recognizing that good and evil really exist in the world. They are also
about recognizing that we are all brothers and sisters, and we are
our brothers' and sisters' keepers.
Mr. Ambassador, this report is a good first step toward restoring
these human rights policies to the place they deserve as a top priority in American foreign policy, and I am very, very grateful to
have you here.
I would like to yield to my colleagues before introducing our very
distinguished guests.
The Chairman of the Full Committee, Mr. Gilman.
Mr. GILMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to thank our distinguished Chairman of the Committee
and ranking minority Member of the Subcommittee on International Operations and Human Rights, the gentleman from New
Jersey, Mr. Smith, and the gentlelady from Georgia, Ms. McKinney, for holding this important hearing today. I see we are joined
by Congressman Lantos, who has been a staunch supporter of religious freedom, and I want to especially commend Congressman

Frank Wolf, the gentleman from Virginia, for his leadership on the
important International Religious Freedom Act. Although we regrettably had to accept some weakening amendments to the bill
from the Senate at the time we adopted it, his leadership ensured
the strong bipartisan measure to final adoption.
In response to section 102 of the International Religious Freedom
Act of 1998, the State Department 1 month ago released its first
Annual Report on International Religious Freedom for 1999; and
while the report can be criticized for its lack of depth in many
areas, I want to thank our good Ambassador who is here with us
today for focusing resources in the right direction.
Ambassador Seiple has done an outstanding job as our first Ambassador on our international religious freedom issues. Besides the
mandate to provide detailed information with respect to religious
freedom around the world, the International Religious Freedom Act
also requires that the President or his designees, in this case the
Secretary of State, to determine which countries should be designated as countries of particular concern.
I am informed that the list is made of up of Burma, People's Republic of China, Sudan, Iran, Iraq and the Taliban in Afghanistan.
While there are many other nations that could be mentioned, I was
concerned to learn that Vietnam, Laos, Cuba and Saudi Arabia
were not designated. Vietnam and Laos have the same restrictive
policies on unapproved and unregistered religious institutions as
the People's Republic of China.
According to the Country Report on Human Rights Practices,
Saudi Arabia has a systematic discrimination based on religion,
and that is built into their law. Cuba imprisons and tortures
Protestant evangelists who refuse to work with denominations by
the government. Despite the opening of the talks that came about
through the Pope's recent visit, they turned out to be just that,
talk.
We hope that the administration will not be reluctant to list
Vietnam and Laos as countries of particular concern because it is
trying to ensure that these repressive regimes obtain most favored
nations trading status. Our Nation's foreign policy must never be
to ensure that business comes before the right to freely practice
one's religion and the freedom of assembly.
We look forward to hearing from our distinguished witnesses;
and I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for conducting this hearing.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much, Chairman Gilman.
Mr. Lantos.
Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Let me at the outset commend my friend from Virginia, Frank
Wolf, who emphatically pursued this goal, and we are all here to
celebrate what in fact is a victory for religious freedom in no small
measure, thanks to his commitments and his efforts.
I also want to pay tribute to you and to Chairman Gilman for
your unfailing support of religious freedom. I want to welcome our
distinguished Ambassador and look forward to many annual reports over the coming years.
I want to congratulate both you and the administration on this
report. I agree with my colleagues that the list of seven could easily
be expanded, and I hope that in coming years it will either be ex-

panded or the performance of these countries will change so that
they will not have to be included in this infamous listing of countries that deny religious freedom.
I particularly want to commend the administration for including
China in the list. It-is important for all of us in Congress to recognize that we have a far greater degree of freedom as individual
Members of Congress to express our views since it is not our responsibility to conduct official diplomatic relations with other countries.
It is far easier for a Member of Congress to recommend that
China be on the list than it is for an administration which has a
tremendous variety of relationships with China to include China.
So I commend you, Mr. Ambassador, and Secretary Albright and
the President and the Vice President for having the courage to include China in this list because China surely belongs on that list.
I also agree with my colleagues that a number of countries, ranging from Saudi Arabia to Vietnam to Cuba, should be included on
the basis of their performance; and I hope that in subsequent reports, they either will be included or their improved performance
will qualify them not to be included.
But I think it is easy to nitpick the first historic report on religious freedom globally. The United States is the only country on
the face of this planet-I want to repeat this-the United States
is the only country on the face of this planet which has an annual
report prepared by its administration and submitted to its Congress on this most important subject.
I think it is very important to underscore the positive. This is a
major legislative achievement and a major accomplishment by the
administration. The report is extensive, impressive, accurate and
overwhelmingly depressing. It is depressing because this fundamental human right, the right of religious freedom, is so little observed in so many countries of this world; and religious hatred and
bigotry still permeate the official public policy of large numbers of
countries on the face of this planet.
I think it is extremely important that we rejoice in our combined
and joint efforts as Republicans and Democrats and as a Congress
and as an administration; and I look forward to working with you,
Mr. Ambassador, and your staff, for years to come, hopefully, to improve the cause of religious freedom globally.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much, Mr. Lantos. I think you pointed out so well that we do work in a bipartisan way on human
rights in a town that seems to have partisanship written all over
it. At least this is one area where we can come together and promote the common welfare for people across the planet. So thank
you very much for your comments.
Mr. Pitts.
Mr. PITTs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for holding this
hearing. Your efforts on behalf of religious freedom have positively
affected numerous people around the world, and I am honored to
work with you and commend especially Congressman Wolf and
Congressman Lantos, Chairman Gilman, to work on behalf of promoting human rights and religious liberty around the world.

I also want to commend Ambassador Seiple and the numerous
individuals in the State Department who spent, I am sure, a tremendous amount of time and effort in the report that we are examining today.
As a newly appointed member of the Helsinki Commission, I
have concerns regarding the state of religious freedom in Europe
and Central Asia and the Caucasus, concerns about how the 1997
Russian religious law is-being implemented.
The 1998 Uzbek law, which I think is the most restrictive law
in the OSCE region, criminalizes unregistered religious activities.
It penalizes free religious expression. Over 200 individuals have
been imprisoned in Uzbekistan this year for their religious practices. In countries such as Hungary and Bulgaria and Ukraine and
Romania, new laws restricting religious freedom are in various
stages of legislative process. In Azerbaijan, the raid of the Baptist
Church on September 5th and last Sunday's raid of the German
Lutheran Church underscore the price that religious believers pay
for their faith.
Because of time limitations, I won't go into detail. But, like the
Chairman, I am very concerned about the religious liberty violations in the People's Republic of China, Sudan, Pakistan,
Turkmenistan, Vietnam, Saudi Arabia, Burma, Egypt, Iran, and
others.
I am very disappointed that Vietnam and Pakistan were not designated as countries of particular concern, despite widespread religious liberty violations in both of these countries.
Mr. Chairman, thank you again for holding this hearing. I look
forward to working with all of you, all of us together on behalf of
religious liberty around the world.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you very-much, Mr. Pitts.
Mr. Wolf?
Mr. WOLF. No opening statement. That is OK.
Mr. SMITH. The prime sponsor of the bill has nothing to say.
Mr. SMITH. Let me introduce our distinguished witness, Ambassador Robert Seiple, who was confirmed as the State Department's
first Ambassador-at-Large for International Religious Freedom on
May 5th of this year. For the last 11 years, he has served as president of World Vision, the largest privately funded relief and developmental agency in the world. A former Marine and recipient of
the distinguished Flying Cross and numerous other awards for his
service in Vietnam, Ambassador Seiple previously served as president of Eastern College and Eastern Baptist Theological Seminary.
Mr. Ambassador, welcome to the Subcommittee. We look forward
to your statement.
STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE ROBERT A. SEIPLE, AMBASSADOR-AT-LARGE FOR INTERNATIONAL RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
Mr. SEIPLE.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and Members

of Congress. With your permission, I will, in the interest of time,
read a shortened version of my prepared text and ask that the entire text be entered[ ° into the record.
Mr. SMITH. Without objection, the full text will be made a part
of the record.

Mr. SEIPLE. It is a pleasure to be here today to testify about the
Department of State's first Annual Report on International Religious Freedom. I consider it an honor to appear before you, knowing as I do the key role you played in the Committee in promoting
religious freedom and in creating the International Religious Freedom Act.
We share a common vision, a simple but profound vision. It is
to help people who suffer because of their religious faith. Such people live literally around the globe, and they number in the millions.
They live in fear, afraid to speak of what they believe. They worship underground in 21st century catacombs, lest authorities discover and punish their devotion to an authority beyond the state.
They languish in prisons and suffer torture, simply because they
love God in their own way.
They are children stolen from their parents, sold into slavery and
forced to-convert to another religion. They are Christian mothers
searching for their missing sons. They are Buddhist monks in reeducation camps, Jews imprisoned on trumped-up charges of espionage, Muslims butchered for being the wrong kinds of Muslims.
They hail from every region and race, and their blood cries out to
us. Not for vengeance, but for hope and for help and for redress.
Nor should we speak of human suffering merely in terms of numbers. Suffering has a face. You will forgive me if I repeat a story
I told elsewhere. But in my office there is a lovely watercolor painting of a house and a garden. The painted scene is one of peace,
which reflects the forgiveness in the artist's heart. But that painting has its origins in hatred.
The artist is a young Lebanese woman named Mary, who at the
age of 18, was fleeing her village after it was overrun by militia.
Mary was caught by a militiamen who demanded with his gun that
she renounce her faith or die.
She refused to renounce her faith. The bullet was fired, severed
her spinal cord. Today Mary paints her paintings of forgiveness
with a paintbrush braced in her right hand. She represents both
the painful consequences of religious persecution and the best
fruits of religion. Mary is filled with physical suffering, yet she forgives. In so doing, she points the way to an enduring answer to religious persecution and that is, of course, reconciliation.
In order to have forgiveness and reconciliation, we must elevate
the notion of universal human dignity, the idea that every human
being has an inherent and inviolable worth. Lest we forget the face
of suffering, or of forgiveness, I have dedicated the first Annual Report on International Religious Freedom to Mary.
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, you are to be
commended for your work on this issue and for calling this hearing.
Together with the International Religious Freedom Act and our
own new Report on International Religious Freedom, this hearing
will sharpen the focus for those of us who may be in a position to
help, while at the same time it will provide hope to believers in
every place where hope is in short supply and where each day
brings fear of more persecution.
We are all aware that religious liberty is the first freedom of our
Bill of Rights and is cherished by many Americans as the most precious of those rights granted by God and to be protected by govern-

merits. This- Congress was wise in recognizing that freedom of religion and-in a religious context-freedom of conscience, expression
and association are also among the founding principles of international human rights covenants.
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International
Covenant on Political and Civil Rights, as well as other human
rights instruments, grant citizens of the world the right to freedom
of religion. As a consequence, when we go to officials of foreign governments to-urge-them to protect religious freedom, we are not asking them to do it our way. We are asking them to live up to their
commitments that they have made, both to their own people and
to the world.
Mr. Chairman and Members, as you well know, on October 27th
of last year, President Clinton signed into law the International
Religious Freedom Act of 1998. Section 102 of that bill calls for the
submission to Congress of an Annual Report on International Religious Freedom to supplement the Country Reports on Human
Rights Practices by providing additional detailed information with
respect to matters involving international religious freedom.
On September 9th, we submitted to Congress the first International Religious Freedom report. It is this. This is 1,100 pages
long. It covers 194 countries and focuses exclusively on the status
of religious freedom in each. I would like publicly to thank the hundreds of Foreign Service Officers worldwide who helped research,
draft, corroborate and edit this new report.
I want to extend a special thanks to officers in the Bureau for
Democracy, Human Rights and Labor, in particular, the staff of the
Office of Country Reports and Asylum Affairs. These dedicated officers worked overtime, literally and figuratively, in order to meet
the deadline and to produce the best possible product.
Finally, I wish to thank my own staff in the Office of International Religious Freedom, not only for their hard work but for
their love of their work. They are proud to say, as you do in the
International Religious Freedom Act, that the United States stands
with the persecuted.
The report applies to all religions and beliefs. It targets no particular country or religion, and it seeks to promote no religion over
another. It does, however, recognize the intrinsic value of religion,
even as it acknowledges that religious freedom includes the right
not to believe or to practice. Integrity has-been our goal as we
sought to ascertain and report the status of religious freedom in all
countries around the globe.
The report includes an introduction, an Executive Summary, and
a separate section on each of the 194 countries. The introduction
lays the philosophical groundwork for promoting religious freedom.
While noting there is more than one understanding of the source
of the human dignity, it also acknowledges a religious understanding of that source, namely, the idea that every human being
possesses an intrinsic and inviolable worth that has a devine origin
and is part of the natural order of things.
So understood, religious freedom can provide support for all other
human rights. When the dignity of the human person is destroyed,
it is not simply a practical rule that is being violated, but the nature of the world itself.

Mr. Chairman, I am sure you will agree that if the idea of
human dignity is viewed merely as a utilitarian matter, solely the
product of legislation or treaties, it becomes perishable. Any national or international standard that reflects only the norms of a
given cultural or historical period can be abolished for the convenience of the powerful.
Drawing from the individual reports, the Executive Summary
provides a brief description of barriers to religious freedom in some
35 countries, grouped around five themes ranging from discrimination to harsh persecution. As required by the act, the Executive
Summary includes, but is not limited to, those countries that may
be designated countries of particular concern.
Each of the 194 Country Reports begins with the statement
about applicable laws and outlines whether the country requires
registration of religious groups. It then providesMr. SMITH. Mr. Ambassador, I think your microphone just went
out. Thank you.
Mr. SEIPLE. Each of the 194 Country Reports begins with a statement about applicable laws and outlines whether the country requires registration of religious groups. It then provides a demographic overview of the population by religious affiliation, outlines
problems encountered by various religious groups, describes societal attitudes and finishes with an overview of U.S. policies.
The drafting process was similar to that used in preparing the
Human Rights Reports. We worked diligently to include as much
factual information as possible, relying not only on our other
sources but also on material from experts in the academia, nongovernmental organizations and the media. Our guiding principle
was to ensure that all relevant information was assessed objectively, thoroughly and fairly as possible. We hope that Congress
finds the report to be 'an objective and comprehensive resource.
The International Religious Freedom Act also requires that the
President, or in this case his designee, the Secretary of State, review the status of religious freedom throughout the world in order
to determine which countries should be designated as countries of
particular concern. As the Chairman and the Committee Members
know, we have delayed the designations in order to give the Secretary ample time to consider all the relevant data, as well as my
own recommendations.
She has been reading relevant parts of the report itself, which
was not completed until September 8th. Designations must be
based on those reports, as well as on the Country Reports on
Human Rights Practices, and all other information available to us.
I am pleased to tell you that the Secretary has completed her review. We will shortly send to the Congress an official letter of notification in which we will detail the Secretary's decision with respect to any additional actions to be taken. While I am not prepared today to discuss those actions, I do wish to announce the
countries that the Secretary intends to designate under the act as
countries of particular concern. They are Burma, China, Iran, Iraq,
and Sudan.
The Secretary also intends to identify the Taliban in Afghanistan, which we do not recognize as a government, and Serbia,
which is not a country, as particularly severe violators of religious

freedom. I will be happy to take- your questions about the restrictions on the exercise of religious freedom in all of these areas.
I would also note that there are many other countries that our
report discusses where religious freedoms appear to be suppressed.
In some instances, like Saudi Arabia, those countries are beginning
to take steps to address the problem. In some countries, such as
North Korea, religious freedoms may be suppressed, but we lack
the data to make an informed assessment. We will continue to look
at these cases and collect information so that, if a country merits
designation under the act, we will so designate it in the future.
Let me turn briefly to the subject of U.S. actions to promote religious freedom abroad.
Secretary Albright has said that our commitment to religious liberty is even more than the expression of American ideals. It is a
fundamental source of our strength in the world. The President,
the Secretary of State and many senior U.S. officials have addressed the issue of freedom in venues throughout the world. Secretary Albright some time ago issued formal instructions to all U.S.
diplomatic posts to give more attention to religious freedom both in
reporting and in advocacy.
During the period covered by this report, all of 1998 and the first
6 months of 1999, the U.S. engaged in a variety of efforts to promote the right of religious freedom and to oppose violations of that
right. As prescribed in the International Religious Freedom Act,
the Executive Summary describes U.S. actions to actively promote
religious freedom.
Drawing on the individual reports, it describes certain activities
by U.S. Ambassadors, other embassy officials and other high-level
U.S. officials, including the President, the Secretary, Members of
Congress, as well as the activities of my own office.
Our staff has visited some 15 countries in the last several
months, including China, Egypt, Vietnam, Uzbekistan, Serbia, Russia, Indonesia, Laos, Kazakhstan, Israel, Saudi Arabia, France,
Germany, Austria, and Belgium. We have met with hundreds of officials, NGO's, human rights groups, religious organizations and
journalists, here and abroad. I am delighted to report to you that
our office has become a clearing house for people with information
about religious persecution and discrimination and for the persecuted themselves. By fax, telephone, E-mail and direct visits they
tell us their stories. We listen, record, and, when appropriate, we
act.
At the very least, we believe we have created a process by which
their stories can be verified and integrated into our annual report.
With persistence and faith, perhaps our efforts will lead to a reduction in persecution and an increase in religious freedom.
Mr. Chairman, I have provided in my written statement a description of U.S. efforts in three countries China, Uzbekistan, and
Russia, where Congress has shown particu ar interest and in which
we have expended considerable diplomatic effort.
In China, our collective efforts on behalf of persecuted minorities,
and I include Members of Congress in that collective, have been
persistent and intense, but have unfortunately had little effect on
the behavior of the Chinese Government.

In Uzbekistan, our efforts have met with some success, although
it certainly is too soon to discern long-term or systemic change for
the better.
In Russia, our interventions with the Russian government have
apparently blunted the effects of a bad religion law.
Again, I am willing to discuss with you any country about which
you have concerns.
Let me close, Mr. Chairman, by thanking you for your leadership
in the promotion of international religious freedom and the entire
Committee for its willingness to hold this hearing. As I said at the
outset, we share a common vision. It is of a world in which people
of all religions are free from persecution. To create such a world,
we seek to change the behavior of those regimes which engage in
or tolerate abuses of religious freedom and to signal persecutors
and persecuted alike that they will not be forgotten.
But, Mr. Chairman and Members of Congress, there is a profoundly important point that I believe is sometimes missed in our
discussions of religious freedom, a point I briefly made earlier and
one with which I am certain you will agree. Let me return to it in
closing. To protect freedom of religion is not simply to shield religious belief and worship. It is that, but it is more. When we defend
religious freedom, we defend every human being who is viewed as
an object or a product to be used or eliminated according to the
purposes of those with power.
I believe that to guard religious freedom is to lift high the noblest of ideas, indeed the idea that is the seed bed of our own democracy. It is a religious understanding of human dignity, the conviction that every person, of whatever social, economic, religious or
political status of whatever race, creed or location, is endowed by
God, with a value which does not rise or fall with income or productivity, with status or position, with power or weakness.
Mr. Chairman, let us together renew our determination to combat religious persecution and to promote religious freedom. By so
doing, we hold out hope for those who live in fear because of what
they believe and how they worship. By so doing, we give pause to
those who contemplate tormenting others because of their religious
beliefs. By so doing, we strengthen the very heart of human rights.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Seiple appears in the appendix.]
Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much, Ambassador Seiple, for your
very powerful statement and very persuasive words and for your
personal commitment to undertake so many trips abroad to meet
with the leaders of religious faiths and, perhaps even more importantly, with the government officials to personally convey our government's deep concern about the plight of persecuted religious individuals or groups. I want to thank you very strongly for that.
I also want to commend Mr. Farr for his good work and other
members of your commission and your office for the fine work,
again, in producing this voluminous document which becomes the
basis for action; and we hope that that is what will follow.
Mr. Burton has joined us, and I would like to yield to him for
any opening statement.

Mr. BURTON. Yes, I have just have a real quick opening statement. I want to apologize, Mr. Chairman, because I do have to go
to another hearing.
I have heard good things about Mr. Seiple. Many times we have
people testify that we take issue with, but it sounds like to me you
are doing a pretty good job.
The Committee for Coordination on Disappearances in Punjab recently issued a new report on enforced disappearances, arbitrary
executions and secret cremations of Sikhs in the Punjab in northern India. It documents the names and addresses of 838 victims of
this policy, and I have those I would like to submit for the record.
The report is both shocking and distressing. The Committee is an
umbrella organization of 18 human rights organizations under the
leadership of a Hindu human rights activist. The report discusses
"illegal abductions and secret cremations of dead bodies." in fact,
the Indian Supreme Court has itself described this policy as "worse
than a genocide." the-report includes direct testimony from members of the victims' families, other witnesses and details of these
brutal cases.
The human rights community has stated that over 50,000 Sikhs
have, quote, "disappeared" at the hands of the Indian government
in the early 1990's. How can any country, especially one that
claims to be the world's largest democracy, get away with so many
killings, abductions and other atrocities? It is going on not only in
Punjab but Kashmir and elsewhere in the India.
Will the Indian government prosecute the officials of its security
forces who are responsible for these acts? Will the Indian government compensate the victims and their families? I think not.
--Mr,.Seiple, I want to thank you for the reception you have given
my staff and other organizations that may have submitted various
reports and information for your review. I am encouraged by some
of the findings in your report that focuses the attention in India on
Christian persecution.
I also want to point out to Mr. Seiple and my colleagues that,
last week, Human Rights Watch issued a 37-page report that details violence against Christians in India that include killings of
priests, rapings of nuns and the physical destruction of Christian
institutions, schools and churches.
But I want to remind everyone that there is persecution in Indian of almost all religions. So I hope that you will take a hard
look at this report from the Committee for Coordination on Disappearances in Punjab, and I look forward to working with you in
the future.
Mr. Chairman, as I said before, I would like unanimous consent
to submit the names of 838 Sikh victims that have just disappeared
from the face of the earth and are believed to be cremated by the
Indian government. Also, Mr. Chairman, I would like to, since I do
have to leave, thank you for holding this hearing and also submit
a few questions for the record.
Mr. SMITH. Without objection, Mr. Burton, your submissions will
be made a part of the record.
Mr. BuRToN. Thank you, Mr. Seiple.
[The information referred to appears in the appendix.]

Mr. SMITH. The chair recognizes the Chairman of the Full Committee, Mr. Gilman, who regrettably is on a short timeframe and
will have to depart, but he has some questions that he wanted to
ask.
Mr. GILMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Again, I thank you for conducting this important hearing.
We thank Mr. Seiple for being here, for his good report, even
though it left out some of the countries we are concerned about.
Mr. Ambassador, is the President merely saying that the,'e are
'only seven regifnes in the world that inflict torture or other cruel
treatment of prolonged detention without charge on religious believers? Is that contrary to the report itself?
Mr. SEIPLE. When we did the report, we looked at the language
in the act, and the bar created four countries of particular country
concern. It is very specific language. It talks about the government
that either engages in or tolerates ongoing, systematic and egregious-and then it goes on to define egregious as acts of persecution, which include things like prolonged interment, torture, rape,
disappearance and general mayhem about people and-does that on
the basis to a significant degree because of religion. That is the
standard that we apply to every one of the countries.
I am prepared in anticipation of this question to talk about those
that either came close or came over the line or didn't quite meet
the line, but simply to say that this in our mind was a very high
bar, and when a country is so designated, it is a very significant
blight on their record, and that is the approach that we took with
every country.
Mr. GILMAN. Mr. Ambassador, were any agencies outside the
State Department consulted about which countries should be included in the list?
Mr. SEIPLE. We talked to literally hundreds of people and NGO's
and human rights organizations. We also went through this with
the commission head. The commission normally in a given year
would have a report to give to us by the 1st of May.
The commission is the independent commission started up late
this year. I did have those conversations with the commission, all
of which is to say that I think that we have inputs. In fact, a lot
of the reporting in places will show that those inputs came from
places like Human Rights Watch, Amnesty, Freedom House, and
any place that we could get verifiable information. If we could sustain it with credibility, it is in the report.
Mr. SMITH. Mr. Ambassador, did you discuss this with any Federal agencies?
Mr. SEIPLE. In the sanctioning process that we have begun and
that you will hear about when the official letters of designation
come for CPC's, those other Federal agencies, like the Treasury Department and so on, have to be included as we discuss sanctions.
So, in that sense, there are other avenues and other venues and
other parts of the U.S. Government.
We have also worked very closely with this Congrecs in a couple
of countries, namely Uzbekistan and very recently Egypt, and continued to work with staffers here in Congress at all levels.

Mr. GILMAN. Did any of the other Federal agencies or departments recommend to you that you not include any of those countries that you were considering?
Mr. SEIPLE. Our recommendations were only based on the facts.
We wanted to make sure that we had the report right so that the
second exercise of designation would flow from the report and the
report would be an acceptable and credible rationale for that designation.
Answering your question specifically, no.
Mr. GILMAN. One last question, Mr. Ambassador. With regard to
Tibet, during the period covered by the report, diplomatic personnel
consistently urged both central and local Chinese authorities to respect religious freedom in Tibet. Figures as prominent as President
Clinton and Assistant Secretary Koh raised specific issues of concern about the human rights situation in Tibet. Yet at the same
time, by the report's own reckoning, religious freedom in Tibet diminished, and the Chinese Government launched a 3-year campaign against religious exercise.
Given the inefficacy of admonitions in the Beijing regime, what
more can be done to address this deteriorating situation in Tibet?
We would welcome your recommendation.
Mr. SEIPLE. As we point out in the report, this has not been an
easy time with our relations with China and primarily because of
the human rights abuses. This has not been a year when the
human rights situation has improved. It has remained consistently
bad. You are right to point out the widespread abuses in Tibet and,
of course, we could go to other parts, as you will hear today, of
China, as to how that happened.
The silver bullet for making all of that right, for getting the attention, I don't know. We will continue to look for a dialogue that
produces results. We will continue to talk to the Chinese in terms
of the international covenants they have signed which clearly spell
out their obligations for mutual accountability to the global community, on what they are doing in places like Tibet.
Mr. GILMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Ambassador.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Ambassador, I noted and I was glad that you undertook the
trip to China last January; and one of the first items mentioned in
U.S. action to promote religious freedom abroad in the Executive
Summary was-to raise the issue of Bishop Su of Hebei province.
I had met with Bishop Su when he was briefly out of prison. He
requested the meeting, and he actually celebrated mass with our
human rights delegation, and then for that, apparently, he was rearrested and has spent time in prison, and now his whereabouts
remains somewhat of a mystery.
In explaining that the new law does have some sanctions, however modest those sanctions may be, however waivable those sanctions may be, did you get information concerning Bishop Su then
or now or any time in between those conversations almost a year
ago? Second, did they take you as if you had credibility when you
say that there are some things, penalties, that could be imposed if
there is not a mitigation of your violations of these basic human
rights?

I would like to yield.
Mr. SEIPLE. As we point out in the report, the whereabouts of
Bishop Su Ahimin is still, as you say, unknown. Everyone that has
gone and every high-ranking official that has brought up this individual in this particular context has gotten the same information.
We have not been allowed to see people. We have not been allowed
to visit priests that had been put in prison, even though, in many
cases, as I pointed out to them when I was there in January, if you
would let me go and talk to the priest, maybe we could put to rest
the provocative stories that are coming out around the world. Still
they would not allow me to go. They would not allow our embassy
to go.
So our information comes from other sources. I think it is good
information, but it hasn't come from government.
Have we been ignored as a representative of this country in
terms of human rights? We don't have much to point to in this last
year, except that we had been faithful and persistent in explaining
the position, explaining our desires to promote religious freedom,
not to take punitive actions and point fingers and act in a
judgmental fashion but to find ways to take the ball forward in a
way that can be helpful to the government as well as to the people
who this day are repressed.
Whether there are larger issues that overshadow this, they are
very concerned about their anniversaries. They are very concerned
about their economy. They are very concerned about the bankruptcy of the Communist ideology. Maybe there are other issues
that overshadow this. But they know as a part of our foreign policy-and I think by designating China, it may have been a surprise, but by designating China, they know that we are not going
to sweep any of this under the rug when it comes to our bilateral
relationship.
Mr. SMITH. There is no doubt that light acts as a disinfectant,
and it is certainly helpful and gives us more moral suasion when
we would deal with them. But, again, did they convey back to you
then, or at any time since, that they take seriously the fact that
some penalty might be imposed upon them, some kind of sanction
so that they might curb some of their more egregious behavior?
Mr. SEIPLE. I have to answer that somewhat indirectly, because
specifically we never posed that with an answer to come back. I
think the penalty for the Chinese in a global community is putting
them in the group that we have designated today. I think that is
the largest thing we could have done to them.
I think that they will care more about that, and again from indirect intuition and conversations with a wide variety of Chinese in
this last year, I think that will mean more than any specific sanction that ultimately comes with the letter that you will be receiving
shortly from the Secretary.
Mr. SMITH. I do hope you are right. I know that you are very sincere and you believe that and it is likely that it could lead to some
good and we all certainly hope that is the case.
Let me just ask you and really followup to Mr. Gilman's question
with regards to those countries that are included and those that
somehow didn't make the bar. Were there countries-did the President accept your recommendations in its totality? Were there some

like Saudi Arabia which again had that very clear definitive, declarative sentence that there is no religious freedom in Saudi Arabia and we do know that there are arrests. We know that there are
punishments, including the use of torture, against people, especially if they convert from Islam to Christianity.
It is hard-it seems to be a real stretch to say they shouldn't be
included in the list, even if our relationship as it is, is strategic and
close, all friends commit human rights abuses, since we are a mirror perhaps, why weren't they on there?
Was there any kind of political vetting that went on with regards
to this country's too much of a strategic ally or was this the plain,
unvarnished truth?
Mr. SEIPLE. This is the plain, unvarnished truth. We do not look
for political justifications. We didn't talk to folks who perhaps
would bring that to the fore. We looked at the facts and, again,
took the facts up against a very high standard. If you look at the
standard that I mentioned before, the standard that comes out of
the act, we tried to be very faithful there, but as you look at that
standard, it is systematic, ongoing and egregious.
There is no question that Saudi Arabia is systematic, ongoing
and egregious in terms of the persecution as it is defined in the act,
not in the period of the report. I had a conversation with their foreign minister last February, and we talked about in these very narrow lines of realpolitik for us to negotiate--can we get non-Muslims
worshipping privately without threat of the Mutawwa coming in
and harassing them, beating them up and everything else? I got
from him a commitment that that would not happen. Non-Muslims
can worship as long as it is privately, and they can worship in a
secure environment.
To date, in the preparation of the report time, that has been a
faithful keeping of the word. That is not a major victory, it is not
a large step, it is a very small step, but in a very difficult context.
We want to move the ball forward, and I think that is positive. I
think we have a government there willing to work with us within
fairly tight restrictions. We wish it would be better. We wish that
there would be optimism to our way of thinking about this and the
international covenants that the global community has come up
with, but we have made progress in terms of Saudi Arabia over
where we were.
Mr. SMITH. Let me just ask you briefly about Vietnam, because
that is something that other Members and myself included in our
opening comments. Many of us know many people who have recently immigrated from there. We work with human rights organizations, and there is a question as to why that country was not included as well. Maybe there is a good answer, and we look forward
to hearing that. If you are outside the official government structure, as in China, you are in for almost like, very severe limitations, including incarceration. We know that they, just like China,
impose a quota on the number of kids you can have. That two child
per couple policy has real religious significance especially when
Catholic and other Christian denominations speak out against that.
As a matter of fact, they can be arrested for it.
What about Vietnam?

Mr. SEIPLE. First of all, I am not here to defend any of these
countries. Obviously, a lot of them are closed cases.
This was my 12th trip into Vietnam last July. I know the country well, I know the people well, and I know the groups well. What
Have seen over the last several years, although this was my first
year and my first visit going in for international religious freedom
and had confirmed by every religious group that I met with, Catholics, Buddhists, Protestants, evangelical Protestants, both belonging to the Temlon Church and other groups, that would be more
coming out of the hills, tribesmen and so on. Every group I talked
to assured me that things were better in terms of religious repression in the last 5 years. Things had come to a better place than
they had been.
Now, the shoe can drop at -any time and things can change. But
in the period of this report, we saw progress, we saw general amnesties for the first time. Many of the people that had been in prison had been let out. We have been led to believe that there will
be more amnesties. We have seen the Marian devotion at Le Van.
Last year, 100,000 Catholics were allowed to gather. This year that
group is 200,000. This is progress.
Will it continue? I don't think we should be Pollyanna-ish. I
think we have to watch it closely. We have a tremendous Ambassador in Pete Peterson there making these same cases and these
same points with the Vietnamese government. It was a close call,
but there was progress. They were receptive to diplomatic initiatives, unlike some of the countries that have been on the list.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you. Let me just followup. In Vietnam, reliable sources have described the Dien Bien region as the center of
a new anti-Christian campaign by Vietnamese officials. Vietnamese
government documents support these reports.
One particular document describes a pilot project aimed at preventing the growth of Christianity throughout the country. In certain areas of Vietnam, government officials encouraged villages to
attend seminars to learn about the government's attitude toward
Christianity. Villages are required to sign a statement promising
that they will not study the Christian religion or take part in any
Christian activities such as Bible reading or worship services, and
they will actively tell them not to participate in the Christian religion.
I was just wondering, is this something that your commission is
aware of, is looking into, has spoken out against?
Mr. SEIPLE. I think you are talking about many of the Hmong
tribesmen, and we spent a lot of time on this issue in order to understand it, in order to help the Vietnamese understand it. By the
way, these are the folks that fought with us back in the 1960's and
1970's, and we should look for ways not only to take their part but
to raise their issue to the Vietramese in terms again of the international covenants that they have signed, and we have done that.
It is complicated. Some are Christian, some are millennial cults,
and unfortunately, the Vietnamese government, not knowing the
difference, could come down with a hammer on all of them. It is
complicated, because they are historic enemies. As I say, they
fought on our side. It is complicated because of the ethnicity and
their location on the borders.

Again, in my recent trip, we spent probably the majority of the
time with every person we talked to talking about this issue. If
these issues that have come to light since the closing of the report
continue to rear their head, we can come back, obviously, and make
them a country of particular concern. I hope that won't happen, I
hope the diplomacy will work, but obviously we have that option.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Ambassador.
Mr. Wolf.
Mr. WOLF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First, I am not a Member of the Committee, and I want to thank
you for the opportunity to be here and also for your helping in getting this passed. I think the record should show that Chris Smith
has done more to help the persecuted, the poor and the suffering
than just about almost anyone else in the Congress. So I just want
to thank you for that and thank you for having the hearings.
Mr. Ambassador, I want to welcome you here and thank you, too,
for the work and for the report. I have a couple of questions.
At the outset I was just wondering, China is of a particular interest, and it was one of the countries that you named. In the text
on China, you never used the word "persecution", and looking in
Afghanistan the word "persecution" is used on page 4 of the report
for Afghanistan. What would lead you to use the word "persecution" in Afghanistan and not use the word "persecution" in China?
You used the word-or the government in the report used the word
"restrictions." What would be the difference there?
Mr. SEIPLE. Let me answer that in general. First of all, we did
each country separately. I am delighted that you read the reports
to find that word. I am chagrined that you found that word by
reading the reports carefully, but let me say that we tried to write
without any kind of volatileMr. WOLF. I didn't mean that as a criticism, just so you know.
I am just trying to get the sense if there was a style of writing.
Mr. SEIPLE. I appreciate that. The style of writing was to be in
a narrative style without volatile language. A statement of facts,
just stating the facts as we know them, without biasing the fact
with a word that carries a little bit more emotion than perhaps we
want in the report. We felt in the countries-of-particular-concern
exercise we could do the denunciation, and that is where we would
use the language that would specifically talk about persecution.
Persecution is an important word to us. I am not sure how it escaped in one and not the other, but we take it seriously in terms
of the definition that the act provides us with.
Mr. WOLF. Thank you.
The law prescribes several actions by the State Department: web
site, training at the Foreign Service Institute, prisoner list. Where
does that sit with regard to those three?
Mr. SEIPLE. The web site is up and running-www.state.gov. You
don't have to have your own hard-bound copy, but that is there. We
have worked extensively with the Foreign Service Institute specifically in two areas: What are the courses that are going to be provided on this issue for incoming Foreign Service Officers, and what
kind of training will we give our Ambassadors before we go into the
field?

In terms of the prisoner list, we have a lot of work to do. Where
we have them, they have been collected and collated in our office.
As you point out correctly by the act, we are the office that is supposed to keep them. In many countries, they are up to date and up
to speed, and we are pleased with how complete they are. In some
countries, we are still working on that.
Let me say in that regard, and this is also back to Chairman
Smith's comment earlier, any of the information that you have that
perhaps we don't have, we would love to take it off your hands to
make sure that it gets into the next report, or if there is a correction that has to go into the country reports that come out in January that we can make that correction as well.
Mr. WOLF. I would share the comment that was made by the
Chairman, Mr. Smith, and also Chairman Gilman with regard to
several of the other countries, Vietnam and North Korea, but I am
not second-guessing you, obviously, and I think it is a process that
you are-moving through. I think the list that you selected-Burma,
China, Iran, Iraq, and Sudan-nobody could question, and maybe,
looking at it from your point of view, there has been a minor improvement and maybe that is a reason not to be on the list. I think
the fact that you made a fair report at the outset sends the message that the next time another country comes on that they will
show that they are slipping back, rather than making progress. So
maybe the fact that you have only limited it to these is really appropriate. But I think there are some other countries that other
Members, myself included, think that should be on there.
I think the question that I have is of the enforcement. I think
the fact that China made it is enough, to a certain degree, but I
think you are going to have to do more, and my sense is the first
enforcement that you take will be watched by the other countries.
I think it ought to be tough, but I think it ought to be fair. I think
it ought to be something that an objective group of people would
look at and say, this Is tough, but this is certainly, certainly fair,
and I would emphasize fair as well as the tough.
But that all eyes will be watching, because if it gets to the point
that you make this list and nothing really happens, then some of
these countries will almost view the list as a badge of honor because of the types of some of the people that are running some of
these countries. I can almost hear some of the prison wardens just
kind of feeling that they are really doing great because they made
the list versus the other.
So I think how you enforce it and when you come out with whatever it will be-and of course, in the bill, the list ranges from almost nothing to fairly significant. But I would just urge you to be
very, very careful, because everyone is going to be watching. It is
like when you are in school and the first person is punished, I
think it sends a message to everybody else. We go from a private
demarche, which would be irrelevant, to prohibiting the U.S. Government from procuring or entering into a contract for the procurement of any goods for the foreign government. So there is a big list
that I know you are going to have a tough job with, but I hope it
is tough enough but fair enough that it sends a message to everyone that is not on the list.

I think also, because of the credible job that you have done here,
and I think if the enforcement is tough enough, although fair, my
sense is you are going to find other countries doing certain things
to make sure that they are not on the list. I think you are going
to find people who are never arrested solely because a country
doesn't want to be on the list. I think you will also find that some
of the jail cells are open and people get out because they don't want
to be on the list. Every year, it is like the battle for MFN in the
old days with the Soviet Union and others, things would improve.
I think your list may do more good that we never really see. But,
it is the crack down that doesn't take place because the list is
ready to come out. So I think how that is done is very important.
One other-or two other questions. On page 7, you said, in some
instances like Saudi Arabia, those countries are beginning to take
steps to address the problem. What steps is Saudi Arabia taking?
Mr. SEIPLE. The step that I mentioned in terms of Saudi Arabia
was the commitment that not only could non-Muslims worship privately, but they would worship without harassment. That was not
the case-was not always the case; and, as I said, in the period of
this report, they kept their word.
Mr. WOLF. So next year, you will go and look to see if that commitment was kept. If it was not kept, that would be a negative for
them; if it were kept, that would move them farther forward?
Mr. SEIPLE. We would like to see a continuum going forward. We
are in the business of promoting international religious freedom
and, as I said, with Saudi Arabia the steps are going to be small.
It is going to take lots of time, but I hope this is the first of many
steps.
Mr. WOLF. Positive reinforcement can be as effective as negative.
Mr. SEIPLE. Absolutely.
Mr. WOLF. So I think it is the carrot and the stick.
One last question. Very, very appropriately I see you added the
country of Sudan on the list, and we know you know 2 million people have died. I am sure you watched or have heard about the
movie Touched by an Angel and how they covered it, S6nator
Brownback's recent trip there with Congressman Tancredo, and I
think it is so factual that nobody can even debate this issue. I am
pleased that it is on. I have been concerned. You have China and
Sudan, you almost get a two-for with regard to this.
The Chinese National Petroleum Company, who wants to raise
capital in the United States, has a project in Sudan. Their main
foreign investment is the oil fields and the construction of a pipeline in Sudan. If our government allows Sudan to earn an estimated $500 million, which I have seen in the articles that they
want to use for buying more weapons to kill more innocent people,
you will have a problem of the listing of the Chinese National Petroleum Company. They get the oil, they get the revenues, Sudan
doesn't have to purchase oil on the open market, so they have more
that they can use to kill people, and then they get $500 million of
revenue from this that they can buy and develop an armament industry.
I have written to the Chairman of the SEC and the New York
Stock Exchange asking them not to allow CNPC to raise capital in
the U.S. I mean, to think that schoolteachers and retirees might

unwittingly invest in it, and I am a Presbyterian-maybe the Presbyterian fund for ministers will invest in it? Most people wouldn't
know how CNPC is invested in Sudan. To think that American dollars of teachers and religious leaders or insurance agents or anybody would be invested on the New York Stock Exchange which
would allow the Chinese National Petroleum Company to earn revenue.
Then also where the PLA and others can do what they are doing,
and we know in Tibet and places and in China, and also enable
Sudan to proceed with the war, would you speak, or would the government speak certainly to the SEC and explain the concerns that
the State Department has with regard to terrorism? There are
many terrorist training camps in Sudan. The Sudanese government
was implicated in the assassination attempt on President Mubarak,
and the people who did this are still there in Sudan. There are stories of slavery and everything else.
Would you feel it is appropriate-and I would urge you if you do,
I don't want to ask you anything that is not-but-for the State Department to consider contacting the Securities and Exchange Commission, a Federal agency, and the appointments at the SEC are
made by the President, confirmed by the Senate, to not list-to
urge the New York Stock Exchange and Mr. Richard Grasso not to
list this company on the New York Stock Exchange for several reasons. One, China has now made the bad list, Sudan has now made
the bad list, and by listing this company, we are not even providing
a sanction, we are providing actually an encouragement, and I hope
they won't be listed.
Mr. SEIPLE. That is a very interesting point.
Obviously, people at the State Department working on Sudanand our office works a great deal on Sudan-are very concerned
about what happens to the dynamic of a 16-year war once you have
this income stream coming into the north. I would appreciate very
much getting a copy of the letter that you have sent, and maybe
this is an area where we could work together to do some good.
Mr. WOLF. Good. I would appreciate it.
Again, let me just personally thank you and thank all of your
staff for the good efforts and'work.
Years ago, there was a Congressman Mike Barnes who passed a
bill to raise the drinking age to 21, and I remember supporting the
bill on the floor at that time and saying, because of his efforts,
there will be a lot of people who never get the telephone call saying
that their son or daughter is dead. Because they don't know why.
It is just because that law made a difference.
My sense is that if this is pursued as the way you have been
doing, there are many people who will never be thrown into jail,
many people who will never make the web site and maybe people
who will just never have the problem solely because this commission and the notoriety and the sanctions will keep countries in
check who care deeply about what the United States and the west
think. So, for that, future generations who won't even know about
this report or about your position will really be able to be helped.
So thank you very much.
Again, Mr. Chairman, I really appreciate you holding the hearing
to do this. Thank you very much.

Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much, Mr. Wolf.
Let me just conclude with a couple of followup questions, and we
will submit a number of questions for the record and ask you, if
you would, to respond.
The first is with regard to Iran. I noted in the September 29th
Jerusalem Post, Secretary Albright suggested that the 13 Jews now
being held in Iran will not be executed, which obviously is good
news. But do we have information as to whether or not they are
being held simply because they are Jews? Has there been any work
done by the Bureau to determine whether or not they are truly innocent victims and hopefully are going to be released?
Also, the situation of the Baha'i. As we know, there was an execution about a year ago of a man who was accused of converting
a woman from Islam to Baha'i. There are Baha'i on death row, two
simply for, quote, "apostasy." What can we do to try to effect their
release or at least a downgrading of their sentence?
Mr. SEIPLE. Both of these issues are somewhat long-standing.
Obviously, the Baha'i is for a much longer time. Both of them are
very egregious, both of them speak I think to the act and partially,
certainly on the part of the arresting of the 13, why we have that
designation of country of a particular concern. The conjecture, the
conventional wisdom is that they are not spies. E Veryone has said
that that knows them inside and outside the country. The conjecture is that this is part of the ongoing debate, fight, conflict within
Iran between the moderates and the clerics. We are concerned
about that debate and how innocent people might get chewed up
in the debate.
The person that you mentioned conducting the investigation, the
judiciary minister, he was one who had called for the assassination,
even before the investigation was finished, the investigation that
his ministerium leads. This, obviously, produces a chilling effect.
We would like to have more leverage in that country than we do,
but we have lots of friends, allies who are working this issue with
us. It is one that we have been very, very clear since it started.
They know the seriousness of this, and we will continue to pound
away as we must and as we can along with our allies to make sure
that this is properly and quickly resolved.
On the issue of the Baha'is, you have a classic case that fits the
act of a government that consciously, in an egregious, systematic,
ongoing way, on the basis of faith, tries to persecute and does persecute. Of the 300,000, 350,000 Baha'is that are still living in Iran,
this also is a very difficult time for them to live under that repression. We will do everything that we can-whether it is 350,000 people or 13 people or one person, we will do everything that we have
within our power to do to make sure that the repression stops.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you. I really appreciate that.
* On Russia, -I noted in the report you used with regard to the
1997 Russian law that it was a potentially discriminatory law. I
will never forget, both Mr. Wolf and I undertook a trip a couple of
years ago as this law had just been signed by Yeltsin, and we were
talking about our hopes that it would not be enforced or perhaps
even overturned by the court, their court, because aspects of it are
such that it could very easily lead to draconian measures against

religious believers and especially groups that would then be left out
of the mainstream and would not be able to operate under the law.
Since this report has been issued, has there been any degradation or diminution of religious freedom under that law? We are all
watching with bated breath and hoping that it does not become
very quickly what it could become.
Mr. SEIPLE. That is the problem, the potential for it and the
chilling effect of waiting for the other shoe to fall. Russia does not
have the best implementation system in the world when it comes
to their laws and so you have an even more uneven implementation of this particular act. In some places there is total freedom and
in other places people are harassed.
This was a giant step backward, it was pointed out by everybody
from the President on down when they did it. It was contradictory
to their own constitution. We wish that they had stayed with their
1990 progressive law. We will have to continue to follow this, but,
at this time, we think we have the attention and we think, as I
mentioned in my statement, that we blunted any effectiveness of
this going in a negative direction.
Mr. SMITH. Let me just ask one final question, Mr. Ambassador.
Uzbekistan was not identified as a country of particular concern,
and your testimony notes positive changes in recent months, including reports that large numbers of Muslim prisoners may have
been released. That claim of a large-scale prison release was made
by the Uzbek government itself. Was it credible, in your view, and
has the Uzbek government given any information about the actual
charges against these prisoners or any details identifying their
cases?
Mr. SEIPLE. The report-was that 300 Muslims would be released
and that as many as 1,000 or 2,000 would shortly be released. The
Uzbekis have made that statement. That is no longer an allegation.
In terms of seeing the flesh of those folks walk out of prison, we
cannot yet report that that has happened. The Uzbeki government,
however, has taken steps to release other prisoners, they have
taken steps in a positive direction to allow for registration, and
they have taken steps to look at, as you pointed out, that most horrific law that they put together in 1998, and hopefully we will see
some amendments in the future.
So there has been progress in Uzbekistan, more hopefully to
come, obviously much to watch.
Mr. SMITH. I would just note that we are planning on the Helsinki Commission, which I also chair, a hearing probably on the
18th, it is not set in concrete, on Uzbekistan and the hope is to try
to get further into that issue and other issues as well on human
rights.
I do have one final question and that is on Turkey. Ambassador
Hal Koh and hopefully I and many others will be traveling over
there for an OSCE ministerial. Yet many of us are concerned about
human rights in general, whether it be the use of torture, which
I raised during a bilateral recently with a number of parliamentarians, and the responses were very interesting. It wasn't complete
denial, but it remains a major problem.
But 3 weeks ago we were told police raided a Turkish Protestant
church in Izmir and arrested 40 Christians. This past Sunday the

Istanbul security police interrupted a morning worship service, arresting most of the adult members of the congregation, along with
11 foreigners and five children. On August 3rd, a Turkish Christian was arrested for selling Christian literature at a convention
for intellectual discussion and exchanges. He was reportedly beaten
and then released without formal charges.
In your view, are these signs of increasing religious hostility toward non-Muslim faiths in Turkey?
Mr. SEIPLE. Very disturbing, very troubling. We have the same
reports.
As soon as they came, we started working on them with our desk
and with the Turkish, our own embassy there. I think it is something that we should be deeply troubled about, because this is a
close friend and ally. If you can't tell candid truth to close friends
and allies, who can you tell them to? When we get to that point
where your visit is ongoing, we would like also to do some briefing
on this situation and others that ought to be brought to the attention of the Turkish authorities.
Mr. SMITH. I do appreciate that.

Mr. Ambassador, thank you very much for your testimony.
Thank you for the good work of your commission.I hope you have sufficient resources, and it is something you
might want to comment on, if you have any closing comments,
whether or not you have sufficient staff, who are I am sure overworked and working many long hours not only to put this together
but to continue their fact-finding and also to develop a strategy for
implementation of what is outlined in the bill. So if you have any
comment on that, please.
Mr. SEIPLE. I think it is illegal for me to lobby for more money
to Congress, so please cut me off whenever you think I have
crossed that ethical line.
I have been in government now for one whole year. I have been
aghast at how underfunded and under-resourced this government
funds its arm into the global community. At a time when we have
all of the advantages of being the sole remaining superpower in
this transitional period, when we can be doing so much by way of
preventive and preemptive diplomacy, we are suffering the death
of a thousand cuts. It is not just our bureau, it is not just getting
mandates without funding-although that is true. I see it-throughout the State Department.
I bring that to your attention. Thank you. I wouldn't have said
it if you hadn't asked, but I bring it to your attention more as a
private citizen who has only been in government for a year. The
taxpayers might feel good about that. I -think we are mortgaging
the future.
Mr. SMITH. I appreciate that. Just for the record, we are trying
to up at least the amount of money available to the Democracy,
Human Rights and Labor Bureau, Secretary Koh's bureau. We envision at least a doubling. My travels, and you might see this as
you travel, have underscored in virtually every mission that I have
visited-particularly when we are in an area that is a frontline
country where human rights are nonexistent or violated to some
extent-that the human rights officer very often is outmanned or
is a very junior Foreign Service Officer. The number of Commerce

people far exceed him, usually to the second and third power.
There are just so many more of them, and less of the people who
care about human rights.
I am often told, "Well yes, but it is the Ambassador's portfolio to
deal with human rights as well," and that is true, but we do need
specialists who just do nothing but or spend a major part of their
time in government service working on that. We are trying to increase at least that portion of it.
I do appreciate your comments, and I admire your work.
Mr. SEIPLE. Thank you.
Mr. SMITH. The Subcommittee will resume its sitting.
I would like to introduce our second panel beginning with Ms.
Nina Shea, a member of the U.S. Commission on International Religious Freedom, as well as the Director of the Center for Religious
Freedom at Freedom House. As a lawyer specializing in international human rights for the past 12 years, she has focused exclusively on the issue of religious persecution. Ms. Shea is the author
of "In the Lion's Den," a book detailing the persecution of Christians around the world.
Second we will be hearing from Mr. Stephen Rickard, who is the
Washington Office Director for Amnesty International, USA. Previously, Mr. Rickard has served as the Senior Advisor for South
Asian Affairs in the Department of State, as well as a professional
staff member for the Senate Foreign Relations Subcommittee on
Near Eastern and South Asian Affairs.
Next, Dr. Paul Marshall is a Senior Fellow at the Center for Religious Freedom at Freedom House and is the editor of that organization's survey of Religious Freedom Around the World. The author
of 16 books, Dr. Marshall is also a visiting fellow at the Claremont
Institute and an adjunct professor of philosophy at the University
of Amsterdam.
Fr. Nguyen Huu Le is the Executive Director of the Committee
for Religious Freedom in Vietnam. He served as a Catholic priest
in Vietnam until the Communist government ordered his arrest in
1975. He was captured while trying to escape and spent the next
13 years in various reeducation camps. In 1978, he and four other
prisoners escaped but were recaptured and tortured, two of them
to death. He was shackled in solitary confinement for 3 years. He
was released in 1988 and escaped to New Zealand where he served
as the chaplain for the Vietnamese Catholic congregation.
Abdughuphur Kadirhaji is a Uighur Muslim from Urumqi City
in Xinjiang, China. For the past 15 years he was worked as a manager and then director of the Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region
Government Foreign Affairs Office. He came to the United States
in March of this year and is currently living in Virginia with his
family.
Mr. SMITH. Ms. Shea, if you could begin.
STATEMENT OF NINA SHEA, DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR
RELIGIOUS FREEDOM, FREEDOM HOUSE
Ms. SHEA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
On behalf of the U.S. Commission on International Religious
Freedom, I wish to thank you for holding these critically important
hearings today. Mr. Chairman, your stalwart support over many

years for religious freedom throughout the world and your championing of the International Religious Freedom Act itself is to be
heartily commended.
I must say it is a real personal honor for me to be addressing
this topic in front of some of the great standard bearers in the
House of Representatives of religious freedom for persons all over
the world-Congressmen such as Frank Wolf and Congressmen
Pitts, Gilman, Lantos, Burton and yourself.
Continued attention on the part of the Congress to this most fundamental issue is, in the Commission's judgment, essential to mobilizing the appropriate foreign policy tools to deal with religious
persecution abroad.
I am appearing here as the representative of the U.S. Commission on International Religious Freedom of which I am one of 10
commissioners. Our Chairman, Rabbi David Saperstein, and Vice
Chairman, Michael Young, are both on travel today at conferences
dealing with issues relating to religious liberty. Ambassador Robert
Seiple, who is a witness for the State Department, is also on our
Commission as an ex-officio member.
As you know, the Commission was established under the International Religious Freedom Act of 1998, which also mandated the
State Department report that we are discussing today. The Commission is charged with advising the President and the Congress
on strengthening religious freedom and combating religious persecution worldwide. It is part of the Commission's mandate to evaluate the decisions of the administration whether to designate a
country for particular concern and to recommend effective responses where appropriate. In a few weeks, we will be holding our
own set of hearings on the State Department report.
Last month, the Commission welcomed the release of the State
Department's first Annual Report on International Religious Freedom. Over 1,000 pages in length, it reflects a monumental effort on
the part oL Ambassador Robert Seiple and his Office on International Religious Freedom at the Department of State. We appreciate that producing this report may have been a cultural wrench
for the State Department and Foreign Service Officers who are accustomed to dealing mostly with human rights reports on political
persecution and political prisoners.
Of course, it is always possible in this type of exercise to critique
specific country reports, but as the first historic attempt by the
State Department to describe the status of religious freedom worldwide in one compilation, it is a step in the right direction. We again
express our appreciation to Secretary of State Madeleine Albright
and Ambassador Seiple for their diligence in producing the report.
What is most extraordinary, Mr. Chairman, however, is the priority listing of countries of particular concern, or CPC's, that the
State Department released at today's hearing. The report itself contains an overwhelming and unselective compilation of facts and information without reaching definitive conclusions or conveying a
sense of priority. In a report of this magnitude and type,
prioritizing American concerns becomes essential. Not to do so is
to lose sight of severe persecutors in a welter of detail. Congress
wisely understood this danger and foresaw the need to give real
focus and priority through CPC designations.

The Commission is especially pleased that the governments of
China and Sudan are on State's brief CPC listing and will receive
appropriate focus and the concerted attention of the U.S. State Department, the Congress and our Commission, as well as others in
the nongovernmental sector, by virtue of this designation. It is this
CPC designation that triggers under the act a Presidential announcement within 90 days of what policies the administration will
adopt to improve religious freedom in the countries in question.
China and Sudan are the two countries that the U.S. Commission on International Religious Freedom has decided to review during its first year of work as countries with severe and ongoing problems of religious persecution, China has the world's largest number
of religious prisoners while Sudan's government is waging the largest genocidal war in the world today, replete with enslavement,
scorched-earth bombings and calculated starvation against its religious minorities in the south and central part of the country.
Arguments can be made that many other countries should be included on today's list. Mr. Chairman, I think I have a different
take on the question of the selectivity or the brevity of the list than
you do. I believe that the issuance of this highly selective CPC list
that includes China, the world's largest religious persecutor, and
Sudan, the world's most hideous persecutor, will send the strongest
possible signal both to officials here and to governments throughout the world of a renewed recognition of the salience of religious
freedom to American foreign policy.
I believe there is no better way to help the persecuted religious
believers in Vietnam, Pakistan, Egypt, North Korea, Saudi Arabia,
and elsewhere than to see China and Sudan become first cases on
a short list of countries where the U.S.-and if the U.S.-is prepared to spend political capital to end the scourge of religious genocide and persecution. Targeting a powerful nation like China and
a rogue state like Sudan in a foreign policy priority listing signals
that business may not be conducted as usual, that the United
States may be adopting a zero tolerance policy for hard-core religious persecutors. This possibility of a change in movement in foreign policy will be the best assurance to persecuted peoples everywhere. We have observed that foreign governments are keenly
aware of the report and, as of this morning, are on notice that
America has a deep, abiding concern for religious freedom for all
peoples and may be prepared to act accordingly in its foreign policy.
If this listing is meant for something more than a 1-day commentary, however, the United States must take appropriate followup action and apply pressure on the CPC's from its range of foreign policy tools. Two steps in particular should occur:
First, the administration should exhibit leadership in making
Sudan the pariah state with the same concerted moral and political
action that succeeded in making a pariah out of the apartheid government of South Africa.
Today's financial pages are reporting about the enormous
amounts of international investments going into Sudan from companies such as Canadian Talisman Energy, Inc. China National Petroleum. Mr. Wolf made reference to this issue, and I would like
to suggest that the record include an article from Investors Busi-

ness Daily yesterday about this very issue of China and Talisman's
investment in Sudan. According to the Speaker of Sudan's parliament, Hassan Turabi, the revenues from these oil investments
will be used to shore up Sudan's military arsenal in its genocidal
war.
Ms. SHEA. Second, the administration must demonstrate that the
United States will not build its relations with China on sand and
that America understands that appeasement of a government that
persecutes as many as 100 million believers is neither consistent
with our values or our tradition nor will it serve our long-term interests. History has demonstrated that American interests are best
served by relations predicated on the defense of principles that are
shared by civilized nations around the world.
Mr. Chairman, the Commission believes that the administration
has made a great forward stride in producing the report and, most
importantly, in prioritizing American concerns. We look forward to
working with the administration and Congress over the next critical 3 months when policies are to be developed regarding China,
Sudan, and the other CPC's.
It is critical now this process has begun that there be appropriate
followup in terms of policy action. As Mr. Wolf stressed, al eyes
will be watching how the list is enforced. If actions aren't tough,
tyrants all over the world will be emboldened. In China, Sudan,
and the other countries of particular concern, the lives of millions
of religious believers are quite literally at stake.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Ms. Shea.

I want to thank you personally for the work you did and the insight you provided for the legislation itself when it was under consideration. As you know, it went through many evolutions and it
was changed very often. It went from Subcommittee to Full Com-,
mittee and kept changing, but the essential character remained the
same. You were very, very helpful in that process as an individual,
and I do want to thank you for that and for the good work you do
on religious freedom issues.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Shea appears in the appendix.]
Mr. SMITH. Mr. Rickard.
STATEMENT OF STEPHEN RICKARD, WASHINGTON OFFICE
DIRECTOR, AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL

Mr. RICKARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is an honor to be invited to testify today before you on the first Annual Department of
State Report on International Religious Freedom. Few people do as
much day in and day out as you do to help human rights victims
around the world, to raise human rights issues, and it is an honor
to be here to testify before you and with the other distinguished
panelists that I am appearing with.
Winston Churchill reportedly said of Clement Attlee that he was
a modest man who had much to be modest about, and I truly feel
a little bit like Clement Attlee testifying here with Nina and Paul
and with others who have actually suffered for their convictions
and before you, Chairman Smith. I am very grateful and I would
like to express appreciation on behalf of Amnesty and its members
to the many people, yourself included, other human rights chain-
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pions in the Congress, Frank Wolf, Nina and Paul and others who
have done so much to raise the profile of this issue, to draw greater
attention to it, to mobilize people on behalf of this issue.
Four years ago, Amnesty International ran a worldwide campaign on the terrible human rights crisis in Sudan. We produced
videos, materials, and I can assure you that the 300,000 Amnesty
members in the United States and the more than 1 million Amnesty members around the world who sat at kitchen tables and in
church basements and in high school classrooms writing letters to
the State Department and to the government in Khartoum about
the human rights crisis in Sudan are delighted and even thrilled
that this issue is getting more attention. It certainly deserves it,
and we welcome and appreciate the help of all of those who have
put it front and center.
I am also grateful for the work that you and they have done to
build bridges between people working on human rights issues. That
is extremely important. Not everyone has done that. There have
been some harsh words spoken about the failure of some groups to
work on these issues, particularly our colleagues at Human Rights
Watch. I personally regret that, and I am delighted that others did
not join in that chorus. They are fantastic colleagues who do great
work, and I appreciate the work that people did to build bridges
between people who cared about this issue.
I don't want to duplicate the testimony that Nina, Paul and others will do on particular countries. Instead, I would like to offer
some comments about policy, the issues of the record and report,
and then look at a limited number of reports. My remarks are not
intended to be a comprehensive survey; and, Mr. Chairman, with
your permission, I might ask that we be able to submit some additional written materials, as you say in the House, to revise and extend my remarks, more to extend rather than to revise.
Mr. SMITH. Without objection, your full remarks and any submissions you or any other witnesses would like to provide will be made
a part of the record.
Mr. RICKARD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
(The information referred to appears in the appendix.]
Mr. RICKARD. Mr. Chairman, this is Amnesty International's
very first ever annual report that was published in 1961, just a
crazy group of people with the idea that individuals speaking out
for individuals could make a difference. It says here that the core
of Amnesty's work was going to be to defend people's right to practice Article 18 and Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights. That was the original purpose of creating Amnesty
International.
As you well know, Article 18 is the article that states everyone
has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion. This
right includes the freedom to change one's religion or belief and
freedom, either alone or in community with others, in public or in
private, to manifest his religion or belief in teaching, practice, worship and observance. Pursuant to that founding purpose, the very
first Amnesty conference ever held by an Amnesty section in Paris
in 1961 was a conference on religious persecution.
The very first investigative mission undertaken by Sean
MacBride was a mission to Czechoslovakia to protest and inves-

tigate the imprisonment of Archbishop Beran and to investigate the
other conditions of other religious prisoners. This is an issue that
is very, very dear to our hearts, and it is a real delight to see a
comprehensive report on this issue mandated by the Congress.
Mr. Chairman, one of the shortest and most powerful credos over
uttered was offered by the Apostle James when he wrote, "As the
body without the spirit is dead, so faith without works is dead."
Faith without works is dead. It is a powerful challenge to any person of conviction no matter what their particular religion or beliefs.
So it is with any human rights report. Reports without action are
dead. This is an impressive report. I agree with Nina's characterization of this report as a milestone. It is impressive, but much
more impressive will be a comprehensive plan to assess the violations that it documents.
The final legislation that the Congress adopted gave the administration a great deal of flexibility in terms of crafting a response to
these abuses. In the abstract, everyone agrees that flexibility is a
desirable thing to give policymakers. Let's hope that the administration uses that flexibility wisely and forcefully and doesn't give
flexibility a bad name. Trust is essential. It is better when we are
working together on these issues instead of at cross-purposes.
As I have said in the past when I have testified before you, Mr.
Chairman, all of the efforts of those in the State Department who
truly care about human rights are, unfortunately, undermined by
the perception that at critical moments when push comes to shove,
the U.S. commitment to human rights takes a back seat to fighting
for other goals. Whether it is fighting drugs or terrorism or promoting trade or the amorphous, ever-popular stability, there is, as
I have said, the view that human rights remains in far too many
ways an island off the mainland of American foreign policy. The report is impressive, and we look forward to impressive action that
matches the problems that it documents.
I would also like to say a few words about the role for Congress
here. It is Congress that mandated the report. It is Congress that
mandated the original report. It is Congress that mandated the creation of the Human Rights Bureau. In so many ways Congress has
led the U.S. Government on human rights issues.
But there are a number of critical things that the Congress could
do, considered doing, and then did not do that I think would help
to add additional weight to the effort that led to the mandating of
this report. As we said, one of the most important things in-the
original Wolf-Specter legislation, and one of the things we were the
most deeply disappointed about that was not adopted in the final
form, was the beginning effort to turn back the tide on some of the
incredibly retrograde steps that have been taken on the issue of political asylum in the United States. I commend you, Mr. Chairman,
for leading that fight. It is a pity that you lost or that it wasn't
in the final legislation, but I strongly encourage every American
who cares about religious persecution to call, to write, to visit their
Members of Congress to say that you don't believe that people fleeing persecution should have to run the gauntlet to achieve a haven
from persecution in the United States. I don't believe that Americans, if they understood the current situation, would think that
that is what the United Statesshould stand for.

Last, it is the fundamental constitutional responsibility of the
Congress to determine how our tax dollars are spent, and you have
led the fight to try to increase funding for human rights activities
within the State Department, and I think that is extremely important. It is disappointing that the Department has resisted your proposal to increase funding for human rights activities. Even with the
severe reductions in foreign affairs funding which have occurred in
recent years and which Ambassador Seiple referred to, the priorities of the State Department are out of order. There can be more
funding for human rights activities. There needs to be more. funding for human rights activities within the Department.
However, I also agree with Ambassador Seiple that the overall
context of decreasing funding for foreign affairs activities overall
also undermines our ability to have a powerful and effective human
rights strategy. Speaking solely for myself and not for the administration and with the caveat that I at least for 2 years served at the
State Department, I have to say that I have been increasingly reminded of the section of Exodus where Pharaoh says to his taskmasters in response to the appeals of Moses and Aaron, "You shall
no longer give the people straw to make bricks. Let them go and
gather straw themselves."
If the Department of State wants the Human Rights Bureau to
be an effective champion for human rights, it has to give it straw
to make bricks. If the Congress wants the United States to be an
influential and effective player on the world scene on behalf of
human rights and other issues, the Congress needs to give diplomats the straw to make bricks so that they can build a firm
human rights foundation.
Mr. Chairman, I do have one very specific recommendation on a
topic that I know you have been interested in. I think that this report is further evidence of the need for the Congress and the administration to work together to have a comprehensive approach to
controlling the potential export of repressive equipment from the
United States.
The administration has said many times that they support this,
that they don't want repressive equipment like electric shock
equipment being exported from the United States, but we believe
at Amnesty that in fact it has happened, that electric shock equipment, for instance, has been exported to Saudi Arabia, a country
with a terrible problem of religious persecution and torture. I think
that, given the statements of the administration and your own interest in this, there ought to be the opportunity to sit down together and come up with a proposal where we will manage these
exports, at least as rigorously as we do, for instance, dual-use nuclear exports, where we say we are really going to watch where
these go and how they are used and demand lots of documentation.
Turning to the report itself, let me say overall that our initial review of the contents is quite positive. We have some disagreements,
not all of them minor; but, overall, it would be wrong not to commend the Department, Ambassador Seiple and Assistant Secretary
Koh for this important and useful document. Obviously, we have
not had the opportunity to review all of it; and, as I said, I would
like to just focus on some illustrative cases, not the case where religious persecution is the worst necessarily, not in any way a com-

prehensive survey, but a few countries that might illustrate whether or not the administration has flunked the litmus test for candor
standard: that is, countries where there may be the greatest temptations to shade the truth.
Saudi Arabia. One can hardly imagine a more forthright opening
sentence than "Freedom of religion does not exist in Saudi Arabia,"
and that is welcome candor, particularly with a country where
there is great sensitivity. The State Department, however, in the
text that follows is much more dry and mechanical in explaining
the situation in Saudi Arabia, and I go into greater detail here, but
substantively we think that much more could be said and said
more forcefully about the degree of active harassment and persecution that exists within Saudi Arabia. There is an implication that,
while they have a system of rules and if you follow the rules everything will be OK, that really doesn't capture the situation in Saudi
Arabia. It is not bad, but in tone it can be much better in terms
of describing the situation, and we think stronger language is justified.
Israel. The Israel report unflinchingly addresses an issue that is
not always addressed, which is the disparity between government
support for Israeli Arabs and other Israeli citizens in terms of the
quality of education, housing and employment opportunities that
they receive. I think the report was quite candid, frank and comprehensive in covering this issue.
One issue that it does not cover and should, and doubtless this
is an area where we can work with them, is the issue of Israel's
treatment of conscientious objectors, which in fact, is not very good.
The trials that they use to handle those are not really free, fair
trials.. There are disparities in who gets exemptions and who
doesn't. It is one area where we think that we need to work with
the Department to raise the profile of this issue.
The Caspian Sea region. This is an area where I think the report
is good as far as it goes, but it illustrates a problem, which is that
there is not as much information available. Some of the areas that
are a little harder to get to, we don't have as many diplomats
there. I list some of the items that have happened just in the last
few months, probably after the report went to print, in that region
which need to be reflected in next year's report, and we look forward to working with the Department to enhance the coverage of
some of those areas that aren't in the headlines as much.
I have talked about Turkey and Vietnam in my written report.
Let me just say about both countries that the issue that we highlight, although there are a couple of places, particularly in the Vietnam report, where we think there is very important information
that would have given a better picture of the degree of government
hostility to outside scrutiny on this issue-they mention the reaction to the U.N. Special Rapporteur's report. They don't really give
a sense of how vigorous it was. We welcome the fact that the U.S.
backed up the Special Rapporceur on that, but we think that more
could have been done to give a full flavor of the situation there.
But in both of those countries and in several others, the key
question is not what the report reports, the key question is policy.
We take no issue with Assistant Secretary Koh on this, particularly

his recent trip to Turkey. He was extremely forthright. We consider
his trip an extremely important step in the right direction.
There needs to be one U.S. policy on human rights in these countries which is supported across the board by the Departments of
State and Defense and Commerce and by the U.S. Ambassadors
and in the regional bureau, as well as Assistant Secretary Koh. It
is not enough to send Assistant Secretary Koh and Ambassador
Seiple out to read the riot act to people and then have others come
in and smooth the ruffled feathers afterwards.
Mr. Chairman, I address a number of other countries, and I
would like to submit additional comments in writing. Let me just
say, overall, we commend the administration's efforts on the report.
It heeds Secretary Koh's promise to tell it like it is in-most cases.
There are cases where we look forward to working with them to
improve the report.
Mr. Chairman, religious persecution today is a depressingly ecumenical phenomena. Tyrants fear religion, and they fear people of
faith because they claim openly to have allegiance to a higher authority. Tyrants fear people who perhaps have others outside of the
national boundaries who care about them and worry about them
and are willing to mobilize on their behalf. We owe it to those people to stand with them. This step is an important milestone in the
right direction, and we look forward to seeing action to follow the
report.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much, Mr. Rickard, for Amnesty's extraordinary work throughout the years.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Rickard appears in the appendix.]
Mr. SMITH. Getting back to that 1961 document that you held up,
we mentioned the resistance we are finding with regard to enhanced funding for the Human Rights Bureau. I think the record
clearly shows, because you were part of that entire process as we
went through various drafts, that there was an incredible resistance to the bill itself.
Mr. SMITH. We were told by very responsible people within the
administration that we were establishing a hierarchy of human
rights. If that were the case, those of us who supported sanctions
against South Africa because of apartheid were wrong because we
established a hierarchy saying racism is egregious behavior that
would simply not be tolerated, and the same thing could be said
about Jackson-Vanik and the fact that we actually risked superpower confrontation to promote the cause of Soviet Jewry I think
that was one of our proudest moments.
So I think you know we got here through a very difficult process.
Now we need-and your words certainly and your work helps to
enhance that-to continue to keep on our eye on the ball. As you
said, quoting the Book of James, faith without works is truly dead.
I want to thank you.
Mr. RICKARD. Mr. Chairman, I want to steal a line again that I
stole from your staff director, which was that I regret the notion
that we need to treat everyone equally badly. The only concern we
have, and I think it is a legitimate concern, is that in an era of
shrinking resources you can have some situations on some issues
where you pit victims against each other. I know we all want to

avoid that. That is why the effort to increase funding for these activities to give people the straw to make the bricks is so important.
We applaud your effort in that direction.
We like to see it go across the board on U.S. foreign policy issues.
Again, I am speaking for myself on that point.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Rickard.
Mr. SMITH. Dr. Marshall.
STATEMENT OF PAUL MARSHALL, SENIOR FELLOW, CENTER
FOR RELIGIOUS FREEDOM, FREEDOM HOUSE
Mr. MARSHALL. OK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the invitation
to be able to testify this afternoon. I will concentrate my remarks
on the report itself.
I believe that after Boswell and Dr. Johnson had been invited to
see a dancing dog Boswell remarked that the dog did. not dance
very well. Dr. Johnson replied, the wonder is not that it is done
well, the wonder is that it is done at all. So, too, with the State
Department's first annual report on international religious freedom.
The mere fact that this report now exists is an important step
apd shows a growing awareness of the vital importance of religious
freedom and religious persecution around the world. Since Members of this Committee have played an important role in that movement, you deserve our commendations. But, contrary to the dancing dog, the report is very well done.
Currently, I am editing a survey, a wdrld survey of religious freedom and working with about 60 writers and reviewers. So I am in
a good position to cross-check much of the information in the report, and it is in general very good and often a mine of information.
So I would like to commend the State Department and particularly
the people who worked on this report.
In addition, the list of countries of particular concern singles out
some of the worst persecutors, including two on which Freedom
House focuses particularly, China and Sudan. However, the report
does have some problems, and on these I will concentrate.
In several instances it downplays the severity or significance of
restrictions on religious freedoms, perhaps in deference to the government's concern. This appears in the reports on Egypt, China,
and Saudi Arabia, and some of those instances have come up in
previous testimony.
I think my most important critique is this, the report sometimes
uses a truncated view of religion. This is not a mere definitional
quibble. It is central to the proper implementation of the entire
International Religious Freedom Act.
The focus of the act is not on human rights violations against religious people. That would probably include most human rights violations in the worlt. But the focus is with persecution where the
grounds themselves are in part religious. Hence, if we work with
a truncated and minimalist view of religion, this will lead inevitably to a truncated implementation of the provisions of the act.
This is particularly important as in much of our society, in discussions by diplomats or journalists or scholars, there is a tendency
to gloss over the realities of religion, particularly after redefining
it as ethnic.

We now have a famous expression "ethnic cleansing", but that
expression came into origin to describe the murder of Muslims who
are not an ethnic group, they are a religious group. So what we
have called ethnic cleansing is, in fact, religious cleansing in the
former Yugoslavia.
The report occasionally does this itself but at other times describes various events and actions and beliefs as political or cultural or economic rather than religious-that is a quote-as if
these were mutually exclusive categories. But many things are religious and political or cultural and religious or economic and religious. I include a lot of examples in the written testimony.
It is to be expected that religion will be intimately and complexly
connected with every other facet of human rights. This particular
problem comes to the floor in its coverage of the Sudan. The Sudan
report does a very good job of detailing religious persecution in the
areas under the direct control of the Khartoum regime, and it describes the practice of slavery.However, the war and the conduct of
the war itself whose details we know, with up to 2 million dead
and 4 to 5 million displaced with widespread massacre, rape, torture and forced starvation, that is absent from the report. It is not
covered. It is not dealt with.
We are not told why, but I presume the reason is that the war
itself must be defined as "not religious." Hence, what may be in
terms of size and intensity the world's worst situation of religious
oppression is absent from the report. This is akin to disregarding
race and describing South Africa's repression of the opponents of
apartheid. After all, particular people arrested such as Nelson
Mandela were not singled out because of their race, white people
were also jailed, but because of certain acts, and anybody of any
race committing those acts would also have been arrested.
But on those grounds would we say that those arrests were political, not racial or cultural, because a policy was the cause of political unrest, of opposition, of demonstration, and then political repression? Race colors the entire thing. So even a war on South Africa's borders, fighting in Namibia, is conditioned by the racial-was
conditioned by the racial policy of the government. A similar pattern holds for Sudan.
The report describes the Khartoum government as "an Arab regime that is Muslim" when in fact it is, legally and in self-description, a Muslim regime. The regime has repeatedly described its war
as a jihad and a religious duty and has publicly declared its goal
to forcibly Islamicize Sudan.
While there are many factors in this, as there are in every war,
and while the regime certainly persecutes those Muslims who oppose those views, which is a majority of the Muslim population of
the country, southern leaders have stressed repeatedly that the
government's refusal to change its stand on shari'a and
Islamicization is a major barrier to peace. In this context, the war
itself should be understood as an extension of religious persecution.
In contrast, in dealing with Iraq, the report does outline Sudan's
persecution of Shiite Muslims and of Assyrian Christians. I think
it is correct in doing so, but this simply makes the contrast with
the Sudan doubly jarring.
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Just one other instance, Mr. Chairman, in describing the current
conflicts in the Indonesian islands of Muluka, in which several
hundred, perhaps several thousand people have died this year, the
report attributes the problems arising there to migration which is
again, I quote, the ethnic balance. But what is at issue there is,
again, the religious balance.
So I mention these points again that if these things are not seen
as religious, if they are defined in other terms, it means they will
not come under the purview of this legislation and will not be addressed by the State Department in a way that it should do so.
Finally, yesterday the government designated as countries of
particular concern, China, Sudan, Burma, Iran, Iraq, Serbia and
Afghanistan. I concur with these judgments. However, I would
question the exclusion of Saudi Arabia, North Korea, Vietnam, and
Pakistan. Politically it is wise to have a concentrated focus, and I
welcome it, especially the willingness to include China. But it does
not necessarily reflect the worst situations.
In closing, let me reiterate that my focus on problems should not
overshadow the fact that this welcome report is very good indeed.
We must now ensure that our actions are as full as our analyses.
President Clinton said to religious leaders 2 weeks ago, the cause
of religious freedom at home and around the world will continue
to be something that the United States will have to work and work
and work on.
Thank you very much.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much, Dr. Marshall.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Marshall appears in the appendix.]
Mr. SMITH. I would like to yield to Mr. Sherman.

Mr. SHERMAN. Yes, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for having these
hearings, and thank you for your continued work on religious
rights and human rights.
I think this report is a step forward in general. I think some of
its criticisms of Israel were beyond what was appropriate. I particularly take exception to one part of the report where it says the
government states that it protects the holy sites.
I think many of our colleagues have been there. These are among
the most protected sites in the world, and yet to imply that it is
merely a statement of the Israeli government that the sites are
protected implies that maybe the sites are not in fact protected.
In addition, I do not think that it is a denial of religious rights
for Israel to look at its northern area and see a need to encourage
settlement on vacant land by those who are most loyal to the regime. It certainly doesn't interfere with the exercise of any religion
to find out that there is a village across the valley that practices
the majority religion of the country.
But I think, in general, this is a good report; and I look forward
to next year's work. Thank you.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much, Mr. Sherman.
Mr. SMITH. Father Le.
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STATEMENT OF REV. NGUYEN HUU LE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
COMMITTEE FOR RELIGIOUS FREEDOM IN VIETNAM

Rev. LE. Mr. Chairman and distinguished Members of the Subcommittee, I would like to thank you for the opportunity to testify
not only on behalf of the Committee For Religious Freedom in Vietnam but also for the victims of religious persecution in Vietnam.
Our Committee applauds the publication of the Annual Report on
International Religious Freedom. We are, however, troubled by its
lack of depth and its omissions of many critical facts and the inaccuracy of some information contained in the section on Vietnam.
First of all, the report gives the false impression that religious
repression in Vietnam does not stem from a sustained, consistent
policy of the central government but arises from the arbitrary actions of local authorities. Vietnam's Communist government is anti
religion by virtue. Its Communist doctrine views religions as enemies of the people. Its policy is to ruthlessly weed out all religious
activities that it cannot control and exploit for its own ends.
Immediately after its takeover of South Vietnam in 1975, the
Communist government cracked down on the Protestant and the
Catholic churches and outlawed the Unified Buddhist Church of
Vietnam, or UBCV, the Hoa Hao Church and the Cao Dai Church.
Church leaders were arrested, detained, tortured, humiliated.
Many died in detention; and I, myself, spent 13 years in jail for
having defended religious freedom. I was tortured, beaten and sent
to 3 years in solitary confinement.
In order to wipe out all vestiges and influence of the independent
churches, the government replaces them with state-sanctioned organizations, whose role is to enforce government policies on religions.
The Committee of Hoa Hao Buddhist Representatives formed in
May of this year is a case in point. It is headed by a Communist
cadre.
The government has deftly created a church within a church to
divide and conquer the Catholics. The role of the government-created Catholic Patriotic Association is to drive a wedge into the
Catholic community. Priests who belong to this association are rewarded with special privileges. The wide latitude in practicing
their faith, including some educational and humanitarian activities
reported by the Department of State, is accorded only to religious
persons who work with or for the government.
In recent months,; the government has stepped up its rigorous effort to harass, intimidate and persecute religious leaders and to impose further restrictions on religious activities such as the publication of religious books and documents.
In May, the public security police interrupted the summer retreat of Buddhist monks in Saigon and threatened harsh punishments if the latter were found to support the banned UBCV.
A group of recently released Buddhist monks were rounded up
for questioning around the time Secretary Albright arrived in Vietnam.
Mr. Tran Quang Chau, a Cao Dai leader, has been held under
house arrest after he cosigned an open letter last month asking the
government to recognize independent churches and to return all
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confiscated church properties. The Department of State's report
does not reflect this reality in Vietnam.
While the report recognizes ongoing religious repression, it attributes this to the arbitrary, isolated attitude of certain local officials in certain remote areas. In reality, religious repression is a
policy of the central government that is. being carried out systematically throughout the country. But the repression is well camouflaged and therefore not easily detectable, especially to foreigners.
I would like to repeat-very well camouflaged and therefore not
easily detectable especially to foreigners. This may have contributed to the regrettable omissions and inaccuracies in the report.
While the government's treatment of prisoners appears to have
improved in recent years, the reality behind this facade is as deplorable and as appalling as ever.
We understand that the Bureau of International Religious Freedom will make recommendations to the President based -on its findings, so we would like to suggest the following:
First, the Department of State should work to facilitate the visit
to Most Ven. Thich Huyen Quang, Supreme Patriarch of UBCV, by
a delegation of American Buddhist leaders and medical doctors.
The Most Ven. Huyen Quang, 81 years old, has been detained for
the past 22 years. His health is deteriorating due to old age and
lack of medical care.
Second, the U.S. consular offices in Vietnam should make every
attempt to identify victims of religious persecution and process
their applications for refugee status.
Third, the U.S. should use all available diplomatic and trade-related leverages to persuade Communist Vietnam to release all the
religious prisoners, officially recognize the independent churches,
and to return all confiscated properties.
With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would like to submit a
partial list of confiscated church properties for inclusion in the
Congressional Record of this hearing.
Mr. SMITH. Without objection, Father, your submission and that
of all of the witnesses will be made a part of the record.
[The information referred to appears in the appendix.]
Rev. LE. We hope that next year the Department of State will
include in its report a detailed account of the progresses and will
evaluate Vietnam's degree of cooperation in these particular areas.
Thank you very much for listening to me, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much for your testimony. It really is
an honor to have a man who has suffered so much for his faith and
for freedom to be our distinguished witness today. Thank you very
much.
Rev. LE. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Rev. Le appears in the appendix.]
Mr. SMITH. I would like to ask our final witness, Mr.
Abdughuphur Kadirhaji, if he would present his testimony.
The INTERPRETER. To save time, I am just going to read the
English version off of his speech.
Mr. SMITH. OK.
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STATEMENT OF ABDUGHUPHUR KADIRHAJI, UIGHUR MUSLIM,
URUMQI CITY, XINJIANG, CHINA
Mr. KADIRHAJI. Dear Mr. Chairman, Members of Congress, and
ladies and gentlemen, my name is Abdughuphur Kadirhaji. I am
a Uyghur Muslim from Xinjiang Uyghui Autonomous Region of
China. I thank you for giving me this precious opportunity to testify before you on the religious persecution of the Uyghur people
in China.
The Chinese Government perceives religion as the No. 1 threat
to its existence in China, especially in the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region. The Chinese Communist Party sees religion as opium
used to drug the people.
'I came to the United States of America in this March. While I
was in China, I have seen the religious persecution and discrimination against the Uyghurs. As a devout Muslim myself and also a
state employee, I had never been able to publicly worship and express my religious beliefs. I was always afraid of losing my job and
social benefits.
For us Uyghurs, the most degrading and humiliating thing the
Chinese Government does is that the Chinese Government often receives the Uyghurs back from pilgrimage and offers them alcohol
to drink so as to desecrate their holy pilgrimage to Mecca. Many
people, including myself, for fear of losing our jobs and positions
..
... a-v - to-d rifk-withu-t-choice.
Not only in times of pilgrimage does the Chinese Government
humiliate the Uyghur people but also in times of Ramadan, the
holy month of fasting in Islam. During the month of Ramadan, the
Chinese Government often intentionally offers free food and alcohol
which is forbidden in the Quran in the form of-banquets and feasts
to the Uyghurs who fast for the sake of God.
The government also offers bread and drinks to the Uyghur students in high schools and colleges and universities to make sure
that they are not fasting in Ramadan.
In December, 1994, after I came back from my pilgrimage and
visit to Mecca, Chinese officials poured wine on me when I refused
to drink alcohol because of my religious beliefs. In 1995, in the holy
month of Ramadan, the Chinese officials in my company constantly
offered me alcohol, cigarette and food which are forbidden in Islam,
so as to break my devotion to God and my religion. I had to comply
in many cases by asking God's forgiveness.
Since 1994, the religious restrictions and the persecutions have
been so severe in Xinjiang that an ordinary Uyghur Muslim
couldn't possibly pray five times a day and carry out his daily religious duties.
Now I want you to use some examples of religious persecution of
Uyghurs in Xinjiang to give you a clear account.
According to my wife who worked in the Foreign Relations Office
for the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Regional government, in
1996, the Chinese Social Science Academy and Xinjiang Uyghur
Autonomous Regional Social Science Academy conducted a joint research project and published a book on the religious history of the
Xinjiang from 1949 to 1996.
This research project was directly supported and funded by the
Chinese central government. This book clearly explains that Islam

and religious ideas are dangerous to the unity of nationalities in
Xinjiang and to the unification of China, and the government
should do whatever necessary to root out this religious threat. This
book was distributed to high-level Chinese government officials.
The name of this is called "Pan-Turkism and Pan-Islamism in
Xinjiang," and my wife has a copy of this book in Chinese.
Religious education is also not allowed in Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region. Communist party members, teachers, students,
workers and any Uyghur who works for a state-owned enterprise
are not allowed to go mosques and religious schools. Those who disobey this rule will be fired from their jobs and will lose all of the
social benefits.
Many Uyghur students have been expelled from their schools for
going to mosques and for praying. Nevertheless, some Uyghur parents still secretly send their children to Muslim countries in Central Asia to study Islam, but the Chinese Government always put
diplomatic pressure on these Muslim countries' governments to return the Uyghur students.
In one case, a group of Uyghur students were returned from
Pakistan to China. When they got to the Chinese border, the Chinese police immediately detained them. Some of the older Uyghur
students protested, but they were arrested and imprisoned. The
others though were released but denied many social benefits.
In April, 1998, Abdusalam, a young devout Uyghur Muslim in
my hometown. went to a mosque. The government-trained communist imam was saying that Allah says that if someone oppresses
you, you should be patient and not fight back and that you should
be obedient to your Chinese Government and shouldn't complain
about your sufferings. Abdusalam, having profoundly studied
Islam, challenged this and said that, in the Quran, Allah said if
someone hurts you, you have the right to defend yourself. He pointed out what the communist imam was saying was false.
Abdusalam was soon arrested and put in jail. He was tortured
in prison by the Chinese guards and was later sent to a hospital
with serious injuries. However, after some time he was reported
dead. The Chinese police claimed that Abdusalam committed suicide by throwing himself out of the third floor window. But the people of Ghulja don't believe he committed suicide because he was a
very pious Muslim, and in Islam committing suicide is a great sin.
A Muslim always has to be hopeful even in the worst situation of
his life.
Abdusalam's parents obtained the body, and his body was so
mangled and deformed that they-found it so hard to recognize their
own son. But the people of Ghulja believe that he was tortured to
death by the Chinese police before he was sent to the hospital.
Abdusalam had never been politically active. He had never participated in any demonstration. All he did was point out that the
communist Chinese government propaganda that the imam was
spreading to the Uyghurs in the mosque was wrong.
My sister's husband, Abdushukur Kamberi, went to Pakistan in
1986. There he studied Islam with several renowned Islamic scholars. Therefore, he earned a reputation as a very knowledgeable
man in Islamic theology. The Chinese government felt threatened
by him after he came back and tried to use him by giving him a
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religious title. By appointing him, the Chinese Government attempted to involve him in spreading the Chinese propaganda instead of the Islamic truth.
He defied them and visited all of the mosques in the city and told
the imams that the mosque was not the place for Chinese communist propaganda. It is only a place for the Quranic truth and the
traditions of the prophet Muhammad.
After several months, he went to Urumqui to bring his mother's
and other relatives' passports for visas to make the pilgrimage to
Mecca. But the Xinjiang Regional Public Security used this as an
opportunity and arrested him in July, 1997. The Chinese police
claimed that he was trying to escape China. -But he wasn't even
bringing his own passport.
The Chinese government put him in jail and severely tortured
him and sent him to a Chinese military hospital. Currently, he is
under house arrest.
Under Chinese constitution, people have the right to religious
freedom, but China is not ruled by law. The Chinese government
religious policies are totally different from what is-written in the
law. The communist imams are government trained and only serve
the brutal, repressive communist Chinese regime. They worship
the Chinese communist party instead of God, and they put party
above God.
In their sermons, they only preach about obeying the Chinese
government and its policies, having a good relationship with the
-- Chinese government and Chinese people, unifying all nationalities
and implementing the one-child policy.
There are informants and spies disguised as pious Muslims inside many mosques to monitor what the Uyghur religious leaders
and people do and say.
The Chinese government claims that it sends thousands of religious students abroad each -year to study, but almost all the
Uyghur religious students from abroad have been arrested and harassed. The Chinese government claims that it supports Uyghurs
going for pilgrimage to Mecca, but the Chinese government only
supports and funds the informants and spies in the pilgrimage
group to monitor the Uyghurs.words and deeds throughout the entire journey.
In many cases, the Chinese government never approves those
Uyghurs who want to conduct pilgrimage to Mecca on their own.
Earlier this year, in February, while I was in Beijing, more thaft
400 Uyghurs who had legal passports, visas and round-trip tickets
to make the pilgrimage to Mecca were deported back to Xinjiang
because they were not part of the state-approved pilgrimage delegation.
Each year the Chinese government only approves a very small
number of chosen, well-checked, loyal Uyghurs to go for the pilgrimage. The Chinese government always associates Islam with the
so-called separatist activities and readily arrests those devout
Uyghur Muslims in the name of unification.
The religious freedom guaranteed in the Chinese constitution is
a sheer lie. It is aimed at deceiving the world that China respects
the right to religious freedom, especially the right of minorities to
choose and worship their own religion. On the contrary, the Chi-

nese government often denies the legitimate rights of Uyghur people to worship and to study Islam and force them to obey the government through communist Chinese propaganda. In China, religious freedom is only on the paper but not in practice.
There is not religious freedom for the- Uyghur people in China
under the atheistic communist Chinese government, and we hope
that the U.S. State Department could address these issues in their
contacting with the Chinese authorities.
Thank you very much.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much for that excellent testimony.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Kadirhaji appears in the appendix.]
Mr. SMITH. I just have a few questions, and then will open things
up for any comments that our witnesses might have.
Ms. Shea, I think your point is very well taken about the moral
equivalency of the Sudan and China. I think as time goes on, especially since these countries were just announced as countries of
particular interest, that we will soon be seeing a blast from the
Chinese embassy in terms of refuting this. We hope that they respond. If they don't, I can assure you additional hearings and perhaps site visits to that country will raise it.
Unfortunately, there were some omissions, at least in my view
and in the view I think of some of other members of the panel. But
I think your point was very well taken that the juxtaposition of
those two countries hopefully will not escape the notice of the world
because China certainly fashions itself somehow as-and it is-an
emerging superpower. But with that superpower status comes at
least the most basic of all recognitions, and that is the right of the
freedom of conscience and basic religion.
So I really appreciate you making that point.
Ms. SHEA. I think that American policy with regards to China
will reverberate throughout the world, particularly in Asia. Particularly in Vietnam. I have noticed in my own monitoring a deterioration in religious freedom in Vietnam alongside that with
American delinking of trade privileges with China. They take their
cues from the U.S. relationship with China. In a way I think China
and Sudan are both representative of two types of very serious
threats to religious freedom.
Mr. SMITH. I think it is important. On one of my human rights
trips to China when I met with members of the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce in Beijing, the assorted government affairs people who
were there for the various businesses that the Commerce folks at
our embassy had arranged for me to meet were totally disbelieving
that there was a religious persecution issue. Totally.
One of the CEO's in a- very dismissive tone of voice said, why
don't you just go with my secretary to church. She goes to the
Catholic church. It is open.
I said, it is part of the Catholic Patriotic Association, the overseer of that being a branch of the Chinese government, and anyone
who is part of the Roman Catholic church is part of an underground church and faces severe persecution and disciplinary action.
He didn't believe it. He said, "That is not true."

So this recognition in this report certainly will go a long way to
establishing a fact, to the best of our understanding, as to what the
real reality is in China.
Now this is news. We have known it for some time. We have
raised it. But now it gets the imprimatur of a report from a body
that has looked at it with a fresh set of eyes and come to that same
conclusion.
Ms. SHEA. I think this is a big departure for the State Department, and I am very hopeful that it will act on this now, this list
of priorities.
One thing that caught my eye in Ambassador Seiple's testimony
is that he was, toward the end of it, talking about their success
cases, and he mentions that in Uzbekistan that there was-the
Uzbek government responded. He says, that the U.S. Government
had pressed the Uzbek government at virtually every level to take
concrete actions in reducing the incident of religious persecution.
He said, while it was persistent and intense pressure-but I
think you put your finger on it, which is that maybe the Commerce
Department officials, the trade delegations that go over there don't
give this intense and persistent message. It is the human rights officials who don't have by themselves a lot of leverage who give that
message. If there was a continual pressing at every level, you
might see results in China, too.
Mr. SMITH. Plus they buy into the show that the Chinese government puts on, the Potemkin village that portrays any suggestion
that there is repression here as a myth.
Let me, with regard to the two-step process that Mr. Rickard
mentioiied-and you have been utterly consistent. I have been in
Congress 19 years. Amnesty, whether it be Republican or Democrat
administration, tries to hold that administration to account for an
honest portrayal in the country reports. But there also needs to be
a linkage to policy.
When I first took the Chairmanship of this Subcommittee, when
the Republicans took control, you and each of your representatives
have always said that the country reports on human rights practices are excellent documents, notwithstanding some flaws, witch
you point out. But there is always this major disconnect between
facts on the ground, country by country, and any linkage to policy.
Probably the most glaring was and continues to be the delinking
of MFN with China, about which reasonable people can have differing opinions on. But there are other ways of engaging as well,
with many penalties that accrue to offending countries.
You made the point, and I hope it does not go unnoticed by Ambassador Seiple and everyone else in his shop and by Secretary
Madeline Albright, that hopefully this isn't going to be just an exercise of good reporting followed by a lack of works or followup.
We will try within this Committee to see that even those modest
penalties with all the waivers that were provided are utilized to the
greatest extent possible in a cooperative venture with the administration. Our end game is just more religious freedom, that is all we
want, and those offending countries should know that.
I will never forget-and this was brought out by one of our witnesses, and I think Mr. Wolf mentioned this-just a couple of years
ago, slavery was dismissed as nonexistent in the Sudan-and I

know Nina Shea has spoken to this many, many- times-and in
Mauritania, where it is probably less of a problem but still existed.
We had the first hearing on that in our Subcommittee in 1996 and
we were roundly criticized for believing a myth-that it just doesn't
occur, it was exaggerated and hyperbole.
Now I think there is a consensus that it is a problem.- So hopefully this report becomes the catalyst for, thinking "wow, it is as
bad as we thought in this country or that, and we need to do something about it." We will try to give the administration, no matter
whose control it is under, maximum arrows in their quiver to prudently promote a policy that protects the free exercise of religion.
So perhaps you might want to speak to the two-step, and the
message is go forward from here: good report, now we need action.
It can't be mitigated by that rose-colored lens of constantly saying,
oh, it might hurt commerce. It might do this. There are too many
people suffering.
Mr. Rickard.
Mr. RiCKARD. Let me just make a couple of points.
First, I want to just very strongly endorse something that Nina
just said, and that is the ripple effect from the backing down on
human rights in China. I just think that has had a devastating impact throughout Asia, and I think the closer you get to China
maybe the more so. Amnesty never took a position on linking MFN,
for or against it. Whatever you think about it, taking that position
and then backing down was devastating to the most important
thing you have to have as a diplomat pushing any issue, and that
is credibility.
You don't have credibility if they don't believe you really care
about the issue. When push comes to shove, you will really care
about the issue, and it is going to be a serious fight about it, then
people just kind of say, OK, fine, we will hear you out; we will hear
your demarche.
I have to tell it you that in representing the United States, in
making human rights demarches at times following the delinking,
I got the very definite impression that the reaction of some foreign
diplomats was, to essentially say "I don't like this. I don't like that
you are coming in here and telling us what we ought to do.
At the end of the day, I know it is just talk, and I figure I have
got to put up with this for 20 more minutes. I am paid to that, OK;
and when does the trade delegation arrive?"
I think that is why, when people say, why do we fight this meaningless fight in Geneva year after year? Gee, we lose. What is the
point? What you are trying to show the Chinese is that we do care
about this and that there is some point past which we will not retreat, and this is one of them. We will at least go to multilateral
fora that are designed to raise human rights issues, and we will
raise the gross human rights violations that you are committing,
and if we stop, a very different message will be sent. We are in a
hole. We have got to establish credibility on human rights issues.
I believe that the people of the Department care about it. I absolutely believe that, but they need help proving it to people, that
they will be there when push comes to shove.
I would like to make one little point that I actually meant to
make in my testimony. This is not a central or critical point, but

I think it is an interesting one about the way the United States reacts to criticism and scrutiny and the implications that ,that can
have for our ability to push human rights issues-abroad.
Recently, we talked about the Special Rapporteur visit in Vietnam, and recently a head of state refused to let another Special
Rapporteur visit facilities, claiming reportedly that the Special
Rapporteur was just a tool of people that wanted to discredit the
state." I have to tell you that the head of state was Governor John
Engler of my home State of Michigan refusing to permit the Special
Rgpporteur on violence against women visit prison facilities in
Michiga'n.
I am a very proud native of the State of Michigan. I am not remotely suggesting that the situation in Michigan is comparable to
other places they might investigate. But you then see the Vietnamese government holding a press conference and saying in these
words, "individuals or organizations which come to Vietnam to conduct activities concerning human rights or religion and interfere
with the internal affairs of the country will no longer be accepted."
Whatever we may think about, that particular mission, the refusal to cooperate with it and to call the Special Rapporteur a tool
of people who are trying to simply discredit the state is unquestionably fodder for people who want to say, you don't accept scrutiny.
Why should we accept scrutiny? We agree with you. They are just
tools.
I am not implying moral equivalence, although there are problems and we have documented a lot of them. But there is no question that when President Clinton issues an executive order that
says we ratified these human rights treaties and I want the Federal Government to look to make sure we are actually implementing them and w6 are taking them seriously and we are cooperating and we are filing our human rights reports on time, and he
gets 30 United States Senators sending him a letter saying, we are
really troubled abotit this, and we are very upset about it, and
what are you trying to do, it undercuts our ability to say to other
countries we take this seriously. We demand that you take it seriously. We are treaty partners. We have a right to demand that you
live up to these standards. We are not imposing our values on you.
These are internationally recognized norms that you voluntarily accepted when you agreed to these conventions, and now we want
you to live up to the obligations.
So -there are implications for our reaction to understandable
prickliness from time to time about criticism. We just need to say,
come on in. We will take the suggestions. We will consider them
just like everybody else ought to.
Mr. SMITH. You may find it interesting that in the 1980's, in the
Helsinki Commission, we initiated a policy that in our bilaterals especially with then what was the Soviet Union if they had complaints against the U.S., we wanted them in writing, and we would
followup those complaints or those criticisms with a written report.
We expected-the same from them. It did provide for a much more
open dialogue.
So I think your point is well taken. We have nothing to hide, and
when we have problems we need to clean them up.

I would like to ask the question in terms of deeds again, and this
would be to Mr. Kadirhaji. The report correctly notes the harsh
treatment of the Uyghurs in Xingiang, China, including executions
and possible killings but U.S. Government policy says nothing
about U.S. interventions on behalf of Muslims who have been persecuted in Xingiang.
To the best of your knowledge, has the U.S. Government, any of
our embassy personnel, anyone made a representation on behalf of
Uyghurs?
The INTERPRETER. He has no idea. He doesn't believe that any
U.S. Government officials addressed these issues.
Mr. SMITH. I will provide that question to Ambassador Seiple as
well. Hopefully there will be, if there has not and hopefully there
will in the future, representations on behalf of the Uyghurs. I suspect there probably have been.
Just one final question, and again it goes back to the Sudan, and
again talking about words and deeds. The report points out that
two clerics, two priests, had been arrested, two of many I am sure,
but their names are given in the report, Hillary Boma and Lino
Sebit, who may face possible execution and crucifixion for unsubstantiated charges.
I was wondering if any of our witnesses are aware of their plight.
Perhaps, Nina, being a member of the Commission, you might have
some insight as to what the government is doing on their behalf.
Ms. SHEA. I am aware of that case. I don't know what our government is doing on their behalf. We don't have an ambassador
there, as you know, and I am not sure-our Commission has not
undertaken that portion of its investigation yet to know what the
U.S. policy actually has been on the religious persecution in Sudan,
as opposed to terrorism where we know that there has been investigation and action.
Some of our Commission members that are Presidential appointees did not get appointed until very late and we had to get
special legislation to enable us to spend money, so we really didn't
get off the ground- until late summer or September. So that is
something that we are going to look into.
Mr. SMITH. Let me ask one question about North Korea which,
based on all of the available information that I have seen, should
have been on the list because of its very extreme and repressive
policies with regard to religion and every other human rights abuse
under the sun. Yet the report cites a lack of information or a lack
of the capability to report as one reason why it didn't make the list,
which obviously would lead a country to be less open and more
closed in order to avoid any kind of penalty pursuant to this law,
if they were so inclined.
Is there not room for presumption based on best available information to put a country, a rogue nation like North Korea on the
list and not somehow give them a false sense of being excluded?
Ms. SHEA. Yes, I think there is. It is the most Stalinist state in
the world. That is why you can't get in there and do an investigation. There are some refugee reports of Christians and other religious believers being punished to the third generation in prison. In
other words, if your grandmother was caught praying, the grandson is still in prison serving a term for that.

There is new evidence coming out. There is also the converse
that there is a cult built around the leader, and that there is a coerced religion really. People are forced to worship the Korean leader. So I think that is another argument you can make that it isthere is no religious freedom. However, we don't have any relations
with Korea or trade relations with Korea now, so you can argue
that all the tools are being used in that situation.
But I think-I always believe in highlighting. I think the reporting itself is important, of exposing the human rights violations. No
government likes to be accused of the most draconian human rights
violations, and for that purpose alone I think it is worth it.
Mr. SMITH. Yes. Dr. Marshall.
Mr. MARsHALL. Just to add to that, Mr. Chairman, the report is

correct, but it is very hard to check and authenticate anything
about North Korea. However, all the evidence there is, including
particular testimony from people going over into China, is that it
is highly repressive. I mean, it describes some of those things.
There are no reports or indications which would give a contrary
picture. So the weight of whatever evidence we have says this is
perhaps one of the worst situations in the world. The report should
certainly have mentioned that. I was stunned when I read that,
just almost an empty space in the report.
Mr. RICKARD. I will just add, I agree with what my colleagues

have said. I do think it is a dangerous precedent to say, well, we
can't do this because there is a lack of reporting. Amnesty is about
to launch an international campaign on human rights violations in
Saudi Arabia, and it is another country where it is just very hard
to get information. This is the same sources, human refugees, you
do the best you can.
But my personal view is, personally, I think it is reasonable to
have presumptions in situations where there is a certain amount
of evidence that points in one direction. It depends upon what you
are looking at specifically, but there is no entitlement to some of
the items that are listed in the legislation.
Mr. SMITH. I will like to recognize the Chief Counsel and Staff

Director, Joseph Rees.
Mr. REES. I have a couple of questions for Father Le, following
up on some questions that the Chairman asked to Ambassador
Seiple. But I would like to note, on this question of North Korea,
that there is a presumption in the American legal system and civil
cases and in every other legal system I know about that once an
issue is before the court, if one side has destroyed or hidden the
evidence, you resolve solve that issue against that side.
Father Le, could you just state briefly. Is your organization, the
Association for Religious Freedom in Vietnam, an inter-faith organization with Buddhists and Catholics and Protestants and Hoa
Haos and others?
Rev. LE. Thank you for your question. The people sitting behind
me are from the different faiths including Buddhists and Hoa Hao
and Catholic as well, because our group is a combination of different communities, different religions in Vietnam, because we
have the same-the same fate. We have religious persecution, so
we unite ourselves, and we call ourselves Committee for Religious

Freedom for Vietnam, and we combine all different communities
and different religions.
Mr. REES. Are you active and in current touch with your coreligionists in Vietnam so that you have sources of information not
just about what happened before you left the country but what is
happening today?
Rev. LE. Yes, I do. Because we are concerned very much about
our situation in North Vietnam. I, myself, as a witness of the Vietnamese people itself, I have maintained contacts all the time with
my people inside the country.
Mr. REES. So you still do keep that contact?
Rev. LE. Yes, I do.
Mr. REES. I heard Ambassador Seiple testified that during his recent visit to Vietnam the people with whom he was able to meet
in different religious groups, all of them-Catholics, Protestants,
Buddhists-everybody said that things had gotten better in the last
5 years. What is your assessment of that view?
Rev. LE. Yes, this is very good indication for me to make clear
about the situation of the religious situation in Vietnam. We have
two kinds of looks. The first one is appearance. We do emphasize
that from the outside the situation looks OK. On Sundays and at
festivals, the government allows people to come to church as well,
but in the reality, the churches hare no rigbt, no right to do their
own business. Everything they do they have to get permission from
the government.
Second, is the government tries to create a church within a
church, during a wedge into the community to divide them so as
to control them.
Mr. REES. You did testify about that, Father?
Rev. LE. Yes.
Mr. REES. Let me just ask one more question. The report, and
our annual country report on human rights practices, talks about
organizational strictures on the Catholic church. It talks about the
issue of appointment of bishops, question of seminarians, church
property. It does not talk about any doctrinal constraints.
Now, during a staff delegation to Vietnam, we were told by
Catholics there that in fact there are also serious doctrinal constraints. The example that was given was that if a priest tried to
preach from the pulpit that abortion was a sin that he would be
denied the right to preach from then on.He would probably be put
into internal exile, because that would be perceived an
antigovernment statement, even though he was only making a
moral statement of Catholic doctrine.
Is that correct? Or would he be allowed to do that as long as he
was organizationally regular, as far as the state is concerned?
Rev. LE. That is correct. Because all in the sermons of the
preachers who have been-belonged to the ideology of the government; because all church assemblies have to be submitted to be
checked by the government. This means you have to preach everything according to the will of the government only. That is what
the situation is in Vietnam.
Mr. REES. Do sermons have to be submitted in advance to the
government, approved in advance?
Rev. LE. Approved in advance, yes.

Mr. REES. This is recently true? You have spoken with people in
the country and that is still true today?
Rev. LE. Sometimes. In different areas. Sometimes this one-this
one area is OK and another area is completely different. But the
real situation is that the Communist government tries to control all
the activities of-all the religions, not only Catholics but all religions as well.
Mr. REES. I want to recommend that you give that information
and any other information you have to Ambassador Seiple's office,
because I have seen a disconnect between some of the information
that the State Department has and some of the things that people
tell us about Vietnam.
Rev. LE. I will, because our main concern is very much so; so we
will try to give updated information about the situation of the
church in Vietnam. We will. Thank you.
Mr. REES. Thank you.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you.
Unfortunately, we have a vote on the House floor that I am going
to have to rush off to. It is a very significant vote on the health
care reform.
But I do have a whole series of questions I did want to pose, but
time does not permit. I would like to get to all of you some of the
questions that would be pertinent to some of your testimony today
and where I think you might provide some insight to the Subcommittee.
Again, I want to thank you for your excellent testimony, for the
good work that you do, your front-line leadership as human rights
activists. For that, the world owes you a debt of gratitude. We certainly respect your opinion and your insights and your courage.
And I want to thank you all for your testimony.
The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 5 p.m., the Subcommittee was adjourned.]
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Today's hearing is the latest in a series of Subcommittee hearings focusing on
religious persecution around the world. Over the last five years we have heard from
numerous government officials, experts, eyewitnesses, and victims at a dozen
hearings focusing on various aspects of the problem including worldwide antiSemitism, the persecution of Christians around the world, the 1995 massacre of
Bosnian Muslims in Srebrenica, the enslavement of black Christians in Sudan, and
the use of torture against religious believers and other prisoners of conscience.
Last year this Subcommittee marked up H.R. 2415, Congressman Frank
Wolf's landmark legislation on the problem of international religious persecution.
In November, an amended version of the Wolf bill was enacted into law as the
International Religious Freedom Act of 1999. Among the most important provisions
of that Act were an Annual Report on International Religious Freedom, a Special
Ambassador for Religious Freedom, and an independent bipartisan Commission on
International Religious Freedom. Today we will hear testimony on the first annual
report provided to Congress pursuant to the Religious Freedom Act, and among our
witnesses are Ambassador Robert Seiple and Religious Freedom Commissioner Nina
Shea, whose offices were created by the Act. So today's hearing is living proof that
the United States has taken some important steps toward helping nllions of people
around the world who are persecuted simply because they are people of faith.
Unfortunately, we still have a long way to go. The first Annual Report
exhibits some of the strengths but also some of the weaknesses of the State
Department's annual Country Reports on Human Rights Practices, which address
a broader range of human rights violations. As we learn year after year in our
hearings on the Country Reports, the production of an honest and effective report
on human rights violations entails a series of struggles. First, it is necessary to get
as many of the facts as possible, and to get them right. Then it is important to state
the facts clearly and honestly --- it is important to avoid sensationalism, but it is at
least as important to avoid hiding the facts behind exculpatory introductions or
obfuscatory conclusions. Finally, and most difficult of all, it is necessary to

translate a clear understanding of the facts about religious persecution into a
coherent policy for ending it.
In general, I believe the first Annual Report on International Religious
Freedom succeeds in getting the facts right. There are some important omissions --such as the Indonesia report's failure to examine the evidence that anti-Catholicism
has played an important role in the repression of the people of East Timor by
elements of the Indonesia military. But I am impressed with the extent to which the
report states hard facts even about governments with which the United States enjoys
friendly relations. For instance, the reports on France, Austria, and Belgium detail
the recent official harassment and/or discrimination by the governments of these
countries against certain minority religions, such as Jehovah's Witnesses and some
Evangelical and Pentecostal denominations. Even more impressive is the first
sentence of the report on Saudi Arabia. It is a simple declarative sentence:
"Freedom of Religion does not exist."
Unfortunately, in some places the report could not seem to resist trying to
mitigate the unpleasant appearance of the hard facts by surrounding them with
weasel words. In several reports on Communist countries, the government's failure
to enforce anti-religion laws uniformly --- which is typically due to inefficiency,
favoritism, or corruption --is reported in words that suggest the possibility of secret
First Amendment'sympathies on the part of the local or central governments. We are
told, for instance, that the Cuban government's efforts to control religion "do not
affect all denominations at all times." The report on Laos even makes the
remarkable assertion that the central government "was unable to control" harsh
measures taken against Christians by local and provincial authorities, although these
measures were fully consistent with Communist Party doctrine and previous actions
by the central government. Ambassador Seiple, in calling attention to these
transparent attempts to sugar-coat the facts with -meaningless and/or misleading
editorial comment, I do not want to detract from the good work your office and the
Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor have done on this report. On the
contrary, these nonsequiturs and disconnects are strong evidence that there was a
struggle within the Administration between human rights workers who tried to tell
it exactly like it is and some of our embassies or regional bureaus who were carrying
water for their odious clients. In general, the good guys appear to have won.
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Despite these important victories that have led to this strong, honest, and
thorough report, 1 am deeply concerned that it might not result in the necessary
changes in United States policy. This is particularly sad because the International
Religious Freedom Act provided an important mechanism for bringing about such
changes. Specifically, the law provides that on or before September 1 of each year
--- the same day the annual report is due ---' the President shall review the status of
religious freedom in each foreign country to determine which governments have
"engaged in or tolerated particularly severe violations of religious freedom" during
the preceding 12 months. These countries are to be designated as "countries of
particular concern for religious freedom," and the President then must either impose
diplomatic, political, or economic sanction against the governments of these
countries or issuing a waiver of such action. This year, however, the President did
not designate any countries of particular concern until late last night --- about five
weeks beyond the statutory deadline. Ambassador Seiple, I want to congratulate you
for prying that list loose from wherever it was in the federal bureaucracy in time for
today's hearing. Unfortunately, however, the list designates only five countries,
-along with two de facto authorities that are not recognized by the United States as
national governments.
In choosing these seven regimes --- Burma, China, lran, lraq, Sudan, Serbia,
and the Taliban --- the President made only the easy choices. Six of them are
pariah regimes, already under severe sanctions for reasons other than religious
persecution. The seventh, China, must have generated a warm debate within the
Administration --- not because the evidence is unclear about the atrocities the
Chinese government commits every day against Roman Catholics, house church
Protestants, Uighur Muslims, Tibetan Buddhists, and other believers, but because
a designation of China as a country of particular concern might be "bad for the
relationship."
Ambassador Seiple, I am glad the forces of light prevailed when it came to
designating China. But where is Viet Nam, which brutally suppresses Buddhists,
Protestants, and others who will not join "official" churches run by the government
itself, and which attempts to control the Catholic Church through a "Catholic
Patriotic Association" modeled closely after the Chinese institution of the same
name? Where is North Korea, whose government imprisons evangelists and then
treats them as insane? Where are Laos and Cuba, which engage in similar brutal
practices, and where is Saudi Arabia, in which --- and, again, I quote --- "freedom

of religion does not exist"? Does the Administration really believe these
governments have not "engaged in or tolerated particularly severe violations of
religious freedom"? Or were the President and his advisors more worried about
"injuring the relationship" --- or interfering with ongoing efforts to improve the
relationship --- than with giving the honest assessment required by the plain language
of the statute?
Mr. Ambassador, as you know, the Executive Summary of the Report
contains a description of "U.S. Actions to Promote Religious Freedom Abroad."
Among other things, it states that "It]he most productive work often.is done behind
the scenes. 4.C-..-t happens when an ambassador, after discussing wth a senior
official his country's important strategic relationship with the Unitea States, raises
that 'one more thing'-- access to the imprisoned mufti, or information on the
missionary who has disappeared."
Unfortunately, this description tends to confirm rather than dispel some of the
most frequent criticisms of this Administration's treatment of religious liberty issues
in its conduct of United States foreign policy: First, that the Administration is
squeamish about holding governments publicly accountable for their repression;
second, that the Administration focuses on specific high-profile cases rather than
pressing for systemic improvements; and, third, that the Administration too often
treats religious liberty as "one more thing," an addendum to other policy
discussions, rather than "mainstreaming" it into larger deliberations concerning
economic, tra'le, aid, and security policies -- those things that.might provide
concrete incentives for repressive regimes to change their actions "
Mr. Ambassador, we need to convince repressive governments that religious
freedom is not just "one more thing." Totalitarian regimes often come down harder
on religious believers than on anyone else. This is because nothing threatens such
regimes more than faith. In the modern world --- in which the rhetoric of cultural
relativism and moral equivalence is so often used to make the difference between
totalitarianism and freedom seem like just a matter of opinion --- the strongest
foundation for the absolute and indivisible nature of human rights i-: the belief that
these rights are not bestowed by governments or international organizations, but by
God. And people who are secure in their relationship with God do not intimidate
easily.
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So we must remind ourselves, and then we must remind our government, that
human rights policy is not just a subset of trade policy, and refugee protection is not
just an inconvenient branch of immigration policy. On the contrary, these policies
are about recognizing that good and evil really exist in the world. They are also
about recognizing that we are all brothers and sisters. Mr. Ambassador, this Report
is a good first step toward restoring these human rights policies to the place they
deserve as a top priority in American foreign policy. I look forward to hearing your
testimony, as well as that of Commissioner Shea and our other distinguished
witnesses, on what further steps the United States must take.
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The Honorable Dan Burton
International Religious Freedom Hearing 1016/99
Ambassador Robert Seiple
Mr. Chairman, the Committee for Coordination on Disappearances in Punjab recently
issued anew report on enforced disappearances, arbitrary executions, and secret cremations of
Sikhs in Punjab. It documents the names and addresses of 838 victims of this tyrannical policy.
The report is both shocking and distressing.
The Committee is an umbrella organization of 18 human rights organizations under the
leadership of a Hindu human rights activist. The report discusses "illegal abductions and secret
cremations of dead bodies.' In fact, the Indian Supreme Court has itself described this policy as
"worse than a genocide!"
The report includes direct testimony from members of the victims' families, other
witness, and details of these brutal cases. The human rights community has stated that over
50,000 Sikhs have "disappeared" at the hands of the Indian government in the early nineties.
How can any country, especially one that claims to be the 'world's largest democracy," get away
with so many killings, abductions and other atrocities? Will the Indian government prosecute the
officials of its security forces who are responsible for these acts? Will the Indian government
compensate the victims and their families? I think not.
Ambassador Seiple (pronounced CY-POLE), I want to thank you for the reception you
have given my staff and other organizations that may have submitted various reports and
information for your review.
I am encouraged by some of the findings in your report that focuses the attention in India
on Christian persecution. And I also want to point out to Ambassador Seiple and my colleagues
that, last week, Human Rights Watch issued a 37-page report that details violence against
Christians in India that include the killings of priests, the raping of nuns, and the physical
destruction of Christian institutions, schools and churches.
But, I want to remind everyone that there is persecution in India of all religions!! So 1hope that you will take a hard look at this report from the Committee for Coordination on
Disappearances in Punjab, and I look forward to working with you in the future.
Mr. Chairman, I would like unanimous consent to submit the names of these 838 Sikh
victims that are included in this document.
QUESTIONS:
i. Ambassador Seiple, the Freedom from Religious Persecution Act, which created your office,
encouraged the use of sanctions as an instrument of U.S. policy when dealing with countries that
you determine restrict religious freedom. Would you anticipate that sanctions will be under
consideration this year or will you give these countries a pass?
2. When you make a determination on a country that is restricting-religious freedom, how do
you plan to communicate this to Congress, or the American people?
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, it is a pleasure to be here today to
testify about the Department of State's first Annual Report on International Religious
Freedom. I consider it an honor to appear before you, knowing as I do the key role
played by you and the Committee in promoting religious freedom and in creating the
International Religious Freedom Act.

Te Nature ofthe Problem.
We share a common vision--a simple, but profound vision. It is to help people
who suffer because of their religious faith. Such people live literally around the globe,
and they number in the millions. They live in fear, afraid to speak of what they believe.
They worship "underground" in

2 1'

century catacombs, lest authorities discover and

punish their devotion to an authority beyond the state. They languish in prisons, and _
suffer torture, simply because they love God in their own way.
They are children, stolen from their parents, sold into slavery and forced to
convert to another religion. They are Christian mothers, searching for their missing sons.
They are Buddhist monks in "reeducation camps," Jews imprisoned on trumped-up
charges of "espionage," Muslims butchered for being the wrong kinds of Muslims. They
hail from every region and race, and their blood cries out to us. Not for vengeance, but
for help,and for redress.

.

Nor should we speak of human suffering merely in terms of numbers. Suffering'
has a face. You will forgive me ifI repeat a story I have told elsewhere. In my office
there is a lovely watercolor painting of a house and garden. The painted scene is one of
peace, which reflects the forgiveness in the artist's heart. But that painting has its origins

in hatred. The artist is a young Lebaese .oma named Mary, who at the age of 18 was
fleeing her village after it was overrun by militia. Mary was caught by a militiaman who
demanded with his gun that she renounce her faith or die.
She refused to renounce her faith, and the bullet severed her spinal cord. Today
Mary paints her paintings of forgiveness with a paintbrush braced in her right hand. She
represents both the painful consequences of religious persecution, and the best fruits of
religion. Mary is filled with physical suffering, yet she forgives. In so doing, she points
the way to an enduring answer to religious persecution, and that is, of course,
reconciliation. In order to have forgiveness and reconciliation, we must elevate the
notion of universal human dignity- the idea that every human being has an inherent and
inviolable worth. Lest we forget the face of suffering, or of forgiveness, I have dedicated
the first annual report on International Religious Freedom to Mary.

The Value of the Hearing.
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, you are to be commended for your
work on this issue and for calling this ffearing. Together with the International Religious
Freedom Act and our new Report on International Religious Freedom, this hearing will
sharpen the focus for those of us who may be-n a position to help, while at the same time
it will provide hope to believers in every place where hope is in short supply, and where
each day brings fear of more persecution.
This hearing also provides an opportunity for me to highlight some of our efforts
to encourage greater respect for freedom of religion abroad. We are all aware that
religious liberty is the "first freedom" of our own Bill of Rights, and is cherished by
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many Americans as the most precious of those rights granted by God and to be protected
by governments. This Congress was wise in recognizing that freedom of religion, and--in
a religious context--freedom of conscience, expression, and association, are also among
the founding principles of international human rights covenants. The Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Political and Civil Rights, as
well as other human rights instruments, grant citizens of the world the right to freedom of
religion. As a consequence, when we go to officials of foreign governments to urge them
to protect religious freedom, we are not asking them to "do it our way." We are asking
them to live up to the commitments they have made-both to their own people, and to the
world.

The IRF Report.
Mr. Chairman and Members, as you well know, on October

2 7 1hof

last year,

President Clinton signed into law the International Religious Freedom Act of 1998.
Section 102 of that bill calls for the submission to Congress of an Annual Report on
International Religious Freedom to supplement the Country Reports on Human Rights
Practicesby providing additional detailed information with respect to matters involving
international religious freedom.
With every passing year, the CountryReports on Human Rights Practicesearn
increasing praise from human rights activists, academics and the public at large for
fairness, consistency and thoroughness of reporting. We have made this progress because
we are constantly looking for ways to improve reporting. A section on religious freedom
has always been a feature of the Country Reports, and it will continue to be.

64-167 00-3

On September 9 we submitted to Congress separate 1100-page report on
International Religious Freedom. The report covers 194 countries, and focuses
exclusively on the status of religious freedom in each. I would like publicly to thank the
hundreds of Foreign Service Officers worldwide who helped research, draft, corroborate,
and edit this new report They all deserve praise for their work, which was both timely
and professional. I want to extend a special thanks to officers in the Bureau for
Democracy, Human Rights and Labor, in particular the staff of the Office of Country
Reports and Asylum Affairs. These dedicated officers worked overtime, literally and
figuratively, in order to meet the deadline, and to produce the best possible product.
Finally, I wish to thank my own staff in the Office of International Religious Freedom,
not only for their hard work, but for their love of their work. They are proud to say, as
you do in the International Religious Freedom Act, that the United States "stands with the
persecuted."
The report applies to all religions and beliefs. It targets no particular country or
region, and seeks to promote no religion over another. It does, however, recognize the
intrinsic value of religion, even as it acknowledges that religious freedom includes the
right not to believe or to practice. Integrity has been our goal as we sought to ascertain
and report the status of religious freedom in all countries around the globe.
The report includes an Introduction, an Executive Summary, and a separate
section on each of the 194 countries. The Introduction lays the philosophical groundwork
for promoting religious freedom. While noting that there is more than one understanding
of the source of human dignity, it also acknowledges a religious understanding of that
source--namely, the idea that every human being possesses an intrinsic and inviolable

worth that has a divine origin, and is part of the natural order of things. So understood,
religious freedom can provide support for all other human rights: when the dignity of the
human person is destroyed, it is not simply a practical rule that is being violated, but the
nature of the world itself. Mr. Chairman, I'm sure you'll agree that if the idea of human
dignity is viewed merely as a utilitarian mater--solely the product of legislation or.
treaties--it becomes perishable. Any national or international standard that reflects only
the norms of a given culture or historical period can be abolished for the convenience of
the powerful.
Drawing from the individual reports, the Executive Summary provides a brief
description of barriers to religious freedom in some 35 countries, grouped around five
themes, ranging from discrimination to harsh persecution. As required by the Act, the

Executive Summary includes, but is not limited to, those countries that may be
designated "countries of particular concern."
Each of the 194 country reports begins with a statement about applicable laws,
and outlines whether the country recognizes and/or requires registration of religious
groups. It then provides a demographic overview of the population by religious
affiliation, outlines problems encountered by various religious groups, describes societal
attitudes, and finishes with an overview ofU.S. policies.
The drafting process was similar to that used in preparing the Human Rights
Reports. Our Embassies prepared initial drafts, having gathered information from a wide
range of sources including religious leaders and groups, government officials, jurists,
military sources, journalists, human rights monitors, and academics. Next, the texts were
sent to Washington for review. Here our staff worked with regional bureaus in the State

Department to analyze, corroborate and edit the reports, drawing on our own sources of
information. We worked diligently to include as much factual information as possible,
relying not only on our own sources, but also on material from experts in academia, nongovernmental organizations and the media. Again, just as with the Human Rights
Reports, our guiding principle was to ensure that all relevant information was assessed as
objectively, thoroughly, and fairly as possible. We hope that Congress finds the report to
be an objective and comprehensive resource.

Countries ofParticular Concern.
The International Religious Freedom act also requires that the President, or, in
this case his designee, the Secretary of State, review the status of religious freedom
throughout the world in order to determine which countries should be designated as
countries of particular concern. As the Chairman and Committee members know, we
have delayed the designations in order to give the Secretary ample time to consider all the
relevant data, as well as my own recommendations. She has been reading relevant parts
of the Report itself, which was completed on September 8. Designations must be based
on those reports, as well as on the Country Reports on Human Rights Practicesand all
other information available to us.
I am pleased to fell you that the Secretary has completed her review. We will
shortly send to the Congress an official letter of notification, in which we will detail the
Secretary's decisions with respect to any additional actions to be taken. While I am not
prepared today to discuss those actions, I do wish to announce the countries that the
Secretary intends to designate under the Act as "countries of particular concern." They
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are Burma, China, Iran, Iraq and Sudan. The Secretary also intends to identify the
Taliban in Afghanistan, which we do not recognize as a government, and Serbia, which is
not a country, as particularly severe violators of religious-freedom. I will be happy to
take your questions about the restrictions on the exercise of religious freedom in all of
these areas.
I would also note that there are many other countries that our report discusses
where religious freedoms appear to be suppressed. In so-ae instances, like Saudi Arabia,
those countries are beginning to take steps to address the problem. In some countries,
such-as North Korea, religious freedoms may be suppressed, but we lack the data to make
an informed assessment. We will continue to look at these cases and collect information
so that, if a country merits being designated under the Act, we will desigaateit

-

U.S. Efforts
Secretary Albright has said that "our commitment to religious liberty is even more
than the expression of American ideals. It is a fundamental source of our strength in the
world." The President, the Secretary of State, and many senior U.S. officials have
addressed the issue of religious freedom in venues throughout the world. As has been
reported on Capitol Hill already, Secretary Albright some time ago issued formal
instructions to all U.S. diplomatic posts to give more attention to religious freedom both
in reporting and in advocacy.
During the period covered by this report-all of 1998 and the first 6 months of
1999---the U.S. engaged in a variety of efforts to promote the right of religious freedom
and to oppose violations of that right. As prescribed in the International Religious
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Freedom Act, the Executive Summary describes U.S. actions actively to promote
religious freedom. Drawing on the individual reports, it describes certain activities by
U.S. Ambassadors, other embassy officials, and other high level U.S. officials-including
the President, the Secretary and Members of Congress--as well as the activities of my
own office.
Before I focus on specific countries, let me note that our staff has visited some 15
countries in the last several months, including China, Egypt, Vietnam, Uzbekistan,
Serbia, Russia, Indonesia, Laos, Kazakhstan, Israel, Saudi Arabia, France, Germany,
Austria and Belgium. We have met with hundreds of government officials, NGOs,
human rights groups, religious organizations and journalists both here and abroad. I am
delighted to report to you that our office has become a clearing house for people with
information about religious persecution and discrimination, and for the persecuted
themselves. By fax, telephone, email, and direct visits they tell us their stories. And we
listen, record, and, when appropriate, we act. At the very least, we believe we have
created a process by which their stories can be verified and integrated into our Annual
report. And, with persistence and faith, perhaps our efforts will lead to a reduction in
persecution and an increase in religious freedom.
Mr. Chairman, because our time is limited, I would like to highlight U.S. effc
in three countries where Congress has shown particular interest, and in which we have
expended considerable diplomatic effort. [ am, of course, willing to discuss with you any
country about which you have concerns, but I believe these three offer a good window on
some of the challenges and opportunities we are facing. They are China, Uzbekistan and
Russia. In China, our collective efforts on behalf of persecuted minorities--and I include
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Members of Congress in that "collective--have been persistent and intense, but have
unfortunately had little effect on the behavior of the Chinese government. In Uzbekistan,
our efforts have met with some success, although it is certainly too soon to discern any
long-term or systemic change for the better. In Russia, our interventions with the Russian
Government have apparently blunted the effects of a bad religion law. I cite these
examples, Mr. Chairman, because I think they provide a fair indication of the problem of
religious persecution, how we are trying to deal with it on a day to day basis, how
progress must be measured slowly and painfully, if at all--and, quite frankly, how far we
have to go, even in those countries where we have seen progress.
In China, religious practice is much more widespread than it was thirty years ago,
but serious and significant problems remain.

Millions more people are openly engaged in

religious activities today than during the years of the Cultural Revolution, when virtually
all religious belief and practice was banned--and quite effectively so. Today, millions of
religious adherents in many parts of China--including Buddhists and Muslims, as well as
Catholics and Protestants belonging to the "official" Chinese Christian churches--worship
with little governmental interference.
Yet China's Christians are "free" to worship only if they accept governmentimposed registration requirements and limits. For Protestants and Catholics, this means,
for example, that they are discouraged from preaching the second coming of Christ, and
that their clergy are in part trained and monitored by the government. For Catholics it
means they may not accept the authority of the Pope and the Magisterium in matters of
faith and morals, a fundamental tenet of Roman Catholicism. Those Christians who do
not accept such limits--hey reportedly number in the tens of millions, and are called

undergroundd" Christians-are at risk of detention and arrest; some have even been
physically abused and tortured.
Tibetan Buddhists are "free" to practice their religion only within governmentimposed boundaries. They cannot openly display images of Tibetan Buddhism's hiihst
spiritual leader, the Dalai Lama. Tibetan Buddhist monks and nuns are subject to
"patriotic reeducation" by Chinese Communist authorities. Like underground Chinese
Protestants and Catholics, Tibetan Buddhists are subject to arbitrary detention, arrest, and
even torture.
When we receive reports of such problems, our policy is to respond.. We gather
information, both at the Embassy and consulates, and here in the Dqartment. Once we
are able to confirm a detention or disappearance of a cleric or a group of worshippers, for
example, we press the Chinese authorities and other sources to determine their
whereabouts, welfare and status under the law.
When underground Catholic Bishop Su Zhimin of Hebei province disappeared,
the Embassy immediately began efforts to ascertain his status and whereabouts,
requesting information from Chinese officials in Beijing and Hebei province. Chinese
officials claimed that the Bishop was free but rejected embassy requests to see him.
Since his disappearance, there have been conflicting reports about Bishop Su's
whereabouts and condition, but the Embassy has continued its efforts to determine his
status. His case also was raised during the President's state visit to China in July 1998
and by the Secretary of State in her meetings with senior Chinese officials, as well as by
Assistant Secretary Harold Hongju Koh and myself during the official human rights
dialogues held in January 1999.
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We will not forget Bishop Su, nor any of the other religious figures to whom
outside observers have been denied any access. The names are fanudliar to China
watchers: Pastor Xu Yongze; Gendun Choekyi Nyima, the boy recognized by the Dalai
Lama as the 11th Panhen Lama; Abbot Chadrel Rinpoche; the Tibetan monks and nuns
reportedto have been beaten in prison; Pastor Li Dexian. More recently, we have noted
the reported arrests of some 40 underground Protestant leaders in Henan province.
In Uzbekistan, the Government's record on respect for religious freedom has long
been a source of concern. Arbitrary arrests and abuse are pervasive, and judicial
proceedings are often mere rubber stamps. The pattern of harassment and detention of
members of unregistered Muslim groups is alarming. Recent closed trials that fail to
meet standards of basic due process have attempted to discredit members of unregistered
religious groups as dangerous extremists or criminals. Defendants have been convicted
of criminal offenses, reportedly based on forced confessions and planted evidence.
And yet, we have noted positive changes in recent months. Last month a few
Christians were released from prison, and we have received reports that large numbers of
Muslim prisoners may have been released. In addition, the government has modified and
expedited the registration process for minority religious groups. We believe registration
is unnecesary, and too easily abused, but we applaud what appears to be an opening up
of the process to groups which had been refused registration. The government has also
agreed to review its law on religion.
Members of both the Executive and Legislative Branches have joined with the
U.S. Embassy in pressing our concerns with the Government of Uzbekistan. Assistant
Secretary Koh discussed arrests in the Ferghana Valley with the Uzbek Foreign Minister
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at the U.S.-Uzbek Joint Commission in 1998. The Ambassador at Large for the NIS
discussed the religion law and issues of religious freedom with the President and Foreign
Minister in November 1998. The Deputy Special Adviser to the Secretary of State for the
NIS met with the Foreign Minister in February 1999 to discuss religious detainees and
religious freedom. This spring, I traveled to Uzbekistan and reemphasized to senior
Uzbek officials the importance of concrete action, a message I repeated to the Uzbek
Ambassador here in Washington. We are also aware of the extraordinary efforts of many
members of Congress, from both Houses, who have delivered a strong message to the
Government of Uzbekistan.
Our Embassy has also been active, persistent and effective. Embassy officials
have made frequent demarches on particular cases of disappearances, the treatment of
Muslims, religious detnees, and registration procedures for religious groups.
Ambassador Joseph Pressel has discussed with the Foreign Minister the disappearance of
ImamAbidkhon Nazarov, as well as other religious detainees and prisoners.
In short, the U.S. Government has pressed the Uzbek government at virtually
every level to take concrete actions in reducing the incidence of religious persecution in
that country, and in making the kinds of structural changes that could lead to a longerterm improvement in religious freedom. We believe we are seeing a positive response
from the government, and we will continue to press for more systemic changes.
Finally, let me make brief mention of Russia, where so many of you and other
members of Congress have been active on behalf of religious freedom. In Russia, as the
Chairman and Members know, the 1997 law on religion had the potential for creating a
serious downturn in what had been an upward trend for religious freedom in post-Soviet

Russia. While there remain significant problems with that law, and the potential for
abuse is still there, we have not seen our worst fears confirmed. We believe this is true
because the central government of Russia has acted to blunt the potential effects of the
law.
We also believe that the persistent efforts of the United States at all levels,
including Members of Congress, the President, Vice President, Secretary of State, senior
officials, and in particular the good work of Ambassador James Collins and his Embassy
staff have all contributed to a restrained implementation of the 1997 law on the part of
central authorities. Nevertheless, we remain of the opinion that the very existence of the
law's graded approach to registration creates the opportunity for abuse, which we have
seen happen in many regions, and we will continue working with the Russians toward a
more reasonable approach. We have also been concerned about the Government of
Russia's failure to act quickly and decisively against anti-Semitic actions, including
statements by Duma members. We await arrests to be made for the synagogue bombings
that have taken place over the past year.
Let me close, Mr. Chairman, by thanking you for your leadership in the
promotion of international religious freedom, and the entire Committee for its willingness
to hold this hearing. As I said at the outset, we share a common vision. It is of a world
in which people of all religions are free from persecution. To create such a world, we
seek to change the behavior of those regimes which engage in or tolerate abuses of
religious freedom, and to signal persecutors and persecuted alike that they will not be
forgotten.

But. Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, there is a profoundly
important point that I believe is sometimes missed in our discussions of religious
freedom--a point I briefly made earlier, and one with which I am certain you will agree.
Let me return to it in closing. To protect freedom of religion is not simply to shield
religious belief and worship. It is that but it is more. When we defend religious
freedom, we defend every human being who is viewed as an object ot a product to be
used or eliminated according to the purposes of those with power. I believe that to guard
religious freedom is to lift high the noblest of ideas--indeed, the idea that is the seedbed
of our own democracy. It is a religious understanding of human dignity--the conviction
that every person, of whatever social, economic, religious or political status, of whatever
race, creed or location, is endowed by God with a value which does not rise or fall with
income or productivity, with status or position, with power or weakness.
So, Mr. Chairman, let us together renew our determination to combat religious
persecution and to promote religious freedom. By so doing, we hold out hope for those
who live in fear because of what they believe and how they worship. By soloing, we
give pause to those who contemplate tormenting others because of their religiousrbeliefs.
And, by so doing, we strengthen the very heart of human rights.
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On behalf of the U.S. Commission on International Religious
Freedom, I wish to thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members of the
Committee, for holding these critically important hearings today. Mr.
Chairman, your stalwart support over many years for religious freedom
throughout the world and your championing the International Religious
Freedom Act itself is to be heartily commended. Continued attention on
the part of the Congress to this most fundamental issue is in our judgement
essential to mobilizing the appropriate foreign policy tools to deal with
religious persecution abroad.
I am appearing here as the representative of the U.S. Commission on
International Religious Freedom of which I am one of ten Commissioners.
Our Chair Rabbi David Saperstein and Vice Chair Michael Young are both
on travel today at conferences dealing with issues relating to religious
liberty. Ambassador Robert Seiple, who is a witness for the State
Department at today's hearings, is also on our Commission as an cc officio
member. As you know, the Commission was established under the

International Religious Freedom ACt of 1998, which also mandated the
State Department report that we are discussing today. The Commission is

charged with advising the President and Congress on strengthening
religious freedom and combating religious persecution worldwide. It is
part of the Commission's mandate to evaluate the decisions of the
Administration whether to designate a country for particular concern and
recommend effective responses where appropriate. In a few weeks we will
be holding our own set of hearings on the State Department report.
Last month, the Commission welcome ed the release of the State
Department's first Annual Report on International Religious Freedom.
Over one thousand pages in length, it reflects a monumental effort on the
part of Ambassador Robert Seiple and his Office on International
Religious Freedom at the Department of State. We appreciate that
producing this report may have been a cultural wrench for the State
Department and foreign service officers who are accustomed to dealing
mostly with human rights reports on politicalpersecution and political
prisoners.
Of course it is always possible in this type of exercise to critique
specific country reports, but as the first attempt by the State Department to
describe the status of religious freedom worldwide in one compilation it is
a step in the right direction. We again express our appreciation to
Secretary of State Madeleine Albright and Ambassador Seiple for their
diligence in producing the report.
What is most extraordinary, Mr. Chairman, however is the priority
listing of countries of particular concern or "cpc's" that the State Department released at today's hearing. The report itself contains an
overwhelming and unselective compilation of facts and information
without reaching definitive conclusions, or conveying a sense of priority.
In a report of this magnitude and type, prioritizing American concerns
becomes essential. Not to do so is to lose sight of severe persecutors in a
welter of detail. Congress wisely understood this danger and foresaw the
need to give real focus and priority through "cpc" designations.
The Commission is especially pleased that the governments of
China and Sudan are on State's brief cpc listing and will receive

religious freedom for all peoples and may be prepared to act accordingly in
its foreign policy.
If this listing is meant for something more than a one-day
commentary, however, the United States must take appropriate follow-up
action and apply presure against the cpc's from its range of foreign policy
tools. Two steps in particular should occur:
First, the Administration should exhibit leadership in making Sudan
the pariah state with the same concerted moral and political action that
succeeded in makng a pariah out of the apartheid government of South
Africa. Today's financial pages are reporting about the enormous amounts
of international investments going into Sudan from companies such as the
Canadian Talisman Energy, Inc. and China National Petroleum. According
to the Speaker of Sudan's Parliament, Hassan Turabi, the revenues from
these oil investments will be used to shore up Sudan's military arsenal in
its genocidal war.
Second, the Administration must demonstrate that the United States
will not build its relations with China on sand and that America
understands that appeasement of a government that persecutes as many as
one hundred million believers is neither consistent with our values or our
tradition, nor will it serve our long-term interests. History has
demonstrated that American interests are best served by relations
predicated on the defense of principles that are shared by civilized nations
around the worldL
Mr. Chairman, the Commission believes that the Administration has
made a great forward stride in producing the report, and most importantly
in prioritizing American concerns. We look forward to working with the
Administration and Congress over the next critical three months when
policies are to be developed regarding China, Sudan and the other cpc's. It
is critical, now this process has begun, that there be appropriate followthrough in terms of policy action. In China, Sudan, and the other
"countries of particular concern" the lives of millions of religious believers
are quite literally at stake.
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appropriate focus and the concerted attention of the U.S. State Department,
Congress and our Commission, as well as others in the non-governmental
sector, by virtue of this designation. It is this cpc designation that triggers
under the Act a Presidential announcement within 90 days of what policies
the Administration will adopt to improve religious freedom in the
countries in question.
China and Sudan are the two countries that the U.S. Commission on
International Religious Freedom has decided so far to review during its
first year of work as countries with "severe and ongoing problems of
religious persecution." China has the world's largest number of religious
prisoners, while Sudan's goverrunent is waging the largest genocidal war
in the world today, replete with slavery, scorched-earth bombings and
calculated starvation, against its religious minorities in the south and
central part of the country.
Arguments can be made that many other countries should be
included on today's list. Mr. Chairman, I believe that the issuance of this
highly-selective cp list that includes China, the world's largest religious
persecutor, and Sudan, the world's most hideous persecutor, will send the
strongest possible signal both to officials here and to governments
throughout the world of a renewed recognition of the salience of religiJus
freedom to American foreign policy.
I believe there is no better way to help the persecuted religious
believers in Vietnam, Pakistan, Egypt, North Korea, Saudi Arabia and
elsewhere than to see China and Sudan become first cases on a short-list of
countries where the U.S. is prepared to spend political capital to end the
scourge of religious genocide and persecution. Targeting a powerful nation
like China and a rogue state like Sudan in a foreign policy priority listing
signals that business may not be conducted as usual -- that the United
States may be adopting a zero tolerance policy for hard-core religious
persecutors. This possibility of a change in movement in foreign policy
will be the best assurance to persecuted peoples everywhere. We have
observed that foreign governments are keenly aware of the report and, as
of this morning, are on notice that America has'a deep abiding concern for
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Mr. Chairman, it is an honor to be invited to testify before you today on the first
annual Department of State report on international religious freedom. Few people do
more - day in and day out - to raise important human rights issues and to help human
rights victims than you, Mr. Chairman, along with other members of this Committee and
your incredibly dedicated staff.
I'm also pleased to be invited to testify on the same panel with Paul Marshal and
Nina Shea, two people who have done so much to raise the profile of this issue and who
have done and continue to do so much important work in this area. Winston Churchill
reportedly said of Clement Attlee that he was "a modest man ... who had much to be
modest about." Today I feel very much like Clement Attlee, testifying on the same panel
with Nina and Paul and before you, Mr. Chairman.
Among many other things, I am grateful to all of you for several selfish reasons.
The first is that you, and others, like Frank Wolf, have reached a large and important
audience and helped mobilize them to protest human rights violations. It is an audience
that, for whatever reasons, others were not always able to reach and mobilize. Four years
ago Amnesty International ran a worldwide campaign on the terrible human rights crisis
in Sudan. The 300,000 Amnesty members in the US and the 1.1 million members
worldwide who sat at kitchen tables, in church basements and in high school classrooms
writing letters to the State Department and the government in Khartoum are grateful even thrilled - that literally millions of people are now aware of and working to stop the
merciless killing going on there.
I am also grateful for the work you have done to build bridges among people
working on human rights issues. Not everyone has taken this approach. In particular,
there have been some who have publicly charged that, for instance, the outstanding
human rights champions at Human Rights Watch do not care about religious persecution.
For those who actually know the facts about the dedicated, passionate work of my
colleagues at Human Rights Watch this charge is incomprehensible. All day, every day
they work to save lives, including the lives of people all over the world suffering from
religious persecution. These attacks have been unfair, unhelpful and, most important of
all, they've been untrue. They ought to stop. In that context, I think that Paul's approach
to this issue in Their Blood Cries Out was particularly thoughtful and helpful. While he
praises our work, he also had strong suggestions about how Amnesty, Human Rights
Watch and Freedom House, among others, can do a better job. I thought that many of his
points were well taken, but even the ones I disagreed with were thoughtful and presented
with great respect for the difficulties and challenges of this work.
I do not want to duplicate the testimony that Nina and Paul will offer as true
experts who have specialized in this field. Both of them, I know, have extensive
firsthand experience and have traveled to many of the countries we will be discussing to
speak with victims there. Instead, I would like to offer some comments about US policy,

the process of issuing and using the report and then look at a limited number of the
reports, including, particularly, those reports where, for various reasons, the temptation to
color the truth might have been greatest. My remarks are in no manner intended to be a
comprehensive survey.
Mr. Chairman, Amnesty International was founded in 1961 when a single
individual named Peter Benenson read about a human rights violation in the newspaper
and was so angered by it that he decided to act. His call for an "Amnesty" for prisoners
of conscience struck a chord, and within 12 months there were 70 Amnesty International
groups in Europe. Just a small group of people with a crazy idea - that individuals
speaking out for other individuals could make a difference. This is Amnesty
International's first every "Annual Report". It state's that the organization's original
purpose was to defend individuals who were imprisoned for exercising their rights under
Articles 18 and 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. As you well know,
Mr. Chairman, Article 18 states:
Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right
includes freedom to change his religion or belief and freedom, either alone or in
community with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief
in teaching, practice, worship and observance.
Pursuant to this founding purpose, the very first conference organized by any Amnesty
section was a Conference on Religious Persecution held in Paris in 1961. More than a
third of the original Amnesty Board of Trustees were clergyman, and the first
investigating mission ever undertaken by Sean MacBride, in the first year of Amnesty's
existence, was to Czechoslovakia to document and protest the imprisonment of
Archbishop Beran and that he also gathered information "about the conditions of other
religious prisoners."
By the late 1970's, Amnesty had become a well-established and won the Nobel
Peace prize. And its members were still working on religious persecution. Infact, one of
my favorite Amnesty stories involves an Amnesty group in Chicago which found a
Russian interpreter and sweet-talked their way through a series of Russian switchboard
operators until they were actually on the line with the commandant of the Soviet labor
camp which held the Pentecostal prisoner whose case they were tracking. I can hardly
imagine the reaction of this Soviet official hearing that a group ofpeople in Chicago, US
of A, were watching what he was doing, were concerned about this prisoner they had
never met and would be following his health and treatment closely. As I said, the issue
of religious persecution is close to our hearts, and we are grateful to those who have done
so much in the past several years to raise the profile of the issue.
Mr. Chairman, one of the shortest and-most powerful credos ever uttered was
offered by the Apostle James when we wrote: "As the body without the spirit is dead, so
faith without works is dead." Faith without works is dead. It is a powerful challenge to
any person of conviction, no matter what their particular religion or beliefs.

So it is with any human rights report, whether issued by the Department-of State
or Amnesty International. Reports without action are dead. So, I agree with Nina Shea's
view that the publication of this report is a "milestone", we also agree that the true test
will come in the months to come when the Administration fulfills its obligation under
other sections of the legislation which mandated the report, to come forward with a
concrete plan of action to address the human rights violations which it documents.
As I have commented repeatedly in the past, we are grateful for the outstanding
people in the State Department and elsewhere in the Administration, many of whom work
tirelessly to help human rights victims. It was my privilege to work with many of them
for two years, and it was one of the most solemn responsibilities of my life to represent
the United States people at the funeral of one of them, Gary Durrell, who, along with
another American employee was murdered in Karachi when gunmen attacked a US
consulate shuttle bus. To say that people in the State Department don't care about human
rights or aren't doing anything about religious persecution is indefensible. To say that as
a nation we are not doing enough, or that much more needs to be done, however, is
indisputable. That is an important distinction to keep in mind.
But the efforts of those in the State Department who truly care about human
rights, including Secretary Albright, have been undermined and they continue to be
undermined by the perception that at critical moments the US commitment to human
rights takes a backseat to other goals, like fighting drugs or terrorism, or promoting trade
or "stability". There is, a I have said before, a view that human rights remains in far too
many ways an island off the mainland of American foreign policy. The report is very
impressive. Much more impressive will be a comprehensive and forceful plan to address
the violations which it documents.
I also want to say a few words about the role of the Congress. It was the
Congress which mandated the creation of the human rights bureau at the State
Department. Congress mandated the annual human rights report. Congress raised the
profile of religious persecution and mandated the report we are discussing today. In so
many ways, Congress has led the way within the US government on human rights.
But Congress has also backed away from taking some important actions which,
you, Mr. Chairman, and other human rights champions in the Congress fought for.
Amnesty International takes no position for or against economic sanctions. But no matter
what your opinion on sanctions, one cannot help but think that the failed effort to impose
import sanctions on Sudan because certain US companies have a financial stake in a fruit
juice additive imported from there-did much to undermine the message Congress wanted
to send to the government of Sudan about religious persecution. I, for one, believe that
the American people would be willing to pay a few pennies more, or be willing to shake
up their orange juice bottles before they drank them, if it meant helping pe6ple who are
being tortured, enslaved, starved and murdered by the hundreds of thousands, and even
millions, in Sudan.

Likewise, Amnesty believed that one of the most important parts of the original
Wolf-Specter legislation, which 1 praised when I testified about it, was the positive steps
it took toward undoing the deeply retrograde changes which have been made in recent
years inUS poyon political asylum. Mr. Chairman, I applaud you for having led this
fiht, even flit was a losing one. For all those people concerned about religious
persecution in the world and want to know what they can do to help, well, charity begins
at home. Write, call or better yet visit your representatives in Congress and tell them that
you believe that Americans want the US to be a wekoming haven for those fleeing all
forms of persecution in the world. We simply have to get the word out to the American
people that Christians fleeing persecution in Sudan, women facing forced abortions in
China, victims of every kind from around the world now must run a gauntlet of obstacles
before the lucky few obtain safe haven in the United States. I simply do not believe that
the millions of Americans who have come to care passionately about religious
persecution in the world would tolerate this situation if they understood it.
Finally, it is the fundamental constitutional responsibility of the Congress to
determine how to spend our tax dollars and, again, poll after poll shows that the
American people are willing to spend much more on helping other people abroad and on
international relations than the Congress is appropriating. We all want the State
Department to do more for human rights victims . Then we need to give our diplomats
the resources to do so. Again, Mr. Chairman, you and this committee have been at the
forefront of working to increase funding for human rights activities at the Department of
State and deserve tremendous credit for that important effort. It is disappointing that the
Department has resisted your proposal to increase human rights funding, especially given
the miniscule amount of the total State Dpatmnt budget which goes to the human
rights bureau. Even with the severe reductions in foreign affairs funding which have
occurred in recent years, these priorities are out of order and can and should be changed
regardless of what happens to the overall State Department budget.
Speaking solely for myself, however, and not for Amnesty, I do sympathize with
the very strong objections which Secretary Albright has raised to the dramatic reductions
being considered for overall foreign affairs funding, including foreign aid. When I was
thinking about this issue, I was reminded of the passage in Exodus in which Pharaoh
responded to the appeals of Moses and Aaron by telling his taskmasters: "You shall no
longer give the people swraw to make bricks... let them go and gather straw for
themselves." If the Department of State wants a strong and effective human rights
bureau, t must give the bureau straw to make bricks. And if we want US diplomats to
build an international human rights policy on a solid foundation and to have the tools to
influence the behavior of other governments and to support freedom abroad, then we as a
nation must provide the straw to make the tricks with which to build that foundation.
Mr. Chairman, I do have one very specific recommendation which would involve
a joint effort by the Congress and the Clinton Administration. It is our strong
recommendation that a joint effort be undertaken to significantly strengthen the ability of
the United States to control the flow of potentially repressive commercial exports, such as
electric shock weapons, from the United States I know that this is a subject that you, Mr.

Chairman, have taken an interest in. The fact is, that, notwithstanding the efforts of the
Executive branch, equipment which can be used to commit human rights violations has
been exported and continues to be exported from the United States, including to countries
which violate religious freedom, like Saudi Arabia. The Clinton Administration has
repeatedly expressed itse strong commitment to preventing such exports and has, I believe,
recently written to you, Mr. Chairman, stating thai, at least in some respects, its hands are
tied by existing legislation. Amnesty believes that it would be extremely helpful to work
together to provide the State and Commerce Departments with the authority, resources
and mandate to control potentially repressive exports with at least the same rigor that we
approach the export of dual-use nuclear and chemical equipment.
Turning to the report itself, let me say, overalL that our initial review of the
contents is quite positive. We have some disagreements, not all of them minor, but,
overall it would be wrong not to commend the Department. Ambassador Seiple and
Assistant Secretary Koh for this important and useful document.
Obviously we have not had the opportunity to review all ofthe report or to
consult with our colleagues in London about every aspect of it, and, as I said, I do not
want to duplicate the testimony of my other panelists. So I thought that I might examine
just a few of the specific reports, with particular emphasis on countries where one might
presume that there was sonic temptation to soften the blow: US allies, countries in which
the US has important trading interests and other traditionally "sensitive" countries. I
have not selected countries because they are necessarily the worst violators of religious
freedom as I might have if this was a hearing on the topic of religious freedom in general,
rather than a hearing on the State Department's report. However, I am more than happy
to answer questions, to the best of my ability, about any country and I look forward to the
question period, as well as to hearing from the other distingushed panelists on these
issues.
Saudi Arabia. One can hardly imagine a more forthright opening sentence than:
"Freedom of religion does not exisL" The State Department states this forcefully in its
own voice. What follows is also detailed and helpful. However, we do agree with some
who have observed that this particular report still fails to convey a genuine sense of the
degree of harassment and intrusion which is visited upon those who do not subscribed to
the established religion. While factually correct, there are sections which we find
unnecessarily ambiguous. For instance, the report should say, as Amnesty does,
"Christian meetings to worship are often the target ofarrest, detention, torture and illtreatment at the hands of Saudi Arabia's security and religious authorities." Instead it
reads, "Proselytizing... is illegal... One Dutch and 14 Filipino Christian activists... were
arrested in June 1998 for actively engaging in efforts to proselytize citizens." The
wording used in the Department's report may be taken to simply imply that Saudi
authorities restrict religious activities, but that if one simply "follows the rules"
everything is fine. We think stronger language - matching the opening sentence - would
be more appropriate.

Israel. The Israel report unflinchingly addresses the issue of the marked disparity
between government support for Israeli Arabs and others in terms of quality of education,
housing and employment opportunities as Jews. One omission in the report is Israel's
discrimination in the area of conscientious objection to military service, where Israel
often jails citizens after cursory trials. Israeli law contains a limited recognition of
women's right to refuse military service on grounds of conscience, but it generally does
not confer this right on men. Israel also discriminates unfairly in military service between
people who hold different beliefs. For instance, Jewish orthodox women can receive an
exemption from military service while others cannot
Caspian Sea Region. One trend in the reports which is perhaps understandable,
considering the scope of the issues it seeks to address, is the comparative scarcity of
information on the situations in countries off the beaten path. In the past month alone
since this report was released, alarming violations have continued. In Turkmenistan,
according to the Keston News Service, two Hare Krishna devotees "disappeared" after
the National Security Committee took them away in a car on Sept 5. In Azerbaijan,
according to the Keston News Service, two Baptist Church leaders were detained for
fifteen days and were released on Sept. 22 after a raid on their church, and were charged
with resisting arrest. In Armenia, at least nine Jehovah's Witnesses continue to languish
in prison as conscientious objectors, and Armenia has failed to develop alternative
service law for them.
Germany. The report on Germany goes into great detail about the problems of the
Church of Scientology. We appreciate the willingness of the Adnmistration to provide
forthright criticism of this NATO ally.
Russia. Overall, the report on Russia is extremely detailed and helpful.
Turkey.- Turkey continues to struggle with religious freedom. For example, the
police used water canons to forcefully break-up a of a group of female university students
wearing headscarves last spring. We think that the report on Turkey is quite good in
chronicling these issues, and we wish to take this opportunity to commend Assistant
Secretary Harold Koh for the outstanding contribution to human rights that he made in
his recent trip to Turkey. Here our concern is not with the ficts, but with policy. Both
the Administration and the Congress need to have one policy on Turkey, a policy where
human rights is not the only issue, but it is a central issue which is consistently advanced
by both the Department of State and the Department of Defense. We cannot look the
other way when major arms sales are on the horizon or decide that we'll return to our
human rights demarches somewhere down the road.
Viet Nam. Because the Administration has worked so hard to upgrade US
diplomatic relations with Viet Nam and because there are significant commercial
interests at stake, this is another country where there might be a temptation to shade the
facts. While the report is good in covering many ofthe most important facts, and we
applaud Ambassador Sciple for his visit there and his consultations with the NGO
community before his departure, there are some omissions from the report which would

have helped the reader appreciate the degree of antipathy to religion and religious
institutions and to international criticism on this issue. First, the report does not state that
all religious organizations are required to be affiliated with the Communist Party-run
Fatherland Front, and important restriction. Second, the report mentions but does not
provide details concerning the severe reaction to the UN Special Rapporteurs report. The
report does note - and this is welcome - that the Administration responded to the
government's criticisms, but more information about the government's bitter
denunciations would have been very helpful.
China. The China report, like the Saudi Arabia report, is in most ways an
extremely comprehensive and useful report. Again, however, we share the concern that
some have expressed that the totality of the report does not convey the full degree of
harassment and government antipathy to any independent religious activity, of the
government's close association of religious activities in Tibet and Xinjiang with political
opposition For instance, we do not feel that the claim that Tibetan religious ceremonies
are permitted so long as they do not support independence full captures the actual degree
of demonstrated hostility to any religious activities.
Overall, as I stated, we commend the Administration's effort on this report. We
think that in most instances it passes the basic litmus tests for candor and meets Assistant
Secretary Koh's promise to "tell it like it is". There are areas where it can go even
further in helping to convey a more accurate picture of the total situation, but there is no
doubt that many countries will be deeply angered by the report nor that this did not
prevent the Administration from meeting the objectives set for them by Congress in most
instances. We look forward to working with the Administration on future reports for
which this report has established an impressive beginning benchmark.
Mr. Chairman, tyrants fear religions and people of faith. They fear anyone who is
Willing to assert allegiance to a higher, non-secular authority. They fear those who
organize themselves and congregate and who may have others outside of the national
territory who care about and for them. It is one of the astonishing, miraculous facts of
human nature that human beings are willing to suffer and even die for their religious
beliefs. We owe it to our own commitment to religious freedom and to those individuals
to stand with them and work to protect them.
Thank you very much for permitting me to testify. I look forward to answering
your questions.
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I believe that after Boswell and Dr. Johnson had been invitees to see a dancing dog.
Boswell remarked that the dog did not dance very welL Dr. Johnson replied *the
wonder is not that it is done well, it is that it is done at all." So too with the State
Demenirs Fir Annal MW on Interiada Rcigtm
The mere fact
that this report has been prepared is itself an important step and shows that the
growing awareness of the vital importance of religious freedom and trligious
persecution around the world is bearing fruit. Since members of this committee have
played an important role in the movement to make us aware of these events, you
deserve our commendations.
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Furthermore, In fact the report, unlike the do"s dancing is done very welL Currently
I am a General Editr of a World Survey of Religious Freedom for the Center for
Religious Freedomnat Freedom House, and am collating research from a group of
some 60 witen and roti es Consequently I am in a position to crosscheck much
information in the E
In my view the Revo is in general very good. and it is
often amine of information. It also has (rare for government documents) an eloquent
and powerful introduction. Consequently I would like to commend and thank the
State Depmrtment and particularly the people who worked on the
Inaddition,
In'
the list of Countries of Partcular Concern singles out some of the worst persecutors,.
including two on which we do much work - China and Sudan.
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Tbe RWO does however have some problems, and in my testimony I would like to
address tree of themeFirst there are, what I think areoccasional aror, such ascan and do
occur in almos every large wo& I will ote two of these but not dwell on them.
" In Nepal, three people arereported asinjured in ademonstration by Cistians
protesting a ban on a Good Friday service in a publk parc Other reliable sources say
that 20 people were hospitalized.
" In Mauitania, th report says, "the few Christian citizens practke their religion openly
and freely.' Reports that Freedom House has from in country descnbe Christian
nationals as hiding their religion for fear of repression.
Secondly, in several instances it downplays the severity or significance of restrictions on
religious freedom perhaps in deference to the governments concerned. This appears in
reports on Egypt, China, wd Saudi Arabia.
"TheReport says that the Coptic Orliodox Church was established in the fifth century,
when in fact the church has been a mor cener of Christianity sime the first century.
Similarly Egyptian textbooks omit the first five ceonuries of Coptic history. The Report
also merely notes 'discrepancies in official and unofficial accounts" of the torture and
abused6ooi-1000 Coptiln El-Khbshe. Finally it credits Egypt for improvements in

pernits force urch construction and repair. But some of the constuction permits were
for churches already built - some in the fourth century.
While the China section contains numerous details of persecution. it eschews the
conclusion that China persecutes believers. stating the weaker conclusion that it
'restricts" some religious believers althoughh the executive summary uses the term
6persecution'). It even avoids making conclusions asto whether the highest ranking
member of the Roman Catholic Church in China, Bishop James Su himin, is in
detention, stating only that his whereabouts *remain unclear,' though Catholics from
his diocese state he was arrested two years ago. The report flags the early release from
re-education camp of 78 year-old Bishop Zeng lingmu when in fact, as the report states
itsef be was signal transferred to house arrest and is thus still prevented from

ea.ying o4t his epbcoal duties.
"

In Saudi Arabia the report is msleadin in makn the positive assertion that nomMuslims are required to worship privately in Saudi ArabiL Public worship by
Christis, Jews ad other non-Muslims Is in iinciple a capital offense and the

maxa

religious
police av been known to enter private homes searching for

evidence of private worship by non-Muslims In recent years, non-Muslims have bon

flogged, inrisooW and reportedly killed for private worip. As the RqM says, the
Swds ame easin up but the Report Istoo positive.

Thirdly, ad I think mnt impot-dt,

the Eepil sometimes gives a truncated view of

reigi OThis is not a ma &fi
quibble of interest only to academics: it is central
to the proper lmplementon of the entire a
ReUidous Freedm
The focus

of the A. is not human rights violations against "religious" people. After all, sin most
people in the world claim some form of religious Identity, the mos human rghts violations
ofmy kind are against religious believes. Rather the A is concerned ot with all forms
of restrictions or persecution ofreligious people, but with eragct where the focus or
the ZMUnd are themselves in pa retgious - where a person's or ommuniy'a religion is
a component of the persecutioi or discrimination they suffer. (Therefore it would not
addra genocide in Rwanda- even though snot of thoseklled had a religious identitysince their death was related to their being Tutsis.) Hence a tncated view of religion
would lead inevitably to a truncated innlenentatioa ofthe Act
The Report is awa of the difficulties ofdefininS the role of religion and uses the example
of Kosovo to illustrate it. To quote the relevant section at some length ('Introduction" pp.
F
3-4)
One of the difficulties in writiz about violations of religious freedom is
identifying and assigning sig',ificance to the religious element of a
predominantly efnic, or identityty * conflc In Kosovo, for example, Serb
atrocities were vie -d .edominantly on Kosovar Albanian Muslims. The
key question for this report is the extent to which the religion of the victims
played a partin Serb behavior. If religion were a significant factor. then the
Milosevic regime is responsible for a particular virulent form of religious
persecution -- alongside its other crimes against humanity- involving
prolonged arbitrary detention, torture, mass executions, mass deportations,
and rape. By the same tokernif religion were not a factor, or constituted an
insignificant factor, then religious persecution should not be added to the
bill of particulars against the regime.
This is an issue on which people of good will hold strongly differing views.
In the Kosovo case, many would argue that the predominant causes of the
Serb campaign were political (Milosevic's usual tactic of initiating conflict
as a means of retaining power), nationalist (the drive to retain a province
central to Serbian identity and power) and ethnic (a determination to cleanse
the nation of a non-Serb, uanasimilated ethnic minority-the Kosovar
Albanians). This view would hold that religion played an insignificant role
in to conflict. It would note that Serb forces targed Kosovar Albanians of
every religion, including the 13 percent of Kosovar Albanians who are
Christians (Orthodox and Catholic), and not simply Muslims. It would note
that Muslims who are not Albanian (Slavs, Roma, and Turks) were not
targeted. Some would add that religion does not play a significant role in
the ;ultwe and identity of Kosovar Albanians.
By contrast, others argue that the ethnicity of the Kosovar Albanians is
inextricably bound to their Muslim heritage, both in their own minds, and
mor importantly, in the minds of their Serb tormentors. According to this
view, any historical explanation of the 1999 Serb campaign that omitted
religion as a significant factor would be inxccurate and misleading. This
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parent would srt that Serbs view Kosovo a the cradle of Ortodoxy,
neither the methodical nature oftheir effort to drive Ko*)var Albeldana
from Koo nor its ferocity can be understood without reference to the
religious of the Sub. and the religion ofmot Kosovr Albanian. It would
seet tha the nportance of religon in the Moevic campaign was
appaz in the destruction of mosques, and has been marifest in attacks on
curches and Orthodox sites by Kosovar Albanian Muslims who hwe
retuned to their homes in the wake ofthe NATO camptgn
Serbia is not the only case in which religion is difficult to quantify as a
factor inhasnan rights violation& Inmany comtries whae thre is violent
persecution against a resigious minority, there am also nonreligious actors
at wak-the cthnkity and separatist policies of the minoity, for example,
In Sudan Cbisis are being perecuted by an Arab regime Ota is Muslim.
In Ouin TibetrA Buddhists who are associated with separaim are being
persecuted by an atheist government. In this firs annual report to the
Congress, we have anempted to assess and describe the nature and extent of
violations of religious freedom in each country report and to highlight some
of them in the Exeutive Summary. In cases of persecution where religion is
but one explaalory factor among many, we generally have noted thaithe
persecution occurred in part on basis of religion. Such wording reflects a
judgement that the factor of religion is distinctive enough to warrant its
inclusion in the report
Clearly people of good will can have differing views on much things but we must realize it
is true that the pervasiveness and importance of religion. This is especially true s nce many
in the west unfortunately mistake the separation of church and state for the separation of
religion from community life, and then prqct this or to sodefies where relies
LInfluences an pervasive.
Hence as Edward Luttwak has pointed out: 'policy makers, diplomats, journalists, and
scholars who am ready to over interpret economic causality, who are apt to dissect social
differentiations eveg more finely and who will minutely categorize political affiliations, are
still in the habit of disregarding the role of religion...in explainir politics and even in
reporting their concrete modalities' One consequence is that religion is also ignored even
in day to day desuiption, often by rederinng it u that nebulous term 'ethnic.' WAen, in
1997 Malaysian Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamed railed against speculator, especially
Georg Soros, with the claim, wWe are Muslima and the Jews an not happy to ae the
Muslims pogrm ' the Los Angeles imes described him as "raceobsessed.' Perhap the
fTmes took its cue from media descriptions of Bosia. In that tortured land. the war raging
between the Orthodox, Catholics, and Muslims was usually refenred to as 'ethnic,' and
attacks on Bosnian Muslims referred to as "ethni cleansing." There are many other such
examples ofmedia misuderstandin& The Etonomit headlined a 1997 story about attacks
on churches and a temple in east r Jay that were prompted by aMuslim heresy trial
as "Race Riots." A 1998 New York rImes
editorialon rampant violence in Indonesia cited
tensions between Indonesia's Muslim majority and Chinese minority" as if there were no
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Chinese Muslims and no non-Muslims except for
tA Chinese. Given these nisperoeior.
it is vitally important that we do not alo minimize the natureand influence of relgigo.
The Repo occasionally does this, however, and, often explicitly, describes various events,
actions and beliefs as 'political' or "cultx or economicsc" rather an "religious,' as if
these were always distinct categories. But many things we political" A "religious";
Europe anJ Latin America have lots of Christian Democrati1 Parties, China is officially
athist, and Iran is officially Islmic. Or culturall and religious': Tibetn culture and
religion sm interwoven, as ae Mexican or Indian.
Or "economic" and 'religious': The
Sudanese governme3es self-procllmedjkad strives for control over oil fields and
hydroelectric power stations; inChiapas, Mexico, Protestants are psecuted by local
caciques because they refuse to pay extortionate prices for goods to be used in religious
ceremonies which they reject. In fact, outside of radical Isiamicist settings, it is relatively
rare for religion separate from any other factor to be gr6unrt,
for persecution: and it is
usually not only an additional factor but is also intimately interwoven with other factors.
Since re ligion refers to our ultimate belieft it is only tobe expected that it is deeply
connected to every other area of human life: a fact emphasized by nearly every religion in
the woild.
The Reports tendency to minimize religion creates problems with its coverage of Sudan.
The Sudan report does a very good job of detailing religious persecui in the ares under
the direct control of iheKhartoum regime and it describes the practice of slavery. However
dwheeo
d
uct
of the wi elfwif h * death toll
higher
than dig of Rwwkda,-Boenia---Koso'io, Chechnya, Algeria and all the Arab-lsraeli war combined, with up to Smillion
displaced people, and widespread massacre, repe, torture and forced starvation -is absent
from the report. The reason is,
we must sume, Lthat
the war itself is not understood as
'religious." Consequently, what I would regard, in term of sire and intenity, as perhaps
the world's worst situation of religious oppression isab.-wat fxmn the Repot.
Ti, is skin to disregarding race in describing South Africa's military actions and
repress, on of the opponents of apartheid. After all there were btcks allied with the
government, and whites fighting for the ANC. Nelson Mandela w-.Lnot imprisoned for his
race but for teronxsm. The govennent would have imprisoned anyone of any race who it
believed to be a terrmist, and itwould have imprisoned anyone forterwism for a reason
motnected to apartheid. The South African troops in Namibla and Angols were not
fighting on direct racial grounds. Would we say then that the South Afioan .flict was
political not racial, economic not racial, cultural no racial? Of course not, because we are
well aware that it was the policy ofapartheid and the exclusion of non-whites fraud the
political process that drove the government opponents, black ani white, to take the ,4eps
they did. Racism laybehind all government policies so that acts which were not separat-ly
racist were undertaken to defend a system which was..
A similar pattern hlids for Sudan. The Khrtoum govenment is 6scnbed in the &Qppjl as
'an Arab regime that is Muslim" when in fact it is, legally and in self-description, a
Muslim regime. The ruling party is the National Islamic Front Th: regime has repeatedly
described the war as ajihad and a religious duty, hispublicly declared its goal to forcibly
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law of the whole country. While there are of
the
Isamicize Sudan, sd has declared sharila

course nmy factors in thi as in every war, and while the regime also persecutes those
Muslims (the majority) who oppose its views, southma leaden have stressed repeatedly.
including here in Washington 3 weeks ago, that the govenmts refusal to change its
lto is major barrier to peace. In this simation, religious
stand on sharia nd hamicio
persecution marks and shapes fteWnk conduct of the warist as,South Ahrica's racism
pervaded its entire repression and military action in Namibia and Mozambique.

In contrast to its ueautment of Sudan, the Reo correctly and fully outlines Saddam
Hussein's vicious persenio of Shiite Muslim and ofAssyrian and Chaldean Christians.
However the grounds for calling these issues of religious freedom or religious persecution
are less than they are in the Sudanese war. Clearly Saddam will, without discrimination,
ill anyone of any or no religion whom he perceives as apolitical threat. Religion per se is
not a motie or independent factor for him. Yet the BZK9 is correct to detail his
depravities, forteir result is ammumental denial of religious freedom. However, the
Sudan, with the same insight.
State Department should have addressed Saddazm's ally,
Some other examples:
In Indonesia. conflict between Christians and Muslims, claiming hundreds, perhaps
thousands of lives, is related to immigration which has disturbed the "ethnic blance"•
of the area. But it is the change in the religious balance which has precipitated the
In Nigeria, the report describes 31 followers of Shiite leader Ibrahim EI-Zakzaky as
having beA detained for 'political' not "religious beliefs.* Since for EI-Zakzaky thcre
"it
no government but Islam" here the distinction of 'political' and "religious" does not
make much sense.
In Taiwan, in reference to Jehovah's Witness conscientious objectors who have been
no indication [they)
says there "is
imprisoned for refusing military service the Ert
have been singled out for their beliefs.' But their religious beliefs in this instance are
precisely that they must not do military service.
In Sudan, Faki Koko (an '"potate' from Islam) is described as 'the only person known
tobe imprisoned on formal religious grounds.' What ar 'formal religious grounds?'
In Bhutan, the opening paragraph reads 'Tne law provides for religious freedom and
the government generally respects their light in practice; however, the Drukpa sect.....
is the state religion and the law prohibits religious converses. Citizens ofother faiths
then changing one's religion or
may not proselytize.' For this paragraph to make sense
talking to someone about it must not be regarded aselements of religious freedom.
In Bhutan, the expulsion of Hindu/ethnic Nepaese is described as 'political,'
.economic," and "cultural' rather than "religious.' However it is also noted that the
Hinduism of ethnic Neplese is one way of identifying them. What is to be gained by
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this opparen divorce of refigion from everything els in life? Surel it is clear thatbere
WebOW -emete @politic economicss" and wcultwre
" With Burma, government policy is initially weakly descend asimposing some
restrictions on certain religious minoritiea." Then follows a full, detailed, exact, precise
and well nigh comprehensive outline of the repression visited on Burmese - Buddhists,
Christians, Muslims, and others, Tlis catalogue of honors cannot be captured by the

words "somerestcios"
" In India the current stem Is described as "asmuch acultural and social phenomenon
as a religious one"- but all religious phenomenon arealso always culurl and nearly
aways so.i
Fimally, yesterday the government designated as Countries and Areas of Particular
Cooern China. Sudan Burma, an, Irtq, Serbia, and Afghanistan. I concur with these
judgements. However, I would question the exclusion of Saudi Arabia, North Korea,
Vietnam, and Pakistan. Saudi Arabia is not included as it is taking steps to improve the
situation North Korea is not included because of lack of information However, while
steps are being taken in Saudi Arabia, it still remains among the worst violators and, while
we are ignorant of much about North Korea, almost everything we do know would place it
among the worst violators or religious fiedom and, indeed, of ever other human righL If
China is included, why not Vietnam. which is similar in its represson? And Pakistan is
regressing into a rersion of dissenting religious views which may be worse than
Politically it is wise to have aconcentrated focus and I welcome it, especially the
wiUlingnessto include China. But it does not necessuily reflect the worst situations.
In closing let me reiterate that my focuson problems sboild not overshadoiv' the fact that
this welcome report is very good indeed. We must now ensure that our actions are asfull
as our analyses. As President Clinton said to religious holders two weeks ago, "the cause of
religious freedom at home and round to world... will continue to be something the
United States will have to work and work and work on."
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Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the Subcommittee,
I would like to thank you for the opportunity to testify not only on behalf of the Committee
for Religious Freedom in Vietnam but, more important, also for the victims of religious
persecution who have absolutely no voice and who continue to suffer tremendously in
Vietnam.
Our committee applauds the publication of the Annual Report on International Religous
Freedom in compliance with Public Law No. 105-292. It is one positive step in the right
direction. We are however troubled by its lack of depth, its omissions of critical facts, and
the inaccuracy of some information contained in the section on Vietnam. The following
evaluation 6f the report is based on information that members of our Committee know first
hand or on accounts obtained from reliable, well-placed sources inside the country.
First of all the report gives the false impression that religious repression in Vietnam does not
stem from a sustained, consistent policy of the central government but arises from the
arbitrary actions of local authorities. Vietnam's communist government is anti-religion by
nature. Its communist doctrine views religions as enemies of the people. Its policy is to
ruthlessly weed out all religious activities that it cannot control and exploit for its own ends.
Immediately after its takeover of South Vietnam in 1975, the communist government
cracked down on the Protestant and the Catholic Churches, and outlawed the Unified
Buddhist Church of Vietnam (UBCV), the Hoa Hao Buddhist Church, and the Cao Dai
Church. The government confiscated mist church properties, including temples, cathedrals,
schools, hospitals, libraries, orphanages... Hundreds of priests, nuns, and lay leaders were
arrested, detained, tortured, humiliated, raped; many died in detention.
I myself spent 13 years in re-education camp, including 3 yearsin solitary confinement, for
having defended religious freedom. In 1978 1 was tortured beaten, and left to die after a
failed escape attempt from "re-education" camp. During those 13 years I witnessed the death
of m any religious and political prisoners.
Whilethe government's treatment 6fheligions appears to have improved in recent years, the
reality behind this facade is as deplorable aindas apalling a ever.
On April 17, 1997 Vietnam's Prime Minister issued Decree 31/CP on administrative
detention, legalizing the arbitrary detention of suspects forup to two years without acharge.
All religious leaders released as part of last year's general amnesty are currently held under
administrative detention. The Most Ven. Thich Quang Do, Secretary General of UBCV,
recently remarked that he had been released from one prison only to be placed in another
prison: his own temple. In order to wipe out all vestiges and influence ofthe independent Churches, the government
replaces them with state-sanctioned organizations. The role of these organizations is to help
the Government enforce its policies on religions. For example, the Committee of Hoa Hao
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Buddhist Representatives formed in May of this year is headed by Muoi Ton, a communist
cadre. This Committee has since banned the commemoration of the disappearance of the
Church's founder, any reference to the Hoa Hao holy land, and the use of several standard
Hoa Hao terminologies. In its section on Hoa Hao Buddhism, the Department of State made
a mention to this Committebut fails to elaborate on these facts.
As for the Catholic Church, the government has deftly created *a Church within i Church"
to "divide and conquer" the Catholic community. The role of the government-created
Catholic Patriotic Association is to infiltrate the Catholic community, control Church
activities, and keep tab on non-conformist priests. Priests who belong to this associaipn are
rewarded with privileges unavailableto their non-conformist brethren: opportunities to travel
abroad, the right to collect donations, permission to renovate their churches. The "wide
latitude in practicing their faith, including some educational and humanitarian activities"
reported by the Department of State is accorded only-to religious persons who work with or
for the government.
The Government has set up and is perfecting a multiple-layer system to control all aspects
of religious activities. The Government's Office of Religious Affairs makes and enforces
policies at the national level. The activities of individuals are monitored at the local level by
the public security police. The Committee on Religions, part of the Communist Party's
Fatherland Front, controls the government-created religious organizations. -The People's
Committees, staffed with local communist party members and sympathizers, control the dayto-day activities of black-listed priests, lay leaders. and followers.
In recent months, the government has stepped up its rigorous effort to harass, intimidate, and
persecute religious leaders, and to impose furtherrestrictionson religious activities. On April
19 Prime Minister Phan Van Khai signed Decree 26/ND-CP ordering that "Congressesand
assemblies or religious organizationsat the national level... shall obtain authorization ofthe
Prime Afnister," that "the printing and publication of prayers, of books, of religious
publications.., is under the regulation of the State," that "buildings, land and other
properties passed on ... to the organs of the State... are now the property of the Socialist
Republic of Vietnam."
In May, members of the Committee on Religions and the security police interrupted the
summer retreat of Buddhist monks in Saigon and threatened harsh punishments if the latter
were found to support the banned UBCV. In August, Most Ven. Thich Quang, Ven. Thich
Duc Nhuan and Ven. Thich Tue Si were taken into custody for questioning. On September
7, Ven. Thich Khong Tanh, released in 1998 after three years of imprisonment, was arrested
the same day Secretary Albright arrived in Vietnam; after intense interrogation, he was told
that the government had a pending order to re-arrest all UBCV leaders. Mr. Tran Quang
Chau, a Cao Dai leader, has been held under house arrest after he co-signed an open letter
asking the government to recognize independent Churches and to return all confiscated
church properties. The Department of State's report does not reflect this reality in Vietnam.

While the report recognizes on-going acts of religious repression, it attributes them to the
arbitrary, isolated attitude of certain local officials in certain remote areas. In reality,
religious repression is a policy of the central government that is being carried out
systematically throughout the country. In the major cities such as Saigon and Hanoi, this
intensifying repression against religions is better camouflaged and therefore not as easily
detectable. This may have contributed to the regrettable omissions and inaccuracies in the
report.
We understand that the Bureau of International Religious Freedom will make
recommendations to the President based on its findings. We would like to suggest the
following.
1. The Department of State should work to facilitate the visit to Most Ven: Thich Huyen
Quang, Supreme Patriarch of UBCV, by a delegation of American Buddhist leaders and
medical doctors. The Most Ven. Huyen Quang, 81, has been detained for the past 22 years.
His health is deteriorating due to old age and lack of medical care.
2. The U.S. consular offices in Vietnam should make every attempt to identify victims of
religious persecution and process their applications for refugee status.
3. The U.S. should use all diplomatic and trade-related leverages to persuade Communist
Vietnam to officially recognize the independent Churches, to allow them to freely conduct
charity and humanitarian work, and to return confiscated properties to these Churches. With
your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would like to submit a partial list of confiscated church
properties for inclusion in the congressional record of this hearing.
We hope that next year's report will include a detailed account of the progresses of these
three efforts onthe part ofour government and will evaluate Vietnam's degree ofcooperation
with these efforts.
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Abdughupur Kadirhaji
Uyghur American Association
October 06, 1999
House Committee on International Relations
Subcommittee on International Operations and Human Rights

Dear Mr. Chairman, Members of Congress, Ladies and
Gentlemens
My name 'is Abdughuphur Kadirhaji. I am a Uyghur Muslim from
Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region of China. I thank you
for giving me this opportunity to testify before you on the
religious persecution of the Uyghur people in China.
The Chinese government perceives religion as the number one
threat to its existence in China, especially in the
Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region. The Chinese Communist
Party sees religion as opium to drug the people.
(1) According to my wife, who worked in the Foreign
Relations Office for the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous
Regional government, in 1996, the Chinese Social Science
Academy and Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Regional Social
Science Academy conducted a joint-research project and
published a book on the religious history of Xinjiang from
1949 to 1996. This research project was directly supported
and funded by the Chinese central government. This book
clearly explains that Islam and religious ideas are
dangerous to the unity of nationalities in Xinjiang and to
the unification of China, and the government should do
whatever necessary to root out this religious threat. The
book was distributed to high-level Chinese government
officials. The name of this book is "Pan-Turkism and PanIslamism in Xinjiang". My wife has one copy of this book.
(2) Religious education is not allowed in Xinjiang Uyghur
Autonomous Region. Communist party members, teachers,
students, workers and any Uyghur who works for a stateowned enterprise arA not allowed to go to mosques and
religious schools. Those who disobey this rule will be
fired from their jobs and will lose all the social benefits
altogether. Many Uyghur students have been expelled from
schools for going to mosques and worship.
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Nevertheless, some Uygbur parents-still send their
children to Muslim countries to study Islam. In many cases,
the Chinese government has successfully put diplomatic
pressure on these Muslim country's governments to return
the Uyghur students. In one case, a group of Uyghur
students were returned from Pakistan to China. When they
got to the Chinese border, the Chinese police i-ediately
detained them. Some of the older Uyghur students protested
but they were arrested and imprisoned. The others though
were released but denied many social benefits, like public
education and health care.
(3) In my hometown, one incident occurred where a man in
his early thirties named Abdusalam returned from his
Islamic study in Egypt. He went to a mosque and the
government-trained coamunist imam was saying in his service
that Allah says that if someone oppresses you, you should
be patient and not fight back and that you should be
obedient to your government and shouldn't complain.
Abdusalam, having studied Islam in a predominantly Muslim
country, challenged this and said that Allah said if
someone hurts you, you should defend yourself. He was
basically saying that what the imam was saying was not true
according to the Quran.
Abdusalam was arrested and he was later sent to a
hospital with serious injuries. We believed that he was
tortured in prison by the Chinese guards. He- was later
reported-dead. The Chinese police claimed that Abdusalam
committed suicide by throwing himself out of a third floor
window. However, the townspeople don't believe that he
committed suicide because he was a very pious Muslim. In
Islam, committing suicide is a great sin. A Muslim always
has to be hopeful even in the worst situation. The parents
obtained the body. Hie body was so mangled and so deformed
that they found it hard to recognize their ou son. The
townspeople believed that he was tortured to death by the
Chinese police.
Abdusalam had never been politically active. He had
never participated in a demonstration. All he did was
point out that the conununist Chinese government propaganda
that the imam was spreading to the Uyghurs in the mosque
was wrong. All of this happened in a very short time,
(4) One of my relatives went to Pakistan. There he
studied Islam with several renowned Islamic scholars in

64-167 00-5
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Xinjiang. He had a reputation as a very knowledgeable man
in Islamic theology. The Chinese government felt
threatened by him and tried to corrupt him by giving him a
religious title. He was appointed as the head of religious
affairs in Ghulja City. By appointing him, the Chinese
government attempted to involve him in spreading the
Chinese communist propaganda instead of the Islamic truth.
He defied them and visited all of the mosques in the city
and told the imams that the mosque was not the place for
the Chinese communist propaganda-only Quran and the
traditions of the prophet Muhammad.
After several months, he went to Urumqi to bring his
relatives' passports for visas to make the pilgrimage to
Mecca. The Chinese government used this as an opportunity
to arrest him. The Chinese police claimed that he was
trying to escape China. But, he wasn't even bringing his
own passports he was bringing other relatives' passports.
The Chinese police arrested him and he stayed in jail for
nothing. They checked and he didn't have his own passport.
Then, he was severely tortured by the Chinese prison
guards. For fear of his death, the Chinese jailer took him
to the military hospital. His whole body was swollen and
bruised. He was then taken to a main hospital in China
because he was in a critical condition.
(5) Under Chinese constitution, people have the right to
religious freedom. But China is not ruled by law but by the
documents of the Chinese Communist Party. The Chinese
government's religious policies are totally different from
what is written in the law. The conununist imams are
government-trained and only serve the brutal, repressive
communist regime. They worship the Chinese Communist Party
instead of God. They put the Party above God. In their
sermons, they only preach about obeying the Chinese
government, having a good relationship with the Communist
Chinese, unifying all nationalities and implementing the
one-child policy. There are informants and spies disguised
as pious Muslims inside many mosques to monitor what the
Uyghur religious leaders and people do and say.
The Chinese government claims that it sends thousands
of religious students abroad each year to study, but almost
all the Uyghurs religious students from abroad have been
arrested. The Chinese government claims that it supports
Uyghurs going for pilgrimage to Mecca. But the Chinese
government only supports and funds the informants and spies
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in the pilgrimage group to monitor the Uygburs words-and
actions throughout the entire journey.
In many cases, the Chinese government never approves
those Uyghurs who want to conduct pilgrimage on their own.
Early of this February, while I was in Beijing, more than
400 Uyghurs, who had legal passport, visa and round-trip
tickets to make the pilgrimage to Mecca, were deported back
to Xinjiang because they were not part of the stateapproved pilgrimage delegation. Each year, the Chinese
government only approves a very small number of chosen and
well-checked loyal Uyghurs to go for the pilgrimage and
excludes anyone it perceives as not loyal to the communist
party. Besides, the Chinese government charges 25'000 yuan
(roughly equals to $3'000 US dollars), which is much higher
than the private pilgrimage.
The most degrading and humiliating thing is, the
Chinese government sends people to receive the Uyghurs back
from pilgrimage and offer them alcohol to drink so as to
desecrate their holy pilgrimage. Many people, for fear of
their jobs and positions, have to drink without choice. Not
only in times of pilgrimage does the Chinese government
humiliate the Uyghur people but also in times of Ramadan,
the holy month of fasting in Islam. During the month of
Ramadan, the Chinese government often intentionally offers
free food and alcohol in the form of banquets and feasts to
the Uyghurs who fast for the sake of God. The government
also offers bread and drinks to the Uyghur students in high
schools, colleges and universities to make sure they are
not fasting in the name of God.
Religious freedom, guaranteed in the Chinese
constitution, is a sheer lie. It is aimed at deceiving the
world that China respects the right to religious freedom,
especially the right of minorities to choose and worship
their own religion. On the contrary, the Chinese government
often denies the legitimate rights of Uyghur people to
worship and study Islam and force them to obey the
government through connunist Chinese propaganda. In ChinA,
religious freedom is only on the paper not in practice.
There is not religious freedom in China under the atheistic
communist Chinese government.
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APPENDIX 0: SURM CHAWF
Alphabetical List of 838 DistppearedfKlle

Petrsons

SI.No.
1

CC.No.
159

Nam
AjitSinSb

Fathe Nam
Boot Sir*g Jathadar

2
3
4
S
6
7
8

203
334
344
572
481
719
755

AJItSingh
Ajil Singh
Ajit Sinlgh
Aj it Singh
Ameringh
AimerSingb
AimerSingh

WebS. 181* Singh
BakarSingh
Mangal Singh
N'aian Singh
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Late S. Wowha Singh
Gurmukh Singh

9
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415
426

eSingh
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Amar Singh
AxuarSingh
Amazjit Singh
Amaijit Sngb
Awazjit Singh
Ama~it Singh
Amaijit Singh
AinArjit Singh
Anait Singh

19
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22
23
24
25
26
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537
618
685
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810
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AmaizhSingh
Aroazit Singh
Ainaijitingh
Amaijit Sin~gh
Amajit Singh
Anmazit Singh
Amaxjit Sixigh Longia
Ainajit Singh Smridhu

Balraj Singh
Flrhwdmd Sin~gh
Maor Singh
Iner singh
Hajura Singh
Guizar Sinigh
Tarlochan Singh
Daru Singh
Late S.Balam Singh
Lae S. Sohan Singh
(Subedar)
Giurba~hsl, Singh
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Late S. Gurme Singh
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LAte S. Ilardial Singh
Dharam Singh
Preetm Singh
Aiz anSingh

21
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Amuik Singh
Arrvik Singh
Anvik Singh
Anrik Singh
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FaqirSingh
Se" Singh
Mohirader Singh
Bbank Singh
Sulam=a Siagh
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33
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Amritpsl Singh
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Angej Singh
Anrqe Singh

Avtar Singh

34
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Guiw Singh
Dam. Singh
Sewn Sigh
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Alai PO. Nfulowai
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Kohata
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Kairon
Meh~al Kalan
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Gagon PO. Bhaku Maim
Varpal_
Maiakpur
Marari Khurd PO. Maran
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Arnargarh
Kaul
Varpal
Ghanaviz Kahn
Nadli P0. Khalm
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Sanghna
GAgrewal
Amritsar PO. Chive Wa!.
Chowk

....
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Aijaningh
Arian, Singha
ArurSigh
Atam Puricush Singh)
Alemjit Singh)Mayi

41
42
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Atrma Singh)
Avtar Singh

Ajaib Sing!)
Bow Singh
Late S. Bharnma Singh)
Mm Singh)
Ouzbachan Sing!) Mavi
(Dr.)
Naurang Singh)
Banta Sing!)

43
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AvtavSingh)
Aviar Singh)
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Sampooran Singh)
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AvtarSingh
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Avuv Singh)
Avtar Singh
Avtar Singh

Sewa Singh)
Nzub Singh)
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C-Oialchsh Singh

50
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Avtar Singh

Gurdev Sing!)

51

602

Avtvr Singh)

Kundan Sing!)

52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
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707
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676
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Avar SinghAvtav Singh
BaLbu Singhi
Baclan Singh)
Bachan Sin~gh
Bachitier Singh
Bahadur Singh
Bahadu Singh)
BakhtwrSing)

Kimail Sing!)
Telu Singh
Jota Sing!)
Mastan Singh
Late S. Hecra Sing!)
Lae S. Bachan Singh
Lae S. Had Singh)
Kartar Singh)
Banta Singhi

61
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65
66
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69
70
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74
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Balbir Kaur
BAbir Singh)
Balbir Sin~gh
BaIdev Singh)
Blev Singh
BWidv Singh
Balev Sine.)
Balv Singh
Baldev Singh)
Buidcv Sing!)
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Baldev Singh Baldev Singh)
Bajee Singh)
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Bhagat Sing!)
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Aebbar Singh)
LAte S. Huxbhajan Singh)
B(A Sing)
Kiahan Singh)

133
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Paracha
Scimira Kalan
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9i19,PAU Ludhiana - 14 10
Mewo ClIahu Kahan
Thederke PO. Dera Baba
Nanak
Roopowati
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Man Khaira
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Baije Singh
Beied Singh
BaljinderSingh
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Gumrcha SIigh
Had Singh
0kimmd Singh
Vir"aSingh
Sadhu Singh
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BaIjit Singh
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Balker Singh

DarshanSingh
Ram Singh
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Slau Singh
Baceha Singh
Kartar Singh
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Balkar Sigh
Balraj Singh
B"ht Singh
Baj Singh
BatteJ Singh
Baiwant Singh
Baiw"n Sirgh
Balwinder ucna
Balwinder Singh
Balwinder Singh

Bhagat Singh
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cS idgh
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Ajmer Singh
Bawa Singh
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Balwinder Singh

Shangsra Singh
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BalwinderSingh
B hw-xrSingh
Bahwinder Singh
Balwinder Singh
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Balwinder Singh
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4cr Singh

HanitSingh
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Darshan Singh
Karnal Singh
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Avt S ingh
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BalwinderSingh

Sukhdev Singh

Chai Singh
Sadha Sirgh
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Thettek P0. Deni Baba
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Rangian P0. Morizda
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Thabal Khurd PO. TA"alKa
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Balwiinda Singh

Naurata Siogh

Panaur
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BaliiDer Singh
BalwinderSingh
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S04
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BahwinderSingh
Balwindet Singh
Balwinder Singh
Balwindler Singh

Charan Sing
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K"r~ Sin~gh
Tarlok Singh
Gurmej Singh
Dalip Singh

111
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Balwirider Siigh
BaiwinderSingh
Baiwinder Sigh
Bawa Singh

Taiseni Singh

122
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124
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129
130
131
132
133
134
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022
019
459
423
355
301
298
319
359
366
4)3
429
-632
636

Bhabhinde Singh
Bhagat Singh
Bhagwan. Singh
Bbagwan Singh
Bhan Singh
Bharpur Kaur
Bhola Singh
Bhupinder Singh
Bhupinder Singh
BhupinderSingh
Bhupinder Singh~
Bhupinder Singh
Bhupinder Singh
Bbupinder Singh
Bhupinder Singh

Hasbhojan Singh
Uttam Singh
Chita-n Singh
Gurdev Siigh
Gurdit Singh
Procuan Szngb
Mithu Singh
Hardial Singh
Aniar Singh
Naraxrjan Singh
Sukhdev Singh
Dilawar Singh
Dalbir Singh Sidbu
.JoginderSingh
Baiwant Singh

137
138
139
140
141
142
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144
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687
017
049
819
130
490
791
026
056

Bhupinder Singh
BikkaSmgh
Bikkar Singh
Boor Singh

146
147
148
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533
704
266
313

Harbans, Singh
Puithi Singh
lagroop Singh
Visakha Singh
Jagir Singh
Darbara Singh
NirvailSingh
Babu Singh
Kandal Sing alias Kahn
Singh
Gurdeep Singh
Kane Singh
Sohan Singh
Harbachaa Sing

Boota Singh
Boota S ingh Bge
Boots Singh Bga
Budh Singh
Budh Singh
Ban,Singh
Bum nuSingh
cbamkaur Singh

PAlSingh
Sobaninigh

Manochab Kalan
Chobla Sahib
Sakhira
Kiln Dian Thugian PO.
-hnaa
Varpa
Jatana Po. Beta
Gmutla, Amritsar
Mohalk GMn KA Kbocb, T
Taran
Kamalpura
Salcempur P0. Ohanauri Kil
Kuznbhawal
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Rangar ana (Nawan)
Jakhqpai PO. Bhawaniax1h
Tioaa.
Dooniwal PO. SanWa -Mand
Rangian P0. Morindia
Bad Kahn
Bhawanigarb
Avritar
Jardiala.
AlipurPO. Cbheetan Wala
Yamuna Naga,.H.No.920-C
Ba~purian P. Bal
Owbakshpura PO. Tibba
Ohun
Scbasra Kalan
Dugni P0. Dhotian.
(Jhwxiye Ke HagAw
Sur Sing
Mangewul PO. Kurad
J44at Pura

Bboora Kohna
MOOrn
Rode
Badla PO. Kotla Badla

4

104
ISO

467

cbarnkawsingh

151.
152
153
154
355
156

652
628
405
594
089
813

Oian~awaiSingh
CbawSuigt
Channa Sing
Chawwin Sinot
Chamn Singh
Chumv Sigh (Baba)

157
158
159

208
252
318

charaime~Singh
Charm~it Kawr
Chara*jit Singh

Avtaringh

160

479

Charajit Singh

Tars Singh

161
162
163

444
803
5462

charsoit Singh Channa
Otiod Singh
abhindetpa1 Singh

Run Kiftn
Hajara Singh
Gunnej Sinoh

164
165.

763
164

DM2 Kaux
DalbirSingh

Malagar Singh
Chan ngh

166
167
168
169

239
310
340
605

Dalbi rSingh
DalbiT Singh
Dadbir Sin~gh
Dalbir Singh

Kapooringh
Dasanda SLigh
Late S. Hazbhajan Singh
Sardool Singhi

170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178

606
615
270
576
626
634
105
325
329

Dabir Singh
Dalbir Singh
Dsijit Singh
D4jitingh
DaIjit Singh
Dalvwe Singh
Dalvir Singhi
Dalwindar Singh

Gurnnukh Singh
Jams Singh
Sukbwant Singh
Pirat Singh
Bakhtawar Singh
Sher Singh
Shiv Ram
Balwant Singh
Achhar Singh

179

091

DubaraSingh

Basta Singh

180
181
182
183
184

402
035
059
093
210
244
610
631

Duam Singh
Daraban Singh
Dushan Singh
Danban Singh
Dag=anSingh
Dusban Singh
Dushan Singh
DardwSngh

Chaiocba Singh
Tuzi* Singh
Amuaingh
Man Singh
Jagiringh
Hardial Sinigh
UjagaSingh
MahiwdaSizigh

185

386
181

DaU it Singh

Slana Siish
NanrSingh
Late S. tNachtter Siro
Kurbans Singh
KartaSingh
Bhagat Siagh
Late S. BmanaSigh

Naaingub Sobian PO. Odi

Choiv*i Maim
Bhole Ke

Pv~ori Rehnan PO. Taldh
Mai
RumpunaPbool

hormej Singh (ExSangatpu Bholi P. Kam
Majra
TaIWan Khwrd
Varpel
MazihaJai SinghP0. Kate
Dhotian
Taiandi Goroa P0. Dea
Bib anak
Khadoor S"hi
Dhaliwal PO. Chftma bad
Dhardeo
Verpal P0. Vadde VAupal
Khurd
Beblopur Tandian
Khela. PO. Fatchabad
Gokhuwai PO. B&aa
ihawan
Pathreii attan
Sohazia
Bhauwal P0. RoWe
Dhandra PO. BararwAl
Khiaia Kburd PO. Khiak
K(aln
Bhaxnbri PO. Khamanio
Raw~das Arian PO. Raindas
Longowal
Barnala
Goslan
Lasoi
Doll&
Sohian
Sehice PO. Guama

105
[is
189
190
191
192
193
194

083
030
206
264
478
749
784

193
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216

030
737
129
174
759
320
267
190
326
646
650
767
809
433
199
135
644
212
477
114
781
328

217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230

452
497
671
578
796
616
422
527
316
024
182
265
455
510

Deput Singh DbiI Ion
DevinderSingh
Devinder Singh
DevinderSingh
Dcvbnder Singh

Leaw BisaaSingh
Achhsl Singh
Gunlev Singh
Malkit Singi
Gian Singh
Wae S. Owbachen Singh
Manit Singh

VP0. Kakker
RAjeane
Khed Sabetp
Anauitme City, GbaknnMpu

DcbaanaSngh

DhocumvirSingh
Ditheg Sigh
Dileash Singh
Dilbagh Singh
Dilbagh Singh
Dilbegh Singh
Dilbegh Singh
Dilbegh Singhx
Dwarld Kamr
Ekem Singhi
Mian Singhi
Gian Singh
Gulab Singhx
Guleb Sirghi
Oulshan Kmnw
Guwinder Singh
GulerSingh

meherSingh
Piers Singh
Mukhtar Singh
Pia Singh3
Mengel Singh
Late S. Harnan, Singh
Tasvir Singh
Revel Sinagh
Namenaninghi
Dalip Singh
Ram Singhi
Mehnga Singh
KartarSingh
Atma Ram
Namarg Singh
1al Singh
Milkht Singh
Gunaxel Sifigh
Mhan Singhi
Cheman Lel
BetwantSingh
AchharSingh

Guiza Sin~gh
GulzarSkIgh
GulzerSinh
OursSnh
Oura Singh
OrbjSigh
Ourbhej Singh_
Gurbir Singh
Gurbogh Sinxgh
Ourcharm Singh
Gurchan Singh
Gwhmrn Singh
Ourcharm Singh
OwdremSingh

MahinerSingh
Tcja Singh
Tars Siagh Sandha
Pal Singhi
Let. S. Pal Singh
MahiderSingh
Mukhtar Singhx
Swaran Singh
Bechan Singh
led Singh
Raghvir Singh
BOahedrSlngh
Mukhtior Sbog
Teha Singh

Dhano Singh
Dhamu Singh
Dbuu n gh

Jaws
Kashtiwal
Bhangali
Kainmoke PO. Butel
OhaieKe Banger
Bhekdthaarulion
Kohati
Kuberke
Phuman
Varpal
Kurali. Ward No. 5
Hathan
Lakha Singh AAan
Dharnot Kalan
Tean Taren, teandiala Road
Khadoor Sehib Town
IKids Khurd PO. Rhiels
Kahan
Ohendra PO. Beruwal
Kher, HNo. 1700-B
?mnW Ptuaguwl PO. Ladho
Sur Sigh

Sur Singh Wals

-Mehndipur

Gegrcwal
Panjwar Khurd
Bhame KAhn
Rejo Majrs
Daun Kalan
Rode
Dhansulh
PanaichanPO. Satghlo

106
231
232
233

570
729
305

Ourcbaran Singh
Gurchatt ingh~
Owrdarshan Singh Mann

GwAsd Singh
jurdev Singh
Jajit Singh Mawn

Nagoke
Rongla PO. Sidhuwal
Grehi BasSingh PO. Mehus

234
235

067
095

OurdeepSingh

Chwrne Singh
Cla Singh

236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
241
249
250

550
553
638
695
029
I81
196
209
233
263
341
446
462
623
826

Gurdeep Singh
Ourdeep Singh
Gwrdepingh
Giardeep Singh Bota
Gord~v Singh
GurdevSingh
Grdev Singh
GurdevSingh
Gitrdev Siugh
Ourdev ugh
Gurdev Singh
Gurdev Singh
Gurdew Singh
Gurdev Singh
Gurdev Singh

Aj itigh
Mukhtar Singh
Jagir Singh Randhawa
Surjit Singh
Santa S~ngh
Hfarnek Singh
Sulakhan Singh alias Shah
Gu'sachan Singh
Gurnit Singh

Ruinan Chak PO. Tao:e
H.N.268, Ward
No. I .Singhpura Ro4d Kur
Kairen
Jeobaa
Bhauwal PO. Ropar
Haia
NMoorn
H.No. E.-9 Tripri Town
Panj Graee
Dhipu PO. Dialpur
Kole Ke

251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265

835
179
587
684
765
777
643
741
003
046
664
213
472
004
142

Gurdev Singh
Gurdial Singh
Gurdiai Singh
Gxzrdiul Singh
Gurdial.Sigh
Gurdiul Singhi
GUsiDder Siho
G-jrinder Sigh
Gw~snt Singh
Gjxjart Singh
Gudant Singh
Gwjit Singha
Guijit Singhi
Gurus] Singh
Gwmee* Singh

Balvir Singh
ArnarSingh
KarnaiI Sigh
Qiannan Singh
Wae S. Such& Sigh
Mahinder Sirgh
Jaswant Singh
Bakhshish Singh
Dhanna Singht
GuffnnSinzgh
Joginder Singh
Bbag Singh
Sutjit Singh
Joginder Singh
Batmnit Singh

266
267
268

337
373
470

Gunneed Sinzgh
Gunned Sigh
Gurmeet Sin~gh

269
270
271.

498
500
511

ckrineet Singh

Gian Singh
Lakha Singh
Ravinder Singh (Ghid
Wala)
Darshan Singhe
ChooharSingh
Dhanna, Singh

Gardeep Singh

Gunnedt Singh
chirmect Singh

LAkha Singh

Riali Kalan

L.ate S.Hadhajgan Singh
Gurdial Singh
Lae S.Santokh Singh
Ajit Sigh
Late S. Bants Singh
-

Dbardeo
Kauznkc Kala
Raipur "ian
ViL Janarai
Pandori Rummina PO. Pandor
Takhat Mal
Kot Khalsa
Kauli
Nawan Pind P0. Bhsgowal
Ghmiala
Dhotian
LAI Pur

Klxair"a P. Phool Khurd
Baserke Gillan.
Rurcke Kalan
Dhitwan
Dhadogal
Kaiwna P. Isru
Banala, Rahi asti, Nanaks
Kaldce
Bhanhala
Bopa Rai Kalan
Kalcke
Rajo Majra
Tugalwala
Guru Xi Wadsli
Chau Maima Colony P0.

107
272
273
274
27$
276
277
278

699
747
782
70
574
099
151

Ounnect Singh~
Gtimea Sing.
Outmos Singhi
Outmost Singh
OumK"a
Ourmej Singh
G=4e Sintgh

NacNwxcr Siih
Kailar Sigh
Late S. Bachan Singh
Shan Sigh
UjWaSingh
Sulakhan Sintgh
Sant Singh

279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313

163
395
5OS
816
064
205
216
318
332
445
565
054
261
417
094
409
107
155
349
536
805
392
001
421
596
237
200
655
7"4
052
420
703
471
125
427

G6=4c Singh
Gurmej Singh
Gu~mej Singh
Gurmej Singh
Gurmel Singh
Giiimel Singh
Ounnel Singh
Guntnel Singh
Gunnel Singb
Gurmel Singh
Gwmnel Singh
Gumnii Singh
Ourmit Singh
Gurmit Singh Bhucho
Gurnukh Singh
Gurrnuh Singh
Gumnam Singh
Gurnam Sigh
OGfkmSingh
Gutnan~ Singh
Gurnam Singh
Gumnam Sigh
GuzPalSingh
Gurpal Singh
Gurprect Sinigh
Gursahib Singh
GursewakSingh
Gurici Singh
Ourvel Singh
Gurwinder Singh
Gunde S ingh
Gwrwinder Sinigh
Hakarn Singh
Halvindcm Singh
Hasmr Singh

JIwant Sinigh
I akha Singh
Cbanan Sig%
Late S. Kehar Singh
Hamir Singh
GurdialSingh
Tej Singh
Zora Singh
Ajit Singh
Hari Singh
Jagir Singhi
Jagroop Singh
Lakhbir Singh
Lakha Singh
Preetani Singh
Kundan Singh
Ajaib Singh
Late S.Sardul Siug&h
Bua ingh
Thakaringh
Late S. Shingara Sinigh
Daleep Singh
Babu Sintgh
Bela Singh
Bahaar Singh
Ajit Singh
Dalbam Singh
Hamniringh
Ajit inigh
Haxbb4jauSingh
JosmaSingh
Kaur Singh
.Jagdev Singh @ Gmm
lnderjit Singh
Hardev Sigh

Dhamkot Randhaws,
Pabarab Koan P0. Parachas
Marbian Wall

314

375

H{ansiaSingh

Late S.Tejo Singh

KhiA&aKhurd PO. Khia

Sop"a KaanPO. Kiias
Guija P0. Doa
Sursia1h
Manochah Kahn
Cawhowali PO. 3a"~Pur
Dhiwm PO. Kodi Soorat

Kumabharwal.
Dhangrah
Alun Palia
Raipur
Ktlala Kalan
Kotla INihang
Bbzuwal P0. Ropar
Bnala
Jalalabad
Bhucho Mandi
Manupur Kalan
ZAfV*
Kotla Sultan Sing
mebta PO. Singhpura
Gunopur P0. Saidowal Khu
Dulachipur PO. Kalha
Dambawala Kialan
Pabarahi Khurd PO. Parachm.
Mangwal
Garwal,
Datewal P0. Kot lIse Khan
MAdaa PO. Boharu
Kola Nihang
Ghumaa Kaln
Khiaa Kaan,
Dhadiala Nan
Ludhiana, hHe2946
Kumbhamal.
Bhain Kahan P0. Hirnmta
VPO. Kakkaz
Aston

2.

108
31S
316

109
451

Harbans Singh
1{aeoba s igj

Mangal Snh
Taro Singh

317
318

599
672

HarbbAjan Singh
Harchand Singh

Santa Singh
Jagat Singh

319

187

Harcharan Singh

Sudit Singh

320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335

032
192
523
659
700
831
005
197
308
585
812
110
383
062
327
092

Hardeep Singh
Hardeep Singh
Hardeep Sinth
HardeeO Singh
Hardeep Singh
Hardeep Singh
Hardev Singh
Ha&-c' Singh
Hardev Singh
Hardev Singh
Hardev Singh
Hardial Singh
Hardip Singh
Hari Krishan
Harinder Singh
Haujinder Singh

Darshan Singh~
Gopal Singh
Hiarbans Singh
Late S- Premn S ingb
Jora Singh
Hinder Singh
Garib Singh
Late S. Sulakhan Singh
Ajmer Singh
Mahinder Singh
Narinder Singh
Hari Singh
Kartar Singh
Jagdev Raj
Piara Singh
Gurmel Singh

336
337
338
339
340

140
246
323
489
068

Haider Singhi
Hazjinder Singh
Haujinder Singh
Kwna
-Harjit
Harii Singh

341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354

128
180
568
545
442
292
522

183
221
247
425
315
369
408

Hajit Singh
HaiiSingh
Hfajit Singh
Harmanpree Singh
Harmedt Singh
Harmej Singhi
Hanninder Singh
Harnamn Singh
Harnamn Singhi
Harack Singh
Harnek Singh
Harpul Singh
Harpal Singh
Harpal Singh

Amaijit Singh
Lai Singh
Giirmit Singh
Harbans Lai (Vaid)
Jamnail Singh
Pooran Singh
Jarnail Singh
Balbir Singh
Harbh;jan Singh
Joginder Singh
LAbh Singh
Ajit Singh
Kartar Singh
Gum Singh
Naranjan Singh
Gunam. Singh
Janillinigh
Bbagwan Singh
Jagir Singh

Kala
Kwunuagr Bud PO. Piareana
WaJidpur Badwh P0.
Mahamadpur
BiNi Put
Salana Jeevan Singh Wala
H.lNo. 152iB Aza Nagar
Siind Road
Rojo MaJra
Dhararnot Rmndhaws
Parowal
BIAlspur
Harnidi
Chakk Sahu PO. Ohugiana
Rurke Kalmn
Panjgiraeai
Poohla PO. Natba
Thatha, PO. Ema Kalin
Dehrwala P0. Baba Bakala
Dhotian
Dhindsa PO. Kot Todar Mal
Kai Ke
Kohali
Charhi Ksan
Adowali PO. Ranger Nangal
Manuke
Butala
Phool Townm
Chakk Ramsingh Wala PO.
Bhucho Mandi
Valtoha,
Janherian
Sultanwird
Vedcka
Bhauwal P0. Ropar
Gill Kahan
Shahpur P0. Taipur
Haji Gate
Sanghna
Dalla
Mahiha
Bhame KAh~n
Bbindran PO. Hemitage
Warwal

~.

109
355

443

Harpal Singh

356
357
358
3S9
360
361
362
363

506
753
622
552
086
075
322
513

HarpaI Singh
Harpal Singh
Harpal Sinigh Maui
Hauphul Singh
HwpaupnSingh

364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
.379
380
381
382

Malkiat Singh

Chawfl Kalan PO. Jhslisn
Khard

Ma&khan Singu

janmnu, Simba Camp

Harpreez Singh
Harpree( Singh

Chancha Singh
Didar Singh
Piara Singh
Usaiu Singh (RvAd Hay.)
AitSingh
Ourink Singh
Gurdcv Singh

Gagrewal
Ohauidma PO. M4anki
Joobala Hargobindpur
Sultanwind
Butkla
Badia PO. Kola Badfta

432
037
681
534
569
172
228
389
441
456
612
493
521
730
466
828

Umaruurnjil Singh
HaivindcrSingh
Hnwinder Singh
Hecra Singh
Hoshiar Sin~gh
Iir Singh
libdeijit Singh
IndeuitSinghi
IndeijI Singh
IndeuJit Singh
blndit Singh
Iqbal Singh
Jadwinder Singh
Jagbir Singh
Jagdeep Singh
Jagdoep Singh

AviarSingh
KvWaSingh
Gurdeep Singh
Dial Siugh
Hafpsl ingh
Naranan Singh
Harbhajan Singh
Mabitiersnh
Bactm Smnghu
GuWbakhsSingh
Harch&MdSingh
Bachint Singh
Joginder Singh
Sardul Singh
Krishai Siudgh
loginder Sirgh

Datarpu
Tahia Sahib P0. Maur Min
Dhaneths
Kasei
Lebarka P0. Chawinda Devi
ShabpurGorayt
Sanghna
Malvi Kot P0. Parwach
PD. Bela
Jam&n
Rattan Garh
Sotian
Babgs PO. Garhdiwala
Fattu Dhinga
Nagoke
Rajo Majra

363
154
273

iagdev Singhi
Jagir Singh
Jagir Singh

Gurbokhsh Skkgh
Guxbakhsh Singh
Late S. Darshan Singh

Jagir Sigh
Jagir Singh
JagjitSingh
Jagjit Sizigh
Jagjt Sigh
ISit Singh
Jagi i Singh
Jagraj Singh

Dhirarn Singh
Mohuan Singh
Saznokh Singh
Pooraq Singh
Zoza Singh
Amar Singh
Avlar Singh Kwuwal
Mahinder Singh

335
383
384
099
382
385
241
386
248
387
519
389
389 -649
188
390

-aw

Ksur

391
392
393

473
134
312

jAgser&Ingh
Jagzar Singhi
Jagtar Singh

Aurjan Sigh
Dal ip Singh
Suii Sio

394

330

Iagtar Singh

Dharam Singh

Aritwa, Babadur Izaga,

H.No.3477
Kapial
Kalanaur
KaIlu Sohal P0. Debriwal
Daroga
SehusraKalan
Kaia Afghana
Kewa Singh Wala
Manuke
Jagrion
Booh PO. Fattu Dhiriga
VPO. Khaiiala
N.Ho. 1543/, B-U Sector 60
Mohali
Suditpura P0. Buralk
Kairon
Galowal Bahga P0.
Gaxhdiwata
K~ala KhAr PO. Khi&ah

qt

r

.1

-

110

395
396

668
589

Jagtar Singh
lagwinderSingh

Maghar Shgh
Sarwan Singh

Kuburka P0. Shahbazpur

397

486

lang Singh

Aum Singh

-398

561

Jang Singh

Abma Singh

Watbewah P. Nathuwahi
Gab
Natbewals PO. Natdwala

399
400

277
509

Jamail Singhi
Jamail Singh

Bachait Singh
Nararjan Singh

Bham Ki.1un
Badla P. Kotla Bsdla

401
402
403

520
042
235

Jarnail Singh
Jasbant Singh
JAstir sine)

Rantge Singh
Mather Singh
Preetam Singh

Boob P0. Fatt Dbix~a
Kau] Cbheli PO. Bbufla Hie
Bud Wali Gab. Mustafabd

404
405
406

240
297
820

Jasbir Singh
Jasbir Singh
Jasbir Singh

Harnek Singh~
Gurbaksh Singh
Joginder Singh

407
408

431
458

JlavmerKaur!
Jasmer Sigh

Bachzim Singhi
Jagir Singh

Mmnuke
Villi. Madn% PO. Udanwal
Anilsan, H.No.3477, B&Ud
Nagar
Salempur
Khn

409
410
411
412
413
414
415

682
838
214
218
257
368
653

Jisps Singh
Jaspal Singh
Jaspal Singh Fajui
Jasvir Singh
Jasvir Singh
Jasvir Sngh
Jasvir Singh

L~AteS. Racban Singh
Bhagut Singh
Jarnail Singh
MNiral Singh
Bhupinder Singh
Gurdev Singh
Ajit Singh

Garaga
Natt PO. Cbg.W K~AIan
Sihaura
DorabaPO. Dorsha Mandi
Pandori Bibi
Kahara
Hargano

416
417
418

736
229
231

Jasvir Singh
Jaswant Singh
Jaswarit Singh

Sukhdev Singh
Sews Singh
Mohan Singh

Khuddi Khurd
Sanghna
Hand Ke PO. Dbarmkot

419
420
421
422
423

269
29
457
714
825

Jarwant
Jaswant
Jiwant
Jaswant
Isswant

Roor Singh
Nachhatar Singh
DarbamSiugh
Ourmel Singh
UuiSingh

Kaanur
Budhsingh Wala

424
425
426
427
428
429

055
0&8
106
483
560
414

Jaswindu Singh
isswinder Singh
Jaswinder singh
Jaswinder Singh
J1swinderSingh
Jitinder Singb

Ajaib Singh
Late S. Mohan Singh
Shiv RAM,
Braham Singh
Mangal Singh
Dilawar Singh

Iahangir PO. Kahcru
Chiachowali P0. laintipur
Bhuwal PO. Roper

singh
Singh
Singh
Singh
Singh

DcharPO. Cbarnkaur Salib
Bbain (Bhsam Singh) PO,

Amritsar

111
430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442
443
444

609
709
555
633
752
278
7)5
728
367
793
531
424
690
769
299

Jatinder Singh
Jatinderpal Singh
lee Singh
Jed Singh
Jed Singh
Jeevan Jot Singh
Thilmil Singh
Jinderpal Singh
Joga Singh
loga Singh
Joginder Singh
Joginder Singh
Joginder Singh
Joginder Singh Bains

Hamek Singh
Amrik Singh
Chanan Singh
Sa~ju Singh
Pooran Singh
Lakhwant Singh
Preetam Singh
Ram Saroop
Joginder Singh
Gurchan Singh
Kirpa Singh (Husband)
Darshan Singh
Boots Sirgh
Late S. Wassan Singh
Babu Singh Bains

445

282

Kala Singh

Amrik Singh

446
447
448

321
411
300

Kamaijit Kaui
Kanaijit Singh
KanwaIjit Singh

449
450

708
822

Kanwaiji: Singh
Kanwaljit Singh

Piara Singh
Naranjan Singh
Bhagwan Singh (Capt.
Retd.)
Gulzar Singh
loginder Singh

451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460
461
462
463

502
014
185
412
104
343
595
077
113
317
776
801
786

Karaj Singh
Kamail Singh
KarnailSingh
Karora Singh
Kartar Singh
Karar Singh
Kartar Singh
Kashmir Singh
Kashmir Singh
Kashnir Singh
Kashmir Singh
Kashmir Singh
Kashmir Singh Bhullar

Makhan Singh
Sukhdev Singh
Bachan Singh
Dial Singh
Swarm Singh
Aasa Singh
Bali Singh
Gulzar Singh
Dalip Singh
Labh Singh
Sucha Singh
Charan Singh
Late S. Dalip Singh

464
465

358
815

Kesar Singh
Kesar Singh

Jangir Singh
Banta Singh

466

698

467

356

468
469

437
167

Kewal Singh
Khem Singh Fauji
Khushwindet Singh
Kiranpal Singh

Sukhdev Singh
Nachhattar Singh
Shamsher Singh
Sewa Singh

Joginder Kaur

Sohian
N.No2210. Phase X. Mohali
Sidhwan Dona
Dadhera PO. Kalyan
Gagrewal
Hans Nagar Bathinda
Debar
Gagar Pr
Kakara
Sur Singh
Paniwar Khurd
Folariwal
Kalanaur
Sanghna
Guru Teg Bahadar Nagar
Bathinda
Begs Lebra PO. Bhucho
Mahdi
Butala
Ghaniye Ke Bangar
Bhatinda, Guru Aijun Dev
Nagar
Verka
Amritsar, Ramnar Road,
H.No.7
Thande PO. Iwala Flour Mil
Tibba
Khanpur Barring PO. Suron
"Badwali PO. Rattan Garb.
Mann PO. Ghariala
Behla PO. Rataul
Chuglewal
Dander
Dhun, Dhahe Wale
Bhame Kalan
Sathiala
Kuthali PO.Behrampur
Amritsar, H.N.102, Gali 9.1
Vijay Nagar
Balad Kalan
Pandori Rehmana PO. Pand
Takhatmal
Burj Gill PO. Phul
Balad Kalan PO. Bhawanig;
Booth Garb PO. Morinda
1446/21 Phase XI Mohali

112
470
471
472
473

530
020
469
309

Kirpa Singh
Kirpal Singh
Krishan Kumar
Kulbir Singh

Surain Singh
Gurdial Singh
Laja Ram
Major Singh

Panjwar Khurd
VPO. Beetr
Rajo Majia
Sinbal MNajra

474
475
476
477
478
479
480
481
482
483

434
012
ISO
336
419
440
480
535
604
642

Kulbir Singh
Kuldeep Singh
Kuldeep Singh
Kuldeep Singh
Kuldeep Singh
Kuldeep Singh
Kuldeep Singh
Kuldeep Singh
Kuldeep Singh
Kuldeep Singh

Khush Hall Singh

484
485
486
487
488
489
490
491

679
711
837
141
013
015
057
088

Kuldeep Singh
Kuldeep Singh
Kuldeep Singh
Kuldeep Singh Gill
Kuldip Singh
Kuldip Singh
Kuldip Singh
Kuldip Singh

Rachan Singh
Tarlok Singh
Massa Singh
Sikandar Singh Gill
Kartar Singh

Jatana PO. Beu
Vii. Singha
Kotla Sahian P0. Bhullar
Bopa Rai Kalan
Amrali PO. Hawara Kaln
Lodhi Majra
Sahora
Fatehpur Badeshe
Kuhali PO. Rai Chakk
Dansingh Wala PO. Sawai
Mehra
Manak Majra PO. Ranged P
Usman Shaheed
Varpal
Gill
Kuthala
Tibba
Bhullarhed
T"hkriwal PO. Cahrhi

492
493
494
495
496
497
498
499
500
501
502
503
504
505
506
507
508
509
510
511
512

748
082
101
156
293
516
567
583
658
733
797
800
073
097
100
147
157
215
362
449
677

Kuldip Singh
Kuijinder Singh
Kulwant Singh
Kulwant Singh
Kulwant Singh
Kulwant Singh
Kulwant Singh
Kulwant Singh
Kulwant Singh
Kulwant Singh
Kulwant Singh
Kuiwant Singh
Kulwinder Singh
Kulwinder Singh
Kulwinder Singh
Kulwinder Singh
Kulwinder Singh
Kulwinder Singh
Kulwinder Singh
Kulwinder Singh
Kulinder Singh

Nand Singh
Harbans Singh
Mohan Singh
Late S. Shingara Singh
Bachitter Singh
Sohan Singh
Jagir Singh
Ajit Singh

Joginder Singh
Swara Singh
Jarnail Singh
Ajaib Singh
Ninual singh
Mehar Singh
Jagir Singh
Karta Singh

Tar Singh

Makand Singh
Joginder Singh
Sucha Singh

Prei Singh
Bahadur Singh
Sajjan Singh
Fauja Singh
Gulzar Singh
Late S. Mohan Singh
Ajaib Singh
Amrik Singh
Bachan Singh
Late S. Kaka Singh

Harnek Singh
Balvir Singh
Late S. Bachan Singh

Fatehabad
Kheri Salabatpur
Maur Khurd PO. Maur Man
Kotli Soorat Malli
Lehra Bega
Booh PO. Fattu Dhinga
Bhanuwal PO. Ropar
Kairon
Balaspur
Sehke PO. Guara
Bu0 169 PO. RaaTaal
Vrpal
Sanghna
Chachowali PO. Jaintipur
Otthian
Kaltanaur
Mastkot P0. Dargabad
Palla Aluna
Kapial
Dhuri, Guru Nank Nagar
Silh PO. Garanga

2.
113
513
514
515

768
287
465

Kuhwinda Singh
Labb Singh
Labh Singh

516
517
518
519

III
818
226
331

Lakha Singh
Ialkha Singh
Lakhbir Singh
Lakhbir Singh

520
521

669
734

Lakbbir Singh
Sardool Singh
LakhwinderSingh Sandhu LateS. Balbir Singh

522
523
524
525
526
527
528
529
530
531
532
533
534
535
536

361
138
224
379
738
775
735
439
060
701
528
258
230
061
302

Lakhvir Singh (Patwari)
Bachan Singh
Lakhwinder Singh
Bua Singh
Lahwinder Singh
Joginder Singh
Lakhwinder Singh
Chanan Singh
LakhwinderSingh
Ajaib Singh
Lal Singh
Apar Singh
LehmbarSingh
Sukhdev Singh
Maan Singh
Sarwan Singh
Maghar Singh
Labh Singh
Maghar Singh
Mukhtiar Singh
Mahinder Kaur
Kashmir Singh (Husband)
Mahinder Singh
Kartin Singh
Mahinder Singh (Bijliwal) Mohan Singh
Major Singh
Kaka Singh
Major Singh
Dasaundha Singh

537
538
539
540
541

580
598
717
740
220-

542
543
544
545
546
547
548
549

617
081
161
018
262
464
564
712

Major Singh
Major Singh
Major Singh
Major Singh
Major Singh & Mohan
Singh
Major Singh (Srp zch)
Makhan Singh
Makhan Singh
Mal Singh
Malkeet Singh
Malkeet Singh
Malkee Singh
Malkeet Singh

,aswant Siogh
Kamail Singh
Ujagar Singh
Drshin Singh
Mohan Singh & Ganga
Singh
Late S. Kartar Singh
Kehar Singh
Kabal Singh
Prithi Singh
Saroop Singh
Bhinder Singh
Amar Singh
Late S. Santa Singh

550
551
552

279
566
694

Malkit Singh
Mandeep Singh
Mandeep Singh

Baldev Singh
Mehar Singh
Suujit Singh

Tara Singh
Bhupindur Siagh
Chhoia Singh @ Sukhdev
Singh
Virs Singh
Swaran Singh
Late S. BhS ingh
Mahinder Singh

Phennnan
Doosnwali PO. Sangat Man
RzjoMajra
Algon Kodhi PO.Kohi
Mannan PO.Aima Kalan
Khiala Khurd PO.Khiala
Kalan
Vaal
Anandpur Sahib, Academy
Road
Kapial
Gehri Mandi
Swaghna
Behla PO.Rataul
Adliwala
Kotla Gujaran
Khaddi Khurd P0. Hindiaya
Dchar PO.Chamkar Sahib
Thuliwal
Ladewal PO.Jabbo Majra
Panjwar Khurd
Bhappal
Bijliwal PO.Sarwali
Changali
LNo.2559 Mehna Mohalla
Bathinda
Sur Singh
Kamalpur
Rattangarh
Saboora
Kot Hirde Ram PO.Chawin
Devi
Bud Kalara PO.Hawhur
Wiring Suba Singh
Chaura
Guwbakshpura PO.Tibba
Alowal PO.Balowal
Rajo Majra
Budhapur PO.Phool Khurd
Chappar hiri Khurd PO.
Landran
Virk Kalan
Kharar
Halwara

114
553
554
555
3556557
558
559
560
561
562
563
564
565
566
567
568
569
570

294
394
760
739
116
582
460
571
108
126
132
176
304
342
673
727
742
283

Mangal Singh
Mangal Siingh
Mangul Singh
MangaI Singh
ManjinderSingh
Manjinder Singh
Manjit Wnet Singh
Manj it Kaur
max~it Singh
Manjit Singh
Manjit Singh
-Manjit
Singh
Man'it Singhi
Manjit Singh
Manjit Singh
Manjit Singh
Manjit Singh
Manmohan Singh

Swama Singh
j agar Sinagh
Duzt Singh
Kartar Singh

571

r557

Manmhai, Singh

Narinder Singh

572

487

Manna Singh

Gurdeep Singh

573
574
575
576

430
268
002
814

Manpreet Kaur
Mastan Singh
Mehna. Singh
Meja Singh (Baba)

Ramdass Singh
Budlia Singh
GulzarSingh
Late S. Banta Singh

577
578
579
580
581

702
201
518
600
613

Mithu Singh
Mohan Singh'
Mohan Singh
Mohan Singh
Mohaninigh

582
583

047
306

Mohinder Singh
Mohinder Singh

Suit Si 'ngh
Suran. Singh
Santa Singh
Baldev Singh
Surjan Singh @ Saijan
Singh
Ram Rakha Singh
Aijan Singh

584

830

Mohinde~al Singh

Manj it Singh

S585
586
587
588

665
051
548
799

Mukand Singh
Mukhtiur Singh
Mukhtiar Singh
Mukittiar Singh

Bhajan Singh
Mahala Singh
Jagir Singh
Biwinder Singh

589
590

102
667

Nwchhattar Singh
Nachhatter Singh

BalkarSingh
Kartar Singh

Late

S. Mukhtar Singh

Aj it Singh
Ourdev Singh
Chainn Singh
Sohan Singh
Iqbal Singh
Sardool Singh
SuduhsSingh
Sukhdev Singh
Late S. 1iaxbajan, Singh
Guwbachan Singh
Balbir Singh
Late S. Japan Singh Lahal
Ranjit Singh

Butala
Pabarali PO. Paracha,
Bhangaii
Adliwaha
(Jagrawal
Tamn Tam
Bhai Roopa
Sehnsra. Kahan
H.INo.273. Phase VII, Mohal
VPO. Nangali
Tanda P0. Tur
Aliput ManiPO. Patiala
Nadha
Dhardeo
Lohata. PO. Pratapura
Alawal Put PO. Bhainbli
Dudbrai PO. Bbala Pind
D- 127 Thermal Colony
Bhatinda
110. Nawi Dana Mandi,
Jalandhar City
Nathewa~a PO. Nathurwala
Garbi
Jatana P0. Bela
Kalanaur
Dhilwan
Pandori Rebmana. P0. Takh
Mat
Kot Dunna
Khanpur PO. Kharar
Fattu Dhinga
Araincha P0. Doraha
H.No.2042. Agwar Giran,
Bauma
Bhai B&Mktaur P0. Maissi
Kbana
Arnzitsar. H.N.1I334/Ml-2 1,
Gall Jeevanmal
Dhaula
Pakhokc
Lehara
Bhmgo Kawan P0. Mega
Mudian
Maim P0. Ohania
Raiwal Bet PO. Lohian Kh.

115
286
554

NaginrcpL Singh
NaharSingh

BhiipinderSingh
Alma Singh

625

NaharSingh

Inder Singh

594
595
596
597
598
599
600
CP03

418
048
3910
272
731
028
w4
647

NaibSingh
Narain Singh
Narain Singh
Narax~an Singh
Narapjan Singh
Narinder Siongh
Nauinder Singh
Naninder Singh

602
603
604
605
606
607
608
609

675
725
757
027
438
762
069
641

Nariner Singh
Narinder Singh
Naiinder Singh
Nasib Ka"u
Nasib Singh
Navroop Singh
Nazar Singh
Nehru Singh

Sardars Singh
Sant Singh
Mohinder Singh
Dalbir Singh
SbcrSingh
Baldev Singh
Hukarn Singh
Meftar Singh (Sukhdev
Singh)
Inder Mohan Verrna
LakhwindarSingh
Baiwant Singh
Dal Singh
Proetam. Singh
Kashmir Singh
Bachan Singh
Natha Singh

610.
611
612I
613
614
615
616
617

378
023034
347
766
496
575
779

Niranjan Singh
Nirbhai Singh
Nifrmal Singh
Ninnal Singh
Nirrual. Singh
Nirmal Singh Sarpanch
Nirvail Singh
Nirvair Singh

Boor Singh
Dhararn Singh
Sukhdev Singh
Joginder Singh
Ptw Singh
Mohan Singh
Atma Singhi
Jagir Sintgh

618
619
620
621

637
393
461
450

Nirwair Singh
Nishan Singh
Nishan Singh
Pals Singh

Jagir Singh
Ajit Sintgh
Bahal Singh
TamtSingh

622
623
624
625
626
627

066
065
039
260
271
031

Palijit Siogh
Paltej Singh
Paiwinder Singh
Paiwinder Singh
Pararn Satideuj it Singh
Pramj it Sintgh

Charnel Singh
Charnel Singh
Guibacha Singh
Ajitingh _
Sawiitdor Singh ahi
iogirkder Singh

628

070

ParamjitSingh

Haram Singh

Dooniwali P0. Sanga Man
Alipur Khalsa P0.
Mahanapw
Pamasur
Gill KhwnI P0. Balianwali
Dhilwan
Paracha
Kalanaur
Chabba
Dartgarh
Thathi Khar PO. Dobuiji
Dawali P0. Jandiali
BhagoMajra
Basisa
Vegowal.
Thuliwil
D"hi
Buij Rai Ke PO. Sirhali
Dbilwan (Nabha)
Dansingh Wala PO. Mehma
Sawai
Behla PO. Rataul
Alai PO. Moolowal.
Rajo MAira
Nepal PO. Jastral
Dhotian
Hothian
Manochaha Kalan
Kotla Ba a Singh PO. Dadi
Na7.ar
Rhauwal P0. Ror
Pabarai K4an PO. Parcha
VP0. RAniya
Wajidpur Badhebak P0.
Mahrnadpur
Runiana Cahk PO. Tarpai
Pramana Chak P. Tarpai
Gehlan FO. Mehsampur
Khl~ehm PO. Gehi Mandi
Jangl. P. Nash Chak
GiaBagha, Palt P0.
Mahisampur
Hwer Nagar, PO. Netaji
Naga, Salem TaWx

116
629
630)
631
632

217
232
245
276

Paranj it Singh
ParJit Singh
Panmjit Singh
Faramj it Sin~gh

633
634
635

303
401
447

Paramjil Singhi

616
637
638
639
640
641
642
643
644
645
646
647
648

532
591
611
761
792
772
084
579
794
243
821
290
429

650
650
651
652
653
654
65
656
657
658
659
660
661
662
663
664
665
666
667
6m8
669
670
671

540
'710
352
553
691
177
592
370
780
117
689
721
148
149
732
806
250783
407
357
746
718
529

Paramjit Singh
Paramji Singh
Paraniit
Paramjit
Parji
Paramjit

Singh
Singh
Singhi
Singh
Parunji Singh
Pardeep Singh
Pargat Singh
Pargaz Singh
Pargal Singh
Parivar Singh
Paxjinckr Singh
Panniner Sin~gh
Parminder Singhi
Parminder Singh
Parminder Sigh
Piaus Singh
Piana Sinigh
Piara Singh
Pipal Singh
PrWbhit Singh
Prern Singh Dalladi
Pnitamn Singh
Prithipal Singh
Punjab Singh
Punjab Singh
Rachhpal Singh
Rachhpal Singh
Racbhpal Singh ~
Rachhpal Singh
Racbhpal Singh Chhandra
Raghuveer Singh
Ribir Singh
Rajinder Singh
RaJkoder Singh
Rapander Singh
Rsjwinde Singh

Late S. Narartja Singh
Gurnuh Singh
Gurmel Singh
Gurdit Singh

Dhamo
Taiwandi Nahar
Marnace
G3uuGobind Singh Nagar
Bathnda
atand Singh
Mahi Nangal P. Rxna Ma
Tehal Singhi
Fazaibad
Darshaai Sigh (Ex-Subedar) H.No.10-L, Mode Hoome
Sawinder Singh
HarnekSingh
Harchand Singh
Nannoder Singh
Moban Singh
Beant Singh Malhi
Avtar Singh
Prectam Singh
Chara Singh
Dalip Singh
Parminder Singh
BantSingh
Piara Singh
HardepSingh
Amrlk Singh
Bhagwan Singh
Meja Singh
Surain Singh
Gurbachan Singh
Harnek Singh
Ghuman Singh
Bhan Singh
Such&aSigh
Eachan Singh
Mah~an Singh
Late S. Jagir Singh
Late S. Bmnta Singh
Had Singh
Anvokh Singh
Late S. Ranjit Singh
Bart Singh
Preetam Singh
Nacbhatter Singh
Siudagar Singh
LWe S. Ajmer Sigh
Kmahmtir Singh

-

malian
Phoolewala
Sohian
Bahniani Wala
Sur Singh
Baoli Jndezjit
Bhasxgali Kalan
Sur Singh
Sur Singh Wala
Dala
Schwsa Kahtn
Gill Kalan
Amritsar, H.No. 13, Gurna
Nagar
Thabal Kalan
1263 Phase 3B-IL Mohali
Alo Anakh PO. Bhawanig
Joobala
Tibbar
Dholewal
Phoolewsla
Dalladi PO. Nabba
Nurpur P0. Chor Sidhwa
Gokalpur
VPO. Khajala
Dhapei
Kalanaur
Kalanaur
Faridkot
Thunder
Chhanra
Goslan
Zaarwal
Balad alan
Fategarb ivian
Khanpur. H.No1 245
Panjwar Khurd

117
672

143
482
186
795
832
Oil
324
036
285
074
593
009
090
171
219
251
492
629
640
648
716
771
693
499
514
-726

785

Rakcs Kumar
Ram Sroop Singh
Ramn
Singh
Ramn
Singh
Ram Singh
Ram Singh Billing
Ranbir Singh
Mashahia
Randhir Singh
Randhir Singh
Rundhir Singh
(latbedar)
Rapjii Kaur
Ranjit Singh
Ranjit Singh
Ranjit Singh
Razijit Singhi
Ranit Singh
Rax~it Singh
Ranjit Singh
Ranjit Singh
Ranjit Singh~
Ranjit Singh
Ranjit Singh
Rattan Singh
Ravinder Singh
Reshamn Singh
Resharn Singh
Reshamn Singh

Vishwa Mittet
Hukam Singh
Gurmail Singh
Latc S. CmraSingh
8sbadar Singh
Hinimat Singhi
Jamal Singh Man~shhia

uwachowabUe. ) ainpur
Sihora
Daun Kalan
Sur Singh Wala
Varpui
Dhadogai
Dabwili Road Bathinda

Sbnde Pal Singh
Mastan Singh
Chanan Singh

Amrnagc Dhwi Road
Dangian
Mal Qiak PO. Kang

Rachan Singh
Gurdev Singh
SwamanSingh
Kirpal Singh

Oharuan
UTkhan
BhambriF '0. Khanmao
Thedharke PO. Dera Baba

Lai Singh

Late S. Sampooran Singh
Inder Singh
Ourdev Singh
Sardara Singh
Hawnek Singh
PalaSingh
Sewa Singh
Virsa Singh
Bela Singh
Bhagwan Singh
Tara Singh
Bakshish Singh

G=au

Chhandra
Nagoke
Cbo0vici [am
Pathan Miajra P0. Gbarazn
Baihinda,
GUi No.
J. Rttanarh
Datarpr 2162,
Kaler Ma igal P0. Luddam
Axnam Nagar PO. Karhali
Dugaiwal
Booh P0. Faftu Dhinga
Kuharka I'0. Shahbazpur
Aruitsar, P0. Vijay Nager
H.N. S5Atari P0OBela
Kang, PatdiTaiwandi Di
0.T.B. G uLrhRode
Phoolewa Ia
Gagrewal
Kashfiwail
Kaleke
Sangan
IV4

507
085
525
603
122
175
374
588

Rulda Singh
Rup~nderjit Singh
Sadbu Singh
Sadbu Singh
Sahab Singh
Sahib Singhi
Sah~ib Singh
Sahib Singh

Dharain Singh
Bhajan Singh
Bant Singh
Teja Sigh
Dars Singh
PiaraSingh
Piara Singh
Kirpal Singh

743
834
558
662

Sah" Singh
Salwant Singh
Salwindor Singh
Saiwinder Sigh

Late S. Soorta Singh
Mukhtar Singh
Mangal Singh
Shabaig Singh

Sahoor

708
709
710
711
712

764
380,

SalwinderSingh
Santokh Singh

Sinigh
Late S.Such&a
Saroop Singh

Dbotian
Behla PO. Rataul

-707

Singlhpura
Manihaia Jai Singh P0. K

118
713
714

448
559

Santokh Singh
Sarbji Singh Jauhal

Sher Singh

Samn
Jauhtl

715
716
717
718
719
720
721
722
723
724
725
726
727
728
729
730
731
732
733
734
735
736
737
738
739
740
741
742
743
744
745

016
080
751
124
311
-534
040
103
127
563
683
720
773
207
043
071
131
189
234
314
619
202
398
353
333
291
517
807
281
377
298

Ssrbjit Singh
Sardara Singh
Sardool Singh
Sardal Singh
Saoop Stngh
Sarup Singh
Satgur Singh
Satnam Singh
Satnam Singh
Satam Sinh
Satnarn Singh
Satnm Singh
Satnarn Singh
Satpal Singh Satyal
Saudagar Singh
Savinder Singh
Sawinder Pal Singh
Sawinder Singh
Sawinder Singh
Sawinder Singh
Sawinder Singh
Sewa Singh
Sewak Singh
Sbamnber Singh
SherSingh
Shingara Singh
Shingara Singh
Shingara Singh
Sikandar Singh
Skattar Singh
Sohan Singh Butter

3a1 ir Singh Jauhal
(Jathedar)

Bhadarvadh
Kakeke PO. Kilchim
Rahl Chahal PO. Suxgap
Gagrewal
Nangal Khunga
Fatehpur Badeshe PO. Mia
Palasaur PO. Bhalwan
Dali. PO. Led Kan Qadi
Jalalabad
Mahadian
Kairon
Dhapei
Jallupar Khah'a
H.No. 250, Satyal Niwa
Mangewal PO. Kurad
Bagge Khurd PO. Bagge
Jaura
Athwal PO. Fatupur Debar
Kale Ke PO. Khilchian
Kalansur
Padde, PO. Pheruma
Gharuan Uchand
Kala Afghana
Aloa Rakh PO. BhawanigE
Khialt Kilan
Beg&Lehra PO. Bhucho
Booh PO. Fattu Dhings
Rose PO. Pakiwan
Lehra Bega PO. Bhucho
Behla PO. Ritual
Dan Singh Wala

746

079

Soma

Balbir Singh
Late Bur Singh
Late S. Pooran Singh
Aa&Singh
Preetam Singh
Santokh Singh
Kaku Singh
Htrbans Singh
Gulzar Singh
Prem Singh
Jarnail Singh
Sohan Singh
Mahinder Singh
Late S. Surjit Singh Stayal
Karar Singh
Joginder Singh
Jeevan Singh
Dalip Singh
Pooran Singh
Amar Singh
Bhagal Singh
Late S. Cheta Singh
Balkar Singh
Chhota Singh
Bakhshish Singh
Jagar Singh
Atma Singh
Boola Singh
Harnek Singh
Niranjan Singh
Phoola Singh @Tar
Singh
Tirath Ram

747
748
749
750
751
752
753
754
755

158
696
556
789
112
397
802
350
381

Sub&Singh
Sub&Singh
Subash Singh
Subeg Singh
Sucha Singl
SucMa Singh
Sucha.Singh
Sudagar Singh
Sudamsa Singh

Late S. Lakha Singh
Gurbachan Singh
Diwan Singh
Dhian Singh
Teja Singh

Pal Singh

Late S. Hui Singh
Sa Singh

Ghanupur PO. Chhehurt
Wala Khu
Shahpur Goraya
Shakoor
Jathuwal
Sur Singh
VPO. Tbande
Pabarli Ka]n PO. Par-ach
VarpIL
Bakhtari PO. Bhawanigai
Dheri

-I, , , , -,, !

.

I
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t p'

119
756
757
758
759
760
761
762
763
764

041
249
494
037
468
007
025
173
371

Sukh Sagar Singh
Sukbbir Singh Khala
Sukhbir Singh Kunnar
Sulhchain Singh
Sukhdeep Singh
Sukhdev Singh
Sukhdev Singh
Sukhdev Singh
Suchdev Singh

Itdnder.Singh
Tam Singh
Japal Singh
Sartokh Singh
Dmhan Singh
Bhan Singh
Santa Singh
Late S. Kenar Singh
Sudagu Singh

Beema
Sujo
Kot Gangu Rai
Mar Khenm
Rajo Majr
Viii. Dbotian
Moom
Qadian Gujran P. Shah9
Daun Khurd PO. Boharpur

765
766
767
768
769
770
771
772
773
774
775
776
777
778
779
780
781
782
783
784
785
786

386
388

Sukhdev Singh
Sukhdev Singh
Sukbdev Singh
Sukhdev Singh
Sukhdev Singl
Sukldev Singh
Sukbdev Singh
Sukhdev Singh
Sukhdev Singh
Sukhdev Singh
SukhdevSingh
Sukhdev Singh Lali
Sukhjinder Singh
Sukhjit Singh
Sukhmandar Singh
Sukhpal Singh
Sukhraj Singh
Sukhwang Singh
Sukhwant Singh
Sukhwant Singh
Sukhwinder Kaur
Sukhwvinder Singh

Shingara Singh
Mahinder Singh
Chanchl Sing
Sardool Sinoh
Late S. Nschhateer aingh
Sher Sing
Dan Singh
Sujit Singh
Karam Singh
Late S. Sardool Singh
Suiklun Singh
Ajaib Singh
Harpa! Singh
Major Singh
Jagir Singh (Babe Ke)
Hazara Singh
Preetam Singh
Kartar Singh
Kahrnr Singh
Ram Siagh
Ram Dhan Singh

SukhwinderSingh
Sulhwinder Singh
Sukhwinder Singh
Sukhwinder Singh
Sukhwinder Singh
Sukhwinder Singh
Sukhwindu Singh
Sukhwinder Singh
Sukhwinder Singh

Gan Singh Nanbardar
Nirmnjan Singh
Punjab Singh
Shingar Singh
Randhir Singh
Atur Singh
Darhan Singh
Dilfe Singh
MaW r Singh

Sukhwinde, Singh
Bhatti
Sulakhan Sing

Tara Singh

Kats Afghans
Maulvi Lot PO. Pmncha
Main Bazar, Ghazpur
ViI. Naurangbad
Sur Singh
Chowid Maim
Sohaua
Baba Bhan Singh Kothe
Loham
Chacbowali PO. J itipur
Sur Singh
Pajgreen
Viii. isnimn PO. Bundala
Rajo Majm
Dalls
Kils Afghans
Gagrewal
Bamb PO. Rai Maill
Marhian Wala PO. Batas
Lohar PO. Jahal Dbabe
KmIh Aan
Wajidpur Badeshan PO
Mahamadpur
Mallin
Chura PO. Dera Baba Na
VPO. Kakken
Batala
Masani PO. Nadampur
Kohalii
Fatehgarh Sahib
Khela PO. Fatehabad
Maniila JaliSingh PO. K
Puoca
Badbsr

Late S.Sohan Sing

Pawn
Graeen

-

474

539
581
627
635
651
674
758
787
198
476
463
242
385
120
400
406
754
387
010

787
788
789
790
791
792
793
794
795

115
160
211

796

488

797

193

238

360
376
590
614
656

120
798
799
800
801
802
803
804
805

475
798
006
348
259
453
788
686

Sutdhan Singh
Sufkhan Singh
Sulem Kh~an
Sujuter Singh
Surinder Sigh
Swiader Sigh
Surnder Singh
Surindapal Singh

806
807
SOS
809
810
811
812
813
814
815
816
817
818
819
820
821
822
823

698
04$
204
222
346
586
660
384
554
410
811
169
670
152
256
364
601

Sudamn Singh
Stupjt Singh
Ssujtingh
Swjii Singh
Sdit Singh
Suroit Singh
Surii Singh
SuhicaKam
Swaian Kaur
Swuan Singh
Swamajit Singh
Talwinder Singh
TaraSingh
Tams Singh Sandhiu
Tarlochan Singh
Tanlochan Singh
Terlchban Singh
Tarlochan, Singhi

Kamtr Singh
Channan Singh
Hardial Singh
Wsawa Singh
Ishar Singh
Late S.Harbhajan Singh
Daulal Singh
Man Mohinder Singo
Kundan Singh

824
825
826
827
828
829
830
831
832
833
834
835
836
837
838

630
663
223
236
078
280
705
508
436
021
338
515
139
365
484

Tarlochan Singh
Tarlok Singh Khalaa
Tarsern Siugh
Tarsa Singh
Tasbir Singh
Ttj Kaur
Teja Sigh
Tqindcrpal Singh
Tejpal Singh
Yecr Singh
Viruingh
Virs Singh
Waryun Singh
YadvindeaSingh
YadwindgSingh

lagit Singh
Gob an Singh
Ashar Sigh
Sohan Singh
Jathedar Anoop singh
Karndc Singh (Husband)
Bama Singh
Sukbdev Singh
HAZAra Singh
SundarSingh
Mahinder Sigh
Jagir Singh
Nazar ugh
Bbajan Siugh
Angrej Singht

n23

Kulbir Singh
Jora Khan
Faqir Singh
Ram Qiawi
Nachhattar Singh
Wae S. Veer Sigh
Hinder Singh
Surain Singh
Amnar Singh
Dharam Singh
Mabinider Singh
Sher Singh
InderSingh
Mahnider Singh
Hardial Singh

Vill. Bhaum
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UNIFIED BUDDHIST CHURCH OF VIETNAM (UBCV)
The UBCV has been outlawed and all of its properties have been confiscated. Some 10,000
schools, hospitals, universities, orphanages... of UBCV have been appropriated by the state;
temples are turned over to the state-sponsored Buddhist Church. Following are some examples of
temples transferred to the state-sponsored church or transformed for government use.
1. Phap Van Temple, at 244 Nguyen Van Dau, Phuong 11, Quan Binh Thanh. It now belongs to
the state-sposored church.
2. Vietnam Quoc Tu (National Shrine of Vietnam) in Saigon, transferred to the state-sponsored
Buddhist Church of Vietnam.
3. But Quang Temple, Xa Cam Thanh, Huyen Tu Nghia, Quang Ngai. It was also the provincial
office of the UBCV. In 1976 the government confiscated this temple and sent its abbot Thich
Quang Y to prison. The temple is now used for rice storage.
4. Quang Due Temple. 294 Nam Ky Khoi Nghia.
5. Van Hanh University, Le Van Sy Street, 3rd District, Saigon
6. Van Phuoc Temple in Binh Duong.
7. Thien An Temple in Binh Duong
8. Phap Hoa Temple, Da Nang, now transformed into government office.
9. Dinh Tam Temple, Da Nang.
10. Phuoc Vien Temple, Da Nang. completely razed.
11. Hue Nghiem Institute of High Buddhist Study.
12. Phu Xuan Temple, Nha Be, Gia Dinh, Saigon. It has been transformed into a government
warehouse.
13. Quang Due Temple, Khanh Hoa, transformed into a handicraft center.
14. Van Hoe Temple, Kien Giang, Rach Gia, transformed into a dining center for Communist
cadres.
15. Khanh Minh Temple, Long An, transformed into a maternity ward.
16. Bo De Highschool, Qui Nhon, Binh Dinh Province, transformed into dormitories.
HOA HAO BUDDHIST CHURCH
Right after the takeover of Saigon on April 30, 1975, the communist government ordered the
dissolution of the entire Hoa Hao Buddhist Church (HBC) hierarchy. They confiscated all HBC
properties including offices, temples and shrines, the Hoa Hao University in Long Xuyen
province, and all recital minarets, including the following.
1. HBC Headquarters Office at Hoa Hao village, now transformed into the Administrative Office
of Phu Tan district, An Giang Province. Hoa Hao Holy Land is now called: Phu My Village, Phu
Tan district, An Giang Province.
2. Office of Management Board of Hoa Hao Holy Land, transformed into the Information and
Cultural Office of Phu Tan district.
3. HBC Library of Hoa Hao Holy Land, transformed into Phu My People Committee, Phu Tan
district.
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4. Boarding house for Hoa Hao Buddhist pilgrims at Hoe Hao Holy Land was levelled. The
land ws used to build the District Treasty.
5. HBC Relief Station now is the District Educatioin Office.
6. HBC Lecture Hall at My Huong market now is a government sport club office.
7. Mess Hall No. I for Hoe Hao Buddhist pilgrims near My Huong market was levelled. It is
now a restaafinL
8. Mess Hall No.2 nice HBCs headquarters was also levelled to build a food storage.
9. Hoe Han Representatives Office, 114 Bui Thi Xuan Street, Saigon.
10. Office of Hoe Hao Saigon Management Board, facing the Hoe Hao Representatives Office.
11. Office of Floe Hao An Oiang Management Board, 80/1 Nguyen Truong To St. Long Xuyen

city.
12. Office of Hoa Hao Phong Dinh Management Board, 42 Ly Thai To St. Can Tho City.
13. Office of Ho Hao Interprovincial Phong Dinh-Chuong Thien Management Board 42 Ly
Thai To St, Can Tho Cty.
14. Seat of Hoe HMao
Interprovincial Phong Dinh-Chuong Thien, 16-18 Tran Quoc Tuan St, Can
Tio City.
15. Office of Hoe Hao Chau Doc Management Board transformed into Nguyen Ai Quoc Party
School, Chau Doc City.
16. HBC & Vietnamese Democratic Socialist Party's Soldier Cemetary was levelled. Built on it
now is the District Chau Phu Committee Office.
17. HBC Soldier Cemetary of Binh Minh district was also levelled.
18. Office of Hoe -ao Vinh Long Management Board, located at Vinh Long-Can Tho square,
transformed into Vinh Long Printing office.
19. Office of Hoa Hao Sa Dec Management Board, 2km from the former Sa Dec Provincial
Administrative Headquarters.
20. Office of Hoe Hao Tan Chau Management Board transformed into Tan Chau Light Industry
office.
21. Lecture Hall of Long Phu village, Tan Chau district is now being used as matmity hospital.
22. Office of Hoe Hao An Phu Management Board, transformed into An Phu Tax Branch.
23. Seat of the Viet Nam Social Democrat Party, affiliated with HBC 480 Hong Thap Tu St,
Saigon.
In all, before 1975, the HBC had
- 28 provincial or City Offices,
- 82 district offices,
- 476 village offices
- 3,100 hamlet offices
- and over 800 Recital Minart which were visibly established along the main arteries cutting
through all the villages of the Mekong delta.
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Most properties of the Catholic Church have been confiscated in 1975 and have remained
confiscated. The return of the following properties has been officially requested by the Church
but to no avail.

_
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1. Giao Hoeng Hoc Vien (Papal Institute), Dalat
Over the years, the Catholic Bishops Conference of Vietnam has requested the return of this
property, which belongs to the Vatican, but to no avail
2. Nha Huu Duong Dong Dong Cong (Retirement Home of the Church of Motber-CoRedemptrix), 342 Ap Phu Chau, Xa Tam Phu, Huyen Thu Due: 15 acres of orchard, retirement
home, and all equipment and furniture confiscated on September 7, 1988. Rev. Tran Dinh Thu
has written a letter to the government to request the return of this property. His request has been
ignored.
3. Dec Lo Church (Alexandre de Rhodes Church of the Jesuit Order), 161 Ly Chinh Thang Street
(formerly Yen Do Street), 3rd District, Saigon. It has been transformed into state-owned Tuoi
Tre (Youth) Publishing Company.
4. Thanh Mau Primary and Secondary School, property of the Hoa Khanh Catholic
Congregation, Lien Chieu District, Da Nang City. It has been appropriated by the Da Nang
College of Pedagogy, which converted it into a public housing facility and an animal farm. Since
1991 the Hoe Khanh Congregation has requested the return of this property to no avail.
S. Lasalle Tabord Highschool, 53 Nguyen Du Street, First District, Saigon.
6. Highschool of the Dominican Order, 44 Tu Xuong, 3rd District, Saigon.
7. Highschool of the Dominican Order, 190 Le Van Sy, Phu Nhuan, Saigon.
8. Seminary of the Co-Redemptrix Order, Tam Ha Village, Thu Duc, Saigon.
9. St. Paul Vincent do Paul Seminary, 42 Tu Xuong, 3rd District, Saigon.
10. Nguyen Ba Tong Highschool, 73 Bui Thi Xuan, 2nd District, Saigon.
11. St. Paul Highschool, 4 Cuong De (now Ton Due Thang), Saigon.
12. St. Thomas Highschool, 698 Le Van Sy, 3rd District, Saigon.
13. Lasalle Mossard Highschool, Thu Duc, Saigon.
14. Regina Mundi Girl Highschool, 228 Cong Ly (now Nam Ky Khoi Nghia), 3rd District,
Saigon.
15. St. Paul Hospital, Phan Thanh Gian, 3rd District, Saigon.
16. Seminary Hoan Thien, 11 Dong Da, Hue.
Note: In Saigon alone, 300 schools of the Catholic Church were confiscated in 1975.
PROTESTANT CHURCHES
All properties of the Pentacostal Church have been confiscated after 1975. Following is a
complete listing of these properties.
1. Pentacostal Primary and Secondary School in Saigon
2. Pentacostal Hospital in Saigon. It has been turned into a state hospital reserved q elusively for
high ranking officials.
3. Pentacostal Hospital near Tan Son Nhat airport. It has been turned into a commercial center.
4. Pentacostal Hospital in Phu Nhuan. It is presently used as the office of a state oil enterprise.
5. Pentwostal Church in Thu Due, Bien Hoa
6. Pentacostal Church in Da Lat (on former Hai Ba Trung street)
7. Ai Nghia Church in Duc My, Quang Nam. It has been demolished. Its ground is now used for
an outdoor market.
8. Pentacost Chapel in Binh Chanh, Cho Lon
9. Phu Hoe Church in Quang Nam. It has been turned into a grain storage.
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10. Can Tho Elementary School in Can Tho
11. Vai Nhon Elementary School in Can Tho
12. Pentacostal Church in Da Nang (on former Phan Chu Trinh Street)
13. Pentacostal Elementary School in Da Nang. It has been turned into state-ovned Da Ly
Huong pre-school.
14. Cho Lon Elementary School for Chinese ethnics in Cho Lon (on former Ba Hat street)
15. Protestant Church, 3 Nguyen Van Thoai, Saigon.
16. Protestant Church, at An Dong Market, Cho Lon.
Other properties of Protestant Churches that have been confiscated:
1.Reformed Protestant Church at 2 bis Le Duan Street, Saigon. It has been transformed into a
night club.
2. Protestant Church at 7 Tran Cao Van, Saigon. It is now used as a child care center.
3. The Nha Trang Bible College in Nba Trang has been turned into a hotel reserved for
communist officers.
4. Protestant Church at I Ly Thuong Kiet, Street, Da Nang became a beer and wine factory after
1975.
CAO DAI CHURCH
Most properties of the Cao Dai Church, all located in Tay Ninh, have been confiscated after 1975
and converted into state properties. Following is a sample list.
I. The Religious Civil Affair Building, now turned into the Provincial Communist Youth School
2. The Congregation Hall, now used for the continuing education institution for Communist
cadres
3. The Holy Legislative Body Department, now turned into the office of the Provincial Culture &
Arts Association
4. The Holy Administrative Body Department now turned into the Agriculture Vocational
Center
5. The Holy Guard Headquarters, now used for the People's Court of Tay Ninh
6. The Holy Ground Diocese Office, now used as the Sheriff Department of Tay Ninh
7. The Buddhist Heritage Compound, now turned into the office of the Fatherland Front of Tay
Ninh
8. The Central Vietnam Diocese Office, now turned into the 19th of May Preschool
9. The Cao Dai Chinese Holy Administrative Body, now turned into the Provincial Lumber
Factory
10. The North of Vietnam Diocese Office, now turned into a lumber factory office
11. The Amnesty and Charity Holy Compound, now transformed into the Career Training
College for Communist Cadres
12. The Holy-See Orphanage, now turned into the Provincial Medical College
13. The Holy History Research Branch, now turned into public housing complex for Communist
cadres
14. The Universal Amnesty Services, now turned into a movies theater
15. The Minority Group Holy Body, now turned into the Interior Administrative Office
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16. The Holy Guard Post, now turned into the Hoe Th mh Post Office
17. The Holy Audium, now turned into the Unification Conference Hall
18. The Natural Woods (owned by the Coo Dai Church), now turned into a kindergarten
playground and
cafeteria
19. The Holy Radio Broadcasting Studio, now turned into an operetta house
20. The Holy Music and Arts Department, now turned into the Culture and Arts School
21. The Holy Rites Department, now turned into the Hoa Thanh Pharmacy
22. The Main Gate Boulevard, now occupied by a fre station, a food warehouse, and housing for
communist cadres
23. The Archbishop Hall, now turned into the headquarters of the Hoa Thanh Fatherland Front
24. The Holy Architecture Branch, now turned into the office for social services for the

handicapped
25. The Linh-Duc Sewing and Cutting Company, now turned into a provincial orphanage
26. The Holy Amnesty Medical Services, now turned into the Country Medicine Association
27. The Holy Library, now turned into the Fitness and Gymnastic Club
28. The Holy Agriculture Department, now turned into a machine shop
29. The Holy Industrial Department, now turned into an auto repair shop
30. The Holy Health Department, now turned into a hospital
31. The Holy Hospital now turned into government-owned Ho Thanh Hospital
32, The Holy Guard Compound, now turned into Hiep Ninh Open Theater Site
33. Cao Dai University, now turned into Solidarity University of Pedagogy
34. Dao Duc School, now turned into Ly Tu Trong Highschool
35. Le Van Tnmg High School, now turned into Le Qui Don Junior High
36. The Holy Centennial Park. now turned into the Solidarity Flower Garden
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